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ABSTRACT

Zr-based alloys are used primarily as fuel cladding in water-cooled nuclear fission re-
actors. This is due to their good thermal and mechanical properties and low capture
cross section for thermal neutrons. In this work, density functional theory (DFT)
simulations were performed to investigate the behaviour of dopant elements in the
cladding alloy oxide, with the aim of furthering the understanding of corrosion and
hydrogen pick-up in Zr-based alloys. Simulations were performed in both monoclinic
and tetragonal ZrO2 on single isolated defects and defect clusters, with the effect of
compressive stress on some systems also simulated. Brouwer diagrams were construc-
ted to model the interaction of multiple defect types within a system, in both equi-
librium and non-equilibrium overall charge states. The concentration of the dopant
elements in the oxide was fixed, and the chemical potential allowed to vary from
the reference state, allowing the variation in oxidation state under varying oxygen
partial pressure within the oxide to be investigated.
Sn was shown to exist as Sn×Zr under high oxygen partial pressures in tetra-

gonal ZrO2, however at lower partial pressures a cluster with an oxygen vacancy{
Sn′′Zr: V••O

}× was the dominant defect type. As corrosion progresses, the oxygen
partial pressure around a given immobile defect within the oxide layer will increase.
Thus, as corrosion progresses

{
Sn′′Zr: V••O

}× will transition to Sn×Zr, with a consequent
reduction in oxygen vacancy concentration. Oxygen vacancies help stabilise the tet-
ragonal phase, and so this transition may cause a transformation from tetragonal
to monoclinic to occur. The associated increase in volume (monoclinic phase has a
volume ~4% larger) is proposed to be a contributing factor to the early transition
observed in Sn-containing alloys.
Nb was shown to exist in oxidation states ranging from Nb2+ to Nb5+ in the tet-

ragonal phase, but only as Nb5+ in the monoclinic. In the lower oxidation states, Nb
is able to mitigate the space charge which builds up in the oxide layer during cor-
rosion, as a result of the lower oxygen vacancy diffusion rate compared to electrons.
By mitigating the space charge, the corrosion kinetics are able to approach para-
bolic and the HPUF is lowered, both observations are in excellent agreement with
experimental work which has shown Zr-Nb alloys to be unique in these properties.
At transition, a large proportion of the tetragonal phase present in the oxide layer
will transform to monoclinic as compressive stress is relieved. Since Nb was predicted
to only exist in the 5+ state in the monoclinic phase, any lower states will oxidise
upon phase transformation, releasing electrons into the oxide layer during transition.
This oxidation process is proposed as a possible explanation for the sudden drop in
HPUF that has been experimentally observed to occur around transition.
Sc was shown to exist only as Sc′Zr in both tetragonal and monoclinic phases,

charge balanced by an increase in the concentration of V••O . Since a stable cluster
involving Sc′Zr and V••O would require the close proximity of two Sc′Zr defects, it is
assumed that at the low doping level in the model alloys produced alongside this
work (0.2-0.4 %. wt.) stable clusters are unlikely to form in significant concentrations.
Thus, the inclusion of Sc as a dopant increases the concentration of unbound (i.e.
mobile) oxygen vacancies in the oxide layer. This is proposed as the reason for the
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extremely high corrosion rate observed in the Sc-containing model alloys produced
and tested alongside this work. It is also assumed that the tetragonal phase fraction
in the oxide layer of the Sc-containing alloys is likely to be high due to the increased
oxygen vacancy concentration, however experimental testing to verify this prediction
has not yet taken place.
Sb was shown to exist as Sb•Zr at high oxygen partial pressures, transitioning to

Sb′Zr at lower partial pressures in both the tetragonal and monoclinic phases. The
application of a non-equilbrium charge state to the Brouwer diagrams showed that
the oxygen partial pressure at which the transition between Sb•Zr and Sb′Zr occurs
is able to smoothly change in order to counteract the applied space charge. This
behaviour was observed in both phases, and implies that Sb may be able to act as
a space charge compensation mechanism, in a similar fashion to Nb. The Zr-Nb-
Sb model alloys produced alongside this work exhibited a lower corrosion rate and
HPUF than the Zr-Nb alloys, suggesting that Sb may improve the beneficial effects
already observed in Zr-Nb alloys.
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1
INTRODUCTION

nuclear power

The debates regarding fossil fuels are varied and ongoing, however it cannot be

denied that at some point in the not too distant future there will no longer be

a sufficient supply to satisfy the energy needs of the world [1]. There are many

potential alternative sources of energy, some relying on relatively new technology

and some already well established. One technology that has already seen widespread

application is the generation of electrical power from nuclear fission. In 2010 nuclear

power accounted for 13.5% of the global energy generation with 15 countries relying

on it for more than 25% of power needs, France was the world leader with 74.1% [2].

Nuclear power has the potential to satisfy much of the demand for energy in years

to come, and is based on technology which has been developed and refined for many

decades. It yields a huge amount of useful energy from a relatively small amount of

fissile material, and recent estimates of the amount of known retrievable uranium

are around 5.3 million tonnes. Given that the current world usage of uranium is

approximately 68,000 tonnes per year, there is enough known reserves to maintain

supply for many decades [3]. In order to preserve natural resources and to minimise

the down time resulting from refuelling, increasing the in-reactor life time of fuel

has been an research area of interest in recent years. While an increased fuel burn

up offers clear benefits, there are associated issues; one of particular importance to

water cooled reactors is fuel cladding corrosion and hydrogen pick-up.
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1.1 zirconium alloys 2

1.1 zirconium alloys

Early reactor types used a variety of materials for fuel cladding and structural com-

ponents within the reactor, such as stainless steel which is cheap, has excellent cor-

rosion resistance and very good mechanical properties. However, iron has a high

capture cross-section for thermal neutrons requiring enrichment of uranium-235 in

the fuel to compensate for the neutron loss in the cladding and structures [4]. Magnox

reactors used a magnesium alloy for the fuel cladding, which exhibited very low ab-

sorption of thermal neutrons allowing un-enriched uranium metal to be used as fuel.

This cladding type had obvious advantages, but two key disadvantages which ulti-

mately led to the discontinuation of its use: the magnesium alloy had a reasonably

low melting point, limiting the temperature at which the reactor could safely be

operated and thus the thermal efficiency of the reactor; the magnesium alloy was

reactive with water, which prevented its use in water-cooled reactors (Magnox used

pressurised CO2) and also prevented the long term storage of spent fuel rods under

water. Beryllium has also been considered as a potential cladding material due to its

extremely low capture cross-section, however it was never used commercially due to

its high processing cost, toxicity and poor mechanical properties [5, 6, 7].

While Zr-based alloys have many advantages, they have two key issues that must

be controlled; corrosion and hydrogen pick-up fraction (HPUF). The corrosion and

hydrogen pick-up process is illustrated in Figure 1. Corrosion is largely limited by the

diffusion of oxygen vacancies, since it has been established that this is the primary

oxygen transport mechanism through the oxide layer [8], however the mechanism

for HPUF is not fully understood. The model illustrated in Figure 1 suggests that

the hydrogen ions produced by the splitting of water diffuse into the oxide layer. At

some point they combine with electrons to form neutral hydrogen atoms, which have

a low solubility in ZrO2 [9], diffuse into either the alloy or dissolve in the water; any

hydrogen absorbed by the alloy contributes to the HPUF.
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Figure 1: Diagram showing the corrosion and hydrogen pick-up process in Zr-alloys, as pro-
posed by Couet et al. [10]. Zr is represented by red squares, electrons by black
ellipses, oxygen vacancies by empty green squares, oxygen ions by blue circles and
hydrogen ions by yellow triangles. Figure reproduced from [10].

1.1.1 Corrosion Resistance

Since the 1950s, zirconium has become widely used in light water reactors as a

nuclear fuel cladding material and also for other reactor structural components due

to its very low capture cross-section for thermal neutrons, and also for its favourable

thermal and mechanical properties [11]. The conditions in water cooled reactors are

very harsh for cladding materials, which are subjected to intense radiation and high-

temperature, high-pressure water. Early zirconium based cladding used ultra-pure

zirconium produced using the iodide or crystal bar process. This ultra-pure zirconium

cladding had a very low thermal neutron absorbency and exhibited good thermal,

mechanical and corrosion resistance properties [11]. However, zirconium produced to

the required purity was, and is, extremely expensive, and the corrosion resistance

was found to be extremely sensitive to impurities introduced through processing and

handling; thus, while acceptable for laboratory conditions, it would not be suitable

for widespread usage [12, 13]. The addition of tin to zirconium sponge (a lower

purity and much cheaper form of zirconium than crystal bar) was found to help

inhibit corrosion in the presence of nitrogen, carbon and various other impurities,
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and also offered beneficial improvements to creep resistance [14]. A final composition

of zirconium with 2.5 %wt. tin was developed and named Zircaloy-1 [12]. While

this showed significant improvements when compared with sponge zirconium, it was

found that it did not exhibit sufficient corrosion resistance in high temperature water

and steam. Further development identified that the addition of small amounts of iron,

often found as an impurity in sponge zirconium, helped improve corrosion resistance

in water and steam. This was also found to be true for chromium and nickel; these

discoveries led to the development of Zircaloy-2 (Zry-2), the composition of which

is shown in Table 1, which saw widespread use in the nuclear industry. However,

while Zry-2 demonstrated improved corrosion resistance in steam, an elevated HPUF

was also observed. With the drive towards higher burn-up and extended in-reactor

lifetime for cladding alloys, further development led to the formulation of Zircaloy-4

(Zry-4), in which most of the Ni was replaced with Fe to reduce HPUF [15, 16]. An

interesting feature of these alloys is that the majority of the alloying elements, with

the exception of tin (Sn), have very low solubility in zirconium and therefore tend to

precipitate throughout the alloy matrix as secondary phase precipitates (SPPs) [17].

These SPPs are of special interest when considering the corrosion and hydrogen

pick-up behaviour of zirconium alloys, and will be discussed in more detail later.

In the 1980s, there was a drive to reduce the cost of nuclear energy to make it more

competitive with alternative energy sources. To accomplish this, efforts were made

to lower the fuel cycle cost and to increase the burnup of fuels within the reactor. As

work progressed towards achieving this second aim, it became clear that in PWRs,

the standard Zry-4 cladding could not withstand the demands of the target burnup.

Development programmes to improve upon Zry-4 were begun, involving varying the

alloy composition and treatment. Testing identified C, Si and most importantly Sn

as having a detrimental effect on the corrosion performance of Zry-4. This obser-

vation led to the development of low-Sn-Zry-4 and later optimized-Zry-4, both of

which offered improvements over standard Zry-4 but neither were able to meet the

requirements of the higher burnup proposals. New alloys were developed contain-

ing Nb, which had been used in Soviet Union alloys since the early 1950s [21, 22],
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with development leading to the production of ZIRLO by Westinghouse, and M5 by

AREVA, the compositions of which are listed in Table 1.

1.1.2 Hydrogen Pick-Up

During early alloy development, Zry-2 showed excellent corrosion resistance, however

as the issue of corrosion became less important a new phenomenon came to the fore;

hydrogen pick-up. As discussed previously, hydrogen produced during the corrosion

process can be absorbed into the cladding alloy. As corrosion proceeds and more hy-

drogen picked up, the hydrogen content reaches the solubility limit in the cladding

alloy and precipitates out as zirconium hydrides. The solubility limit for hydrogen in

zirconium is strongly linked to temperature [23]; at operating temperature the solu-

bility is around 100 ppm [24], however this limit drops significantly as the cladding is

cooled, leading to the precipitation of hydrides. This has been shown to decrease the

ductility of the cladding material, increasing the risk of brittle failure, particularly

during long term post-reactor storage [25], an effect which is compounded by the fact

that zirconium hydrides are very brittle at all temperatures relevant to reactor ma-

terials [25]. This is of particular concern in the case of reactor transients or accidents

that result in environmental changes.

Hydrides are more stable in areas of increased tensile stress [26, 27], and so over

time homogeneously distributed hydrides will tend to dissolve and reform orientated

with stress fields, typically around defects or cracks as shown in Figure 2. Hydrides

are much more brittle than the surrounding zirconium matrix, and as such provide a

favourable path for crack growth; as the oriented hydrides grow larger they reach a

critical length and the crack propagates through, as shown in Figure 2. This process

is called delayed hydride cracking (DHC) and can lead to failure of cladding and

structural materials under much lower applied stress than would be expected. This

is another key issue associated with hydrogen uptake in zirconium based alloys, and

the combined effect is that amount of hydrogen that can be allowed to dissolve into

the cladding material must be limited to a safe level [28], and thus an upper limit
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Figure 2: A particularly dramatic example of the orientation of zirconium hydrides, in this
case the orientation is due to the stress field present around a crack tip. The
oriented hydrides provide an easy path for crack propagation due to their much
lower ductility than the surrounding metal; this process is delayed hydride cracking
(DHC). Figure reproduced from [27].

of up to 800 wppm of hydrogen is imposed for in-reactor zirconium based alloys; an

issue for potential high burn-up applications.

The mechanisms by which hydrogen progresses through the oxide layer is the source

of some debate. Various methods such as interstitial diffusion [29], grain boundary

diffusion [30] and ingress of H2O through micro-cracks [31]. Hatano et al. [32] pro-

posed a mechanism whereby SPPs could act as conducting pathways through the

oxide layer, based on experimental evidence suggesting that high temperature oxid-

ation of alloys containing large SPPs exhibited a higher HPUF than with smaller

SPPs. While this model was able to offer an explanation for the results, the validity

of the argument has been questioned given the comparatively small size and scarcity

of SPPs compared to the oxide layer as a whole. Simulation work performed by

Burr et al. [33] showed that Ni-containing SPPs could not act as bridges, since they

accommodate hydrogen more readily than α-Zr, and thus would act as a sink for hy-
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drogen atoms, rather than a bridge. Given that HPUF has been shown to decrease

with a reduction in Ni content rather than increase as would be expected from the

Hatano model, this would tend to suggest the model is not accurately describing

the hydrogen ingress method. Atom probe tomography (APT) work performed by

Sundell et al. [34] using Zr-2.5 Nb corroded in D2O (in order to isolate the deuterium

from corrosion from the hydrogen adsorbed during analysis) showed an enrichment

of deuterium at the oxide grain boundaries, offering strong experimental evidence

that grain boundary diffusion is the primary method for hydrogen ingress.

The high HPUF exhibited by Zry-2 can be reduced to some extent through the

use of various processing techniques [35], however it still remained a significant issue

and so further development was required. One of the alloying additions used in

Zry-2 to help inhibit corrosion is nickel, which is included at a concentration of

around 0.05 %wt. as shown in Table 1. Subsequent investigations identified that

nickel was a major cause of the high HPUF exhibited by Zry-2, and so low nickel

alloys such as Zry-3 and nickel-free Zry-2 were developed. Compared to Zry-2, Zry-

3 exhibited significantly poorer corrosion resistance and nickel-free Zry-2 did not

show a significant improvement in HPUF, and so a new low-nickel alloy Zry-4 was

developed, with the reduction in Ni compensated by an increase in Fe content. Zry-4

exhibits similar mechanical, thermal, corrosion resistance and neutron absorption

properties to Zry-2 but with a significantly lower HPUF.

An observation made regarding the early cladding alloys designed by the USSR

was that while corrosion resistance was an issue, they exhibited an extremely low

HPUF [21, 22]. As Western alloy development began to incorporate Nb in the 1980s

and 90s, the development of ZIRLO and M5 has significantly reduced the HPUF

problem. The reasons for the low HPUF of Nb-containing alloys are not fully under-

stood, and are discussed further later in this chapter.

1.2 the oxide layer

The corrosion of zirconium-based alloys is an electrochemically driven process that

would, if uninhibited by other factors, proceed rapidly at ambient temperature in
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an oxygenated environment. However, under standard conditions in air, zirconium

forms a thin passive oxide layer and so further corrosion is prevented, which suggests

that some of the oxide forms a protective barrier layer. As previously discussed, when

zirconium and zirconium-based alloys are exposed to high temperature pressurised

water and neutron irradiation, the passive oxide layer becomes unstable as corro-

sion progresses and eventually becomes cracked and porous triggering a new layer

to form beneath, and so corrosion is an ongoing cyclical process. This process is

electrochemically driven, and is affected by a wide range of mechanical, material and

environmental factors, making detailed understanding and predicting of cladding

behaviour challenging.

1.2.1 Oxide layer characteristics

In high temperature pressurised water, zirconium alloys generally corrode in a very

characteristic manner, albeit with varying details specific to each alloy composition.

As shown in Figure 3, the initial corrosion approximates to a decreasing cubic law

until a sharp transition is reached, at which point the corrosion continues at an

approximately constant rate. The continuous post-transition corrosion rate is only

exhibited in alloys which exhibit good corrosion resistance; un-alloyed zirconium in

high temperature water and steam, for example, follows the cubic law initially but

after transition the oxide layer spalls away and unstable oxide growth progresses

rapidly. The time taken to reach the transition, and the constant rate at which the

corrosion progresses after transition is strongly dependent on a number of factors;

this is a research area of particular interest since delaying the initial transition will

improve the overall corrosion resistance of zirconium-based alloys [36, 37].

Although the post-transition oxidation rate can be approximated as a linear pro-

gression, various previous works have demonstrated that it is in fact a periodic

process (for example [38, 39, 40, 41]); the initial rapid growth slowing down until a

critical thickness is reached, at which point there is a sharp transition back to a high

growth rate and the cycle repeats.
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Figure 3: The typical corrosion behaviour of zirconium-based alloys in 260-400 ºC water [14]

1.2.2 Sub-oxide and oxygen saturated α-Zr

α-Zr has a very high oxygen solubility limit, able to absorb up to as much as 35 % at.

oxygen when oxidised at reactor operating temperate (600-700 K) [42, 43]. A variety

of experimental studies including transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning-

TEM (STEM), transmission electron back-scatter diffraction (t-EBSD), electron en-

ergy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and APT studied have identified a region between the

stoichiometric ZrO2 and the oxygen saturated α-Zr metal, with a similar structure

to HCP α-Zr, but with a clear ZrO stoichiometry [44, 45, 43, 46, 47]. The crystal

structure was subsequently isolated via first principles DFT simulation by two separ-

ate groups [48, 49]. The importance of the ZrO layer in regards corrosion behaviour

is, however, not known.

1.2.3 Pre-transition oxide layer

Investigations using various experimental techniques including Raman spectroscopy,

x-ray diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) and TEM have demonstrated that there are

varying amounts of two ZrO2 phases present in the pre-transition oxide layer in
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Figure 4: ASTAR crystal orientation mapping showing the composition of the oxide layer,
the ZrO region and underlying α-Zr of a sample of recrystallised Zr-1.0Nb after
120 days of corrosion in simulated primary water. Figure reproduced from [53].

all zirconium-based cladding alloys; monoclinic (P21/C) and tetragonal (P42/nmc)

ZrO2 [50, 40, 51, 52]. The pre-transition oxide layer, as shown in Figure 4, is generally

considered to be composed predominantly of large columnar grains of monoclinic

ZrO2, with a thin layer of much smaller equiaxed grains of tetragonal ZrO2 close to

the metal-oxide interface region and sometimes a layer of ZrO between the oxide layer

and the oxygen-saturated bulk metal. The amount of tetragonal phase present in the

oxide layer at any given time is the matter of some debate, with some investigations

reporting a phase fraction as high as 40% [37]. It is also noted that this is only

observed in constrained conditions, and that TEM observations usually yield a much

lower tetragonal phase fraction, as shown in Figure 4, where only very small equiaxed

tetragonal grains are visible, likely present due to grain size stabilisation (this effect

is discussed in more detail later in this chapter). This is strong evidence that stress

is an important factor in tetragonal phase stabilisation.
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1.2.4 Transition and post-transition oxide layer

Experimental work by a variety of investigations summarised by Preuss et al. [36]

suggests that as pre-transition corrosion proceeds the stress in the tetragonal layer

decreases steadily, until it reaches 1.5 GPa, when there is a sharp increase in the

tetragonal layer stress. Other investigations have suggested that the amount of tetra-

gonal phase present in the oxide layer increases during pre-transition oxidation but

decreases during transition [40, 41], which leads to a possible explanation for the

transition process. It is proposed that as corrosion progresses, the α-Zr plastically de-

forms (i.e. creeps) to relieve some of the tetragonal phase stress. Once the compressive

stress decreases below a critical value (around 1.5-2 GPa according to Figure 5), the

stress-stabilised tetragonal phase becomes unstable and transforms to monoclinic.

The hypothesis that as stress is relieved, tetragonal phase transforms to monoclinic

is supported by the XRD and TEM work performed by Garner et al. [54, 55], which

shows that the majority of the large columnar monoclinic grains contain transform-

ation twin boundaries; clear evidence that at some point during corrosion (or pos-

sibly during TEM sample preparation, which can also relieve stress) a transforma-

tion from the tetragonal phase has occurred. However, finite element modelling by

Platt et al. [56] suggested that the deformation of the underlying α-Zr was insuffi-

cient to explain the stress relief observed. It is instead suggested that cracking and

buckling of the oxide layer during corrosion is the method of stress relief, and this

is supported by numerous studies which have identified undulations and roughness

at the metal-oxide interface (for example [57, 58]) and TEM work performed by

Ni et al. [59] which identified the presence of nano-scale cracking in the oxide close

to the interface.

A simultaneous investigation of the weight gained by the alloy shows a sudden

increase in the oxidation rate at the same point, indicating that a transition has

occurred. TEM investigations of the oxide indicated that there was an increase in

the porosity of the oxide near the metal/oxide interface around transition. This could

be caused by the volume change associated with the transformation from tetragonal

to monoclinic ZrO2 (approximately a 4% increase [61]) which has been suggested as
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Figure 5: Corrosion of Zircaloy-4 in autoclave at 360 ºC showing the measured in-plane stress
in the oxide phases and the Zr metal and the oxide weight gain plotted as a function
of exposure time. Figure from [60] original data from [36]

a reason for the lateral cracking seen in the oxide layer after transition (as shown in

Figure 6); it has been suggested that the increase in volume could cause buckling and

de-lamination between the oxide layer and the metal-oxide interface. This, combined

with an overall decrease in the compressive stress field could be responsible for the

increase in porosity, and this in turn could account for the increased corrosion rate

observed around transition, by allowing easier diffusion paths for oxidising species

through the barrier layer.

Figure 6: Corrosion of Zircaloy-4 in autoclave at 340-360 ºC showing an observed relation-
ship between the corrosion rate and the appearance of lateral cracks in the oxide
layer [62]
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1.3 stabilisation of the tetragonal phase

The tetragonal phase is unstable because the ratio between the ionic radii of Zr4+

and O2- is 0.61, which is slightly lower than the 0.732 required to form a stable

fluorite structure. At cladding operating temperatures, typically around 600-700 K

the monoclinic baddeleyite structure would generally be expected to be the ther-

modynamically stable polymorph of ZrO2, with a transition to a tetragonal phase

observed at 1440 K and a further transition to a cubic fluorite structure (Fm3m) at

2640 K [63]. The increase in temperature increases the apparent ionic radii, allowing

the fluorite structure to be stabilised; the tetragonal phase is very nearly a fluorite

structure, with a slight offset in the oxygen ion positions in the c-axis. Experimental

work has repeatedly shown the presence of tetragonal phase within the oxide layer,

suggested to be due to several alternative stabilisation mechanisms, as outlined in

the following sections.

1.3.1 Compressive stress

The presence of tetragonal phase in the oxide layer can possibly be explained by the

presence of very high compressive stress in the ZrO2 at the metal-oxide interface

caused by the lattice mismatch between zirconium metal and ZrO2 and which has a

Pilling-Bedworth ratio of around 1.56 [64]. Investigations of ZrO2 have demonstrated

that at the temperature of interest, hydrostatic pressure can cause a stabilisation of

the tetragonal phase at around 2-4 GPa [65, 66].1 Investigations using a variety of

techniques have suggested that compressive stresses in the plane of the metal-oxide

interface of around this magnitude are present in the oxide layer adjacent to the

metal-oxide interface, a sample of these results are shown in Table 2. This stabilises

the structure due to the smaller cell volume of the tetragonal phase compared to

the ~4% larger monoclinic phase. As discussed in more detail in the Methodology

1 It is important to note that in order to accurately measure the effect, relatively large crystallites
were used in this work; due to the effect discussed in the next paragraph, this could require a higher
pressure than would be needed to stabilise the tetragonal phase in the much smaller grains found
in the oxide layer
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Table 2: Oxide layer stress estimated by various experimental techniques

Alloys Technique Oxidising Temp Stress
medium (ºC) (GPa)

Zr and Zry-2 XRD O2 500 1.17 [67]

Zry-2 Deflection O2 500 0.27 - 2.6 [68]

Zr and Zry-2 Curvature O2 500 0.62 [69]

Zr and Zry-2 Curvature Steam 400 0.5 - 1.3 [70]

Zr-1 Nb Curvature Steam 550 0.2 - 0.6 [70]

Zry-4 Deflection Steam 450 3 [71]

Zry-4 Curvature Steam 400 0.2 - 0.9 [72]

Zry-4 XRD Autoclave water 360 0.8 - 1.6 [60]

Chapter, the very small difference in cell volume between the tetragonal and cubic

phases is why stress alone is unable to fully stabilise the cubic phase.

1.3.2 Grain size

While stress has a significant effect on the stabilisation of the tetragonal phase, there

are other factors which are also likely to contribute. It has been demonstrated that

with no external influence, crystals of tetragonal ZrO2 with a diameter less than 25-30

nm are stable over a wide range of temperatures and pressures [73, 74], suggesting

that grain size may have a significant effect on the tetragonal stabilisation in the

oxide layer. Qin et al. [75] combined these theories into a thermodynamic model to

help explain the stabilisation behaviour; it was proposed that under a given set of

conditions there is a critical grain size below which the tetragonal phase is stable,

and as the applied pressure is increased this critical grain size increases allowing

more grains to exist in the tetragonal phase.

XRD studies by Garner et al. [55] have demonstrated that even in stress relieved

TEM foils, a small number of equiaxed tetragonal phase grains with diameters

between 10-50 nm were present (the resolution of the transmission EBSD used to

index the grains was 10 nm, so smaller grains could also exist).
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1.3.3 Dopants

Dopant stabilisation can occur due to the incorporation of larger cations that expand

the oxide lattice, or by the incorporation of lower valence cations, which stabilise the

tetragonal and cubic fluorite phases by the incorporation of oxygen vacancies. While

the concentrations of dopant elements required for complete cubic phase stabilisation

(e.g. 20 mol% yttrium [76]) are far higher than the concentration of alloying elements

in any common zirconium based alloys, concentrations as low as 2 mol% yttrium

can stabilise the tetragonal phase [77]. When the other complementary stabilisation

methods (stress and grain size) are present, it is possible that even 1-2% of trivalent

and divalent cations could have a stabilising effect. Experimental investigations into

this effect using yttria-stabilised tetragonal zirconia with additional alloying elements

and Raman spectroscopy have suggested a tetragonal stabilising effect by Fe3+ [78]

and Sn2+ [79, 80], but a destabilising effect with Nb5+ [27]. This is due to the

oxidation state of Nb5+ being higher than that of Zr4+, as this suppresses the oxygen

vacancy concentration, reducing the stabilisation effect.

An example of oxygen vacancy stabilisation can be seen in Figure 7, where the in-

creased tetragonal phase compared to Figure 2 is likely to be related to the increased

intrinsic defect concentration (including oxygen vacancies) caused by neutron irradi-

ation.

1.4 space charge

Following the theory put forward by Wagner and later Hauffe [81, 82], in an oxide

layer where the diffusion of species is the rate limiting step, with corrosion progressing

according to the following equation,

δ(t) = ktn (1)

where δ is the oxide thickness, t is time, k and n are constants, the kinetics should

be parabolic (i.e. n = 0.5). However, in most cladding alloys, oxidation kinetics
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Figure 7: TEM image with crystal orientation mapping showing the composition of the oxide
layer, the ZrO region and underlying α-Zr of a sample of annealed Zr-1.0Nb after
46 days of corrosion in an autoclave. The preparation of samples for TEM results
in a relaxation of compressive stress in the sample and thus any stress-stabilised
tetragonal phase will not appear in TEM analysis. Thus, despite the presence
of tetragonal grains throughout this image, the tetragonal phase fraction in the
original material is expected to be expected to be higher, particularly close to the
metal-oxide interface. Figure reproduced from [53].
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proceed with n values less than 0.5, with values as low as n = 0.2 for Zr-Cu alloys,

and n = 0.3 for the more commonly used Zircaloys [83, 84, 10, 85]. The value for n is

closely tied to the alloy type, with Zircaloys typically close to n = 0.3, Zr-Nb alloys

are the only alloy type that exhibit kinetics close to n = 0.5. Typically, HPUF has

been shown to have an inverse relationship to corrosion kinetics, with a higher HPUF

associated with alloys with sub-parabolic kinetics and Zr-Nb alloys exhibiting the

lowest HPUF. In order to explain this behaviour, a corrosion model was constructed

by Couet et al. [? ].

The metal-oxide and oxide-environment interfaces are assumed to be in equilib-

rium, and the diffusion of charged species through the layer is calculated. Electrons

are calculated to have a higher diffusion rate than oxygen vacancies (the method by

which oxygen diffuses from the environment to the metal-oxide interface [8]), and

thus as corrosion progresses a build up of oxygen vacancies within the layer occurs.

This leads to a build up of positive charge, referred to as space charge, and leads

to the sub-parabolic corrosion kinetics. The space charge also inhibits the electron

mobility, effectively reducing the electronic conductivity of the oxide. As previously

discussed, the HPUF is postulated to be largely determined by how far into the oxide

the hydrogen ions diffuse before they combine with electrons and escape; the deeper

in the oxide layer, the more likely they are to be absorbed by the cladding alloy and

thus contribute to HPUF. By reducing the electronic conductivity of the oxide layer,

the HPUF is increased.

The effect of space charge on the various alloying elements is discussed in each

results chapter, with particular focus given in relation to Nb (Chapter 5), since the

space charge effect does not seem to affect Zr-Nb alloys, which exhibit both parabolic

corrosion kinetics and a low HPUF.

1.5 alloy dopants

As discussed previously, alloy development involves the addition of various dopant

elements, the majority of which show little solid solubility in α-Zr, and as such form

into SPPs. This project is focussed on the effect of dopants in bulk oxide, and so the
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behaviour of four alloying elements which show at least some solubility in α-Zr will

be considered; the common alloying elements Sn and Nb, and two model alloying

elements not currently used in cladding alloys, Sc and Sb.

1.5.1 Sn

As previously discussed, Sn was added initially to reduce the detrimental effects of

nitrogen and carbon impurities, and is still present in Zry-2, Zry-4 and ZIRLO as it

also improves strength and creep resistance [86]. It has, however, been demonstrated

that the removal of Sn from Zr-Nb cladding alloys can increase the time until trans-

ition occurs [87, 88, 89, 90]. The reasons for the improved corrosion resistance in

low-Sn Zr-Nb alloys is not well understood.

The amount of Sn included in all currently used alloys is lower than the solid

solubility limit in α-Zr, as shown in the phase diagram in Figure 8, so that a homo-

geneous distribution throughout the cladding metal matrix is expected. Further to

this, APT work performed by Sundell et al. [91] has shown that Sn is not rejected

from the oxide into the alloy metal during corrosion, and that little Sn segregation to

grain boundaries is observed. Sn appears to favour the metallic state, and will tend

to segregate into metallic clusters if possible, however this behaviour is generally

limited by the slow diffusion rate of Sn in ZrO2.

Wei et al. [87] observed that in the oxide layers of various Zr-Sn-Nb alloys, those

with lower Sn content exhibited a smaller proportion of pre-transition tetragonal

phase. This observation is also supported by XRD work performed by Garner et al. [58],

which showed that in Zr-Nb alloys with a lower Sn, a reduced tetragonal phase frac-

tion and a more textured oxide is observed. A reduction in the overall corrosion rate,

due to a delayed transition, was also observed, implying a correspondence with tetra-

gonal phase fraction, Sn content and corrosion rate, which had not previously been

suggested. The behaviour of Sn in the oxide layer is still not well understood, however

two separate experimental studies using Mössbauer spectroscopy have identified the

presence of metallic Sn as well as Sn2+ and Sn4+ within the oxide layer [92, 93], with

one of the studies identifying that there was an increase in the concentration of Sn4+
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Figure 8: Phase diagram for the Sn-Zr system, the solid solubility limit of Sn in α-Zr is over
5 wt % at all temperatures of interest. [95]

and a corresponding decrease in Sn2+ in the oxide layer after transition [92]. This

agrees with XANES work performed by Hulme et al. [94], identifying the presence of

Sn2+ and Sn4+ in the oxide layer, however the XANES work was also able to identify

that the oxidation state of Sn close to the metal oxide interface was lower than in the

rest of the oxide, suggesting that Sn2+ is present in a greater concentration deeper

within the oxide layer.

1.5.2 Nb

The Zr alloys of choice in most water-cooled reactor designs today contain 0.5-

2.5 wt. % Nb due to the widely documented beneficial effect on HPUF [96, 97, 98, 10].

The solubility limit of Nb in α-Zr is around 0.5 wt. % [99] at the temperatures relev-

ant to reactor operation. It is assumed that Nb will be evenly distributed throughout

the oxide layer at approximately this concentration, this was confirmed by ATP work

by Sundell et al. [100] which observed Nb evenly distributed throughout the oxide

layer at a concentration of around 0.3 at. %. Long term autoclave studies have also

demonstrated that Zr-Nb alloys exhibit lower corrosion rates than other commonly
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Figure 9: Zr-Nb phase diagram, reproduced from [99].

used Zr-based alloys such as Zircaloy-4, as shown in Figure 10. The reason for this im-

proved corrosion behaviour is not fully understood, however it has previously been

suggested that in the oxide layer, Nb exists almost exclusively in a 5+ oxidation

state as a substitutional defect on a Zr site, since Nb2O5 is the most energetically

favourable oxide of Nb. This is assumed to be charge compensated by a suppression

of oxygen vacancies, lowering the oxygen ion conductivity of the oxide layer and

thus lowering the oxidation rate [101]. While this process may occur, experimental

studies such as the results shown in Figure 10 show that Zr-Nb alloys actually ex-

hibit a higher pre-transition corrosion rate than the widely used non-Nb containing

Zircaloy-4, but undergo first transition significantly later than Zry-4. This behaviour

results in a lower overall corrosion after multiple transitions, despite the higher initial

rate of corrosion. The Nb-containing alloy ZIRLO exhibits a high pre-transition cor-

rosion rate which is almost identical to that of Zr-2.5Nb, but with a first transition

time similar to Zry-4. This reduced transition time has recently been linked to the

presence of Sn in the alloy composition [87, 102], as discussed in depth in Chapter 4.

The doping effect of Nb•Zr (an electron donor) is expected to increase the elec-

tron concentration close to the oxide/environment interface, thus promoting the

reduction of protons and consequent evolution of hydrogen gas into the environ-
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Figure 10: Corrosion of Zry-4, ZIRLO and Zr-2.5%Nb at 360 °C in pure water in saturated
pressure conditions at 18.7 MPa, reproduced from [10].

ment [103, 104]. This prevents the ingress of protons deep into the oxide layer, and

thus reduces the amount of hydrogen absorbed by the cladding alloy, resulting in

a reduced HPUF. Previous density functional theory (DFT) simulations performed

by Otgonbaatar et al. [105] support the underlying assumption of these theories by

indicating that Nb is only soluble in tetragonal ZrO2 under oxygen rich conditions

(i.e. close to the oxide/environment interface) and that only Nb•Zr is able to form.

Further to the discussion above, experimental studies using the x-ray absorption

near edge structure (XANES) technique have identified multiple Nb charge states

within the oxide layer, with Nb5+ dominant at the oxide/environment interface but

with charge states between 2+ and 4+ dominant deeper in to the oxide layer [106,

107, 108, 109]. This discrepancy between DFT simulation studies and experimental

observations is significant as it casts doubt on the assumption that suppression of

oxygen vacancies and donation of electrons by Nb•Zr are the only mechanisms by

which Nb improves corrosion resistance and HPUF of Zr-alloys.

Recent work by Couet et al. [109] considered the limited and varying mobility of

charge carrying species in the oxide layer; assuming no net current flow the differing
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mobilities will result in an asymmetric build up of space charge across the oxide

layer. This space charge is predicted to be compensated by aliovalent dopant ions

in the oxide layer occupying lower oxidation states. A model for a theoretical Zr-

0.4Nb alloy was developed, predicting that Nb5+ would be dominant close to the

oxide/environment interface, but with an average Nb defect charge of -1 deeper

within the oxide layer (either from Nb′Zr or a combination of Nb′′Zr and Nb×Zr) to

compensate the space charge. This theoretical model agrees well with experimental

results, but the presence of Nb oxidations states lower than 5+ has not previously

been predicted in DFT simulations.

In this study, DFT simulations were performed to investigate the behaviour of Nb

in tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2. The effect of space charge on the Nb-containing

oxide is also investigated and compared to experimental XANES results and the

predictions made by Couet et al. [109].

1.5.3 Sc

Sc shows complete solid solubility in α-Zr, as shown in Figure 11, and has the elec-

tronic structure [Ar] 3d14s2. As such, it shows a strong preference to form only the 3+

charge state in ZrO2 by losing the 3d1 and 4s2 electrons. Therefore, investigation of

a binary Zr-Sc alloy will help isolate the effect of a dopant element in a lower valence

state than Zr4+. It is hoped that insights gained from investigating the behaviour of

Sc will lead to a better understanding of other more useful alloying elements that

can exhibit multiple valence states above, below and equal to 4+.

Sc has previously been investigated as a ZrO2 dopant by the solid oxide fuel cell

community, where it is used as a cubic phase stabiliser and to increase the oxygen

ion conductivity; both effects are achieved by increasing the oxygen vacancy concen-

tration in the oxide. Sc has been shown to be extremely effective as a dopant in these

applications, increasing the oxygen ion conductivity by more than two orders of mag-

nitude above that of the more commonly used yttria-stabilised zirconia [110, 111]. An

experimental study using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) showed that a stable

cluster forms between two Sc′Zr defects and a single V••O . This could suggest that the
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Figure 11: Sc-Zr phase diagram, reproduced from [112].

increased oxygen vacancy concentration would not increase the corrosion rate, as the

oxygen vacancies would be immobilised in defect clusters, however given that two

Sc′Zr and a V••O in close proximity are required to form the cluster, this is not expec-

ted to exist in significant quantities, particularly given the low doping levels in the

model oxides considered (0.2-0.4% wt.). Instead, it is anticipated that the including

of Sc as an alloying element will significantly increase the oxygen ion conductivity

through the oxide layer, thus increasing the corrosion rate. While this is not a useful

property for future cladding alloys, it is important to assess the behaviour and to

consider how it fits in with current assumptions regarding oxide doping.

1.5.4 Sb

Sb has been proposed as a possible alternative (or addition to) Nb in low corrosion

alloys, based largely on the low oxidation rate and HPUF observed in high tem-

perature water experiments by Berry et al. [113], as shown in Figure 13 (the only

experimental work concerning Zr-Sb alloys that could be found in the literature).
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Figure 12: Sb-Zr phase diagram, reproduced from [114].

Sb has the electronic structure [Kr] 4d105s25p3 and thus has two common oxidation

states; Sb3+ by losing the 5p3 electrons and Sb5+ by further losing the 5s2 electrons.

In this it is similar to Nb, although Nb can also exist in the 4+ and 2+ states. Given

the similarities in the valence behaviour, it is hoped that insights into both Nb and

Sb behaviour and the method by which they reduce corrosion and HPUF can be

obtained by further studying Sb as an oxide dopant. Sb has a maximum solid solu-

bility of 1.9 at. % at 863 °C, as shown in Figure 12, however given the temperature

of interest is significantly lower than this, a reduced solubility is expected. APT of

Sb-containing alloys has not previously been performed, and so the exact concentra-

tion in solution in the oxide layer is not known, a low concentration of 0.1 at. % is

assumed for the purposes of this investigation.

1.6 aims and objectives

In this work, the behaviour of four alloying elements is investigated; Sn, Nb, Sc and

Sb. Each was chosen due to their interest in the development of current and future

cladding alloys, and the fact that they all exhibit some solid solubility in α-Zr. DFT
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Figure 13: Sb and Sn HPUF results, reproduced from [113].

simulations are performed on isolated defects and also clusters with intrinsic defects

and other alloying elements in both tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2. The simula-

tion results are used to produce Brouwer diagrams, which predict the behaviour and

interaction of multiple defects in an oxide phase at a given temperature and oxy-

gen partial pressure. The effect of temperature and stress on the predicted defect

behaviour will also be assessed.

For Sn, the aim of this work is to explain the improvement in corrosion beha-

viour observed when Sn is removed from Zr-Nb-Sn alloys such as ZIRLO, and to

compare the predicted defect oxidation states and concentrations with the various

experimental studies detailed previously in this chapter.

Many theories exist explaining the parabolic corrosion kinetics and low HPUF

of Zr-Nb alloys, however there is currently no clear explanation of this behaviour

and a clear discrepancy exists between existing simulation studies and experimental

observations. The Nb simulations will attempt to explain these discrepancies, and

offer new insight into the unique properties of Zr-Nb alloys.
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Sc and Sb have not previously be used in Zr-based cladding alloys (except for a

single study investigating a Zr-Sb binary alloy in 1961 [113]), however it is anticip-

ated that both will exhibit unique and interesting behaviour in the oxide layer, and

will influence the corrosion and HPUF of Zr-alloys. Model alloys containing these

elements have been produced in parallel to this work, as part of the Westinghouse

Electric Company run MUZIC-2 research programme; the predictions and discus-

sion regarding the simulated behaviour of these elements will be compared to the

experimental observations regarding the model alloys.



2
METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, an overview of density functional theory (DFT) is discussed. Since the

focus of this work was the use of DFT derived energies to predict the defect behaviour

of various ZrO2 structures, and to compare these predictions with experiment, this

chapter primarily focuses on the strengths and weaknesses of the DFT approach,

rather than the intricacies of the method itself. Key to the use of DFT are the various

approximations that are necessary in order to meet the computational and time

limitations, and these will be discussed from the most fundamental approximations

of DFT (such as the Born-Oppenheimer), to the more practical ones (such as the

choice of cut-off energy for the plane waves used to approximate the electron wave

functions).

2.1 quantum mechanical simulation

Many computational simulation methods exist, each offering various advantages and

limitations, and each have specific scenarios where they are most applicable. For

this investigation, a quantum mechanical method will be used which yields accurate

results but, in most circumstances, is limited to simulations of a few hundred atoms

due to the high computational power required.

Quantum mechanical (QM) methods aim to replace the more empirical approach

used in techniques such as molecular dynamics with a more theoretically groun-

ded approach. The key difference between QM and classical techniques is that QM

encompasses wave-particle duality, i.e. that any given particle in a system can be

represented by a wavefunction, usually represented by ψ. A wavefunction contains

all of the information that can be determined experimentally, but cannot itself be

measured. For all but the simplest systems, the wavefunction is extremely complic-

28
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ated as it encompasses the behaviour of every particle and the interactions between

them.

2.1.1 The Schrödinger equation

Most QM approaches start with the time-independent Schrödinger equation (eq. 2)

which is ‘solved’ to find the total energy of a given system.

Eψ = Ĥψ (2)

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ (3)

E is the total energy, ψ is the wave function and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator,

which can also be expressed as the sum of the kinetic (T̂ ) and potential energy (V̂ ) of

the system, as shown in Equation 3. For a single, non-relativistic particle, Equation 3

can be expressed as follows,

H(x) = T (x) + V (x) =

[ − h̄
2me
∇2 + V

]
(x) (4)

where h̄ is the reduced Planck’s constant, me is the mass of the electron, x is the

position. The kinetic energy term is similar to the classical expression for kinetic

energy (Ek = p2

2m), however the classical term for momentum p is replaced with

the more fundamental momentum operator p̂ which takes the form −i h̄∇, and thus

T̂ = − h̄2

2m ∇
2.

For a single hydrogen atom, the Hamiltonian can be solved analytically,

Ĥ = TN (x) + Te(x) + V (x) (5)

where TN is the kinetic energy of the nucleus (N), Te is the kinetic energy of the

electron (e) and V is the potential energy between the two. This can be expanded

to give the full expression, using Equation 4,
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Diagrams explaining the notation used to refer to electron/nucleus interactions
in Equation 6, reproduced from [115].
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(
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)
− 1

4πε0
e2

|r−R|
(6)

where M , R, m and r refer to the mass and position of the nucleus (N) and elec-

tron (e) respectively and ε0 is the permittivity of free space, as shown in Figure 14a.

2.1.2 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

However, increasing the system size to incorporate three or more particles (as shown

in Figure 14b) leads to a many-body problem which is intractable. In order to simplify

the system, and thus make it solvable, the first key approximation is made; that

the motion of the nuclei is not affected by the motion of the electrons. This is a

reasonable approximation since the mass of all nuclei are many orders of magnitude

larger than that of non-relativistic electrons. By making this assumption, the nuclei

can be considered to be stationary when calculating the electron wavefunction, and

thus the electron wavefunction can be calculated without considering the kinetic

energy of the nuclei. An example of the assumed electron behaviour following the

Born-Oppenheimer approximation is illustrated in a sketch in Figure 15.

Following the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, Equation 5 can be simplified to

express only the electronic wavefunction,

Ĥ = Te(x) + V (x) = Ekin +Eelec +Eext (7)
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Figure 15: Sketch of the assumed electron behaviour resulting from the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation (diagram reproduced from [115]).

where Ekin is the electron kinetic energy, Eelec is the electron-electron interaction and

Eext is the electron-nuclei interaction. Since the nuclei are fixed in place, the electron-

nuclei interaction is external to the electronic calculation (i.e. it can be considered

to be the interaction between the electrons and an external fixed potential) and is

thus referred to as the external potential. This cannot be simplified further, due to

the electron-electron interaction term Eelec and as such this is still an unsolvable

many-body problem.

2.1.3 Electron density

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation leads to a simplified Hamiltonian, but one

that still results in a many-body problem which cannot be solved exactly. In order

to simplify this further, Hohenberg and Kohn put forward a theorem [116], which

considered electron density rather than individual electrons.

The theorem demonstrated that the ground state properties of a many-electron

system can be uniquely and exactly determined by the electron density of the system

n(r), which depends on only 3 spatial coordinates. The work also proved that the

electron density functional F [n(r)] follows the variational principle, which means

that any trial density will yield an energy equal to or higher than the ground state,

and thus that any change to the trial density which lowers the total energy must

be closer to the ground state density. By considering the electron density rather

than individual electrons, the complexity of the problem can be reduced to one
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involving only three variables, rather than the 3N variables (where N is the number

of electrons), without reducing the accuracy of the model. By considering the electron

density instead of individual electrons, Equation 7 can be rewritten as follows,

Eψ ≈ E[n(r)] = Ekin[n(r)] +ECoul[n(r)] +Ex[n(r)] +Ec[n(r)] +Eext[n(r)] (8)

where n(r) is the electron density and Eelec[ψ] from equation 7 has been separ-

ated into three electron interaction terms; ECoul the Coulombic interaction, Ex the

exchange energy and Ec the correlation energy. Exact functionals for the Coulombic

and external potentials (ECoul and Eext) are known, but approximations must be

made for the remaining functionals. These are grouped together into the single term

referred to as the Hohenberg-Kohn functional FHK [n(r)], leading to the overall ex-

pression for the electron energy shown in Equation 9.

E[n(r)] = FHK [n(r)] +Eext[n(r)] (9)

Using the variational principle, an approximate for the ground state density (n0(r))

can be found by minimising E[n(r)]. This is referred to as orbital-free DFT, and is an

active area of research due to its simplicity. However, orbital-free DFT predicts that

atoms should always repel each other, so molecules cannot be modelled and while

the average electron density around an atom is modelled well, the shell structure of

electrons is not captured. Improvements have been made, but the accuracy is still

too low for most kinds of chemistry or materials modelling.

2.1.4 Kohn-Sham DFT

While orbital-free DFT should, in theory, be perfectly accurate in modelling the

electronic density of a system, in practice it is not satisfactory. This is largely due

to the lack of accurate approximation for the electron kinetic energy functional Êkin.

Kohn and Sham proposed an alternative approach by considering a fictitious system

of non-interacting electrons [117]. In general, a system of non-interacting electrons
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should have a different wavefunction to one with interactions, however the Kohn-

Sham approach proposes the construction of a fictitious system in such a way that

the density is identical to that of the interacting electrons. The advantage of this

approach is that the exact kinetic energy functional for non-interacting electrons

is known, however difficulty remains in finding the fictitious system with the same

density as the real system.

Schrödinger equations are constructed and solved for each individual Kohn-Sham

electron, interacting with an average potential caused by all other electrons. Each

solution is referred to as a molecular orbital, and these are summed together to form

an approximate wavefunction for all the non-interacting electrons in the system. The

energy of the system can now be expressed as follows,

E[n(r)] = Ekin,KS [n(r)] +ECoul[n(r)] +Exc[n(r)] +Eext[n(r)] (10)

where Ekin,KS is the energy of the non-interacting Kohn-Sham electrons. The

advantage of this approach is that the kinetic and potential energies of the non-

interacting Kohn-Sham electrons can be exactly calculated using known functionals,

however the lack of interaction must be accounted for. The difference between the

kinetic energy of the interacting and non-interacting electrons (Ekin−Ekin,KS), the

exchange energy (Ex ) and the correlation energy (Ec ) are all combined into a single

term, referred to as the exchange-correlation energy Exc. While Exc accounts for

energies associated with real quantum effects (electronic exchange and correlation)

it does not in itself have a physical meaning, and is instead a functional which

accounts for the various errors associated with the lack of interaction between the

electrons. Essentially, Exc contains everything not explicitly accounted for in the

previous terms.

2.1.5 Self-consistent field procedure and geometry optimisation

In order to calculate the fictitious non-interacting electron density, an iterative ap-

proach using the variational principle is used. This process is referred to as the
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self-consistent field (SCF) approach, and is particularly well suited to be used on a

computer. An initial trial wavefunction is guessed, and the energy evaluated. The

Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is then constructed and solved to produce a new wavefunc-

tion, the energy of which is compared to the initial guess. Following the variational

principle, a reduction in energy of the wavefunction must correspond to moving

closer to the ground state. This iterative approach continues until the energy differ-

ence between two successive trial wavefunctions falls below a predetermined conver-

gence limit. Once this level of convergence is reached, the wavefunction is said to be

self-consistent.

Once the self-consistent wavefunction has been calculated, the forces on the nuclei

are determined and the nuclei moved a small amount. The SFC cycle is performed

again, and the forces calculated until the geometry optimisation convergence criteria

are met (these are generally defined as a limit on the maximum forces per ion, and

the maximum ionic displacement from the previous iteration of ionic positions). This

process is illustrated in Figure 16.

2.1.6 Exchange-correlation

The lack of a real meaning for Exc means that an exact functional cannot be found,

and instead approximations must be made. Kohn and Sham proposed to take the

exchange-correlation energy as calculated from a uniform electron gas Exc,UEG[n(r)],

with a density equivalent to the local density n(r),

Exc[n(r)] =
∫
drExc,UEG[n(r)]n(r) (11)

This is know as the local density approximation (LDA), and was shown to be very

accurate for slowly-varying electron densities [117]. However, real materials often

exhibit steep gradients in electron density (for example directional bonding), and in

these circumstances the LDA becomes less accurate. Metals have the most uniform

electron density due to the de-localisation of one or more electrons from each ion; in

metallic simulations simple LDA can achieve very good results.
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Figure 16: Flow diagram showing a simple outline of the procedure followed during a DFT
geometry optimisation, the SCF cycle is shown in purple.
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Various approaches have been made to improve upon the accuracy of LDA, gen-

erally focussing on accounting for the density gradient as well as the density of the

electrons, and these approaches are collectively known as the generalised gradient ap-

proximation (GGA). In particular, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formulation

of the GGA [118] has been shown to preserve the accuracy of LDA in slowly-varying

electron densities, while simultaneously accounting for more abrupt changes in dens-

ity features. PBE has proved to be very successful for a wide range of materials,

and has in recent years become the functional which is most widely used for DFT

simulation of solid matter. The accuracy of this functional, and the widespread use

which allows some limited direct comparison with other work (a rare advantage in

QM simulations), are the reasons behind the choice of this functional for all work

conducted throughout this project.

2.1.7 Pseudopotentials

Despite using the Kohn-Sham approach, the computational cost of simulations is

still strongly dependent on the number of electrons involved. Even small simulations

involving a few atoms can contain many hundreds of electrons, but in most instances

only a small fraction of the electrons actually contribute to the chemical environment

of the material. The majority of the electrons are tightly bound to the nuclei, which

allows for another approximation to be made. The tightly bound electrons are core

electrons, and are considered to be frozen in place around the nuclei. Only the outer

valence electrons are considered to be involved in the bonding and behaviour of the

material. Through these assumptions, the pseudopotential approximation can be

made.

First, the core electrons are frozen in place, removing the dependence of their

wavefunction from the valence electrons and nuclei. In effect, this causes their in-

fluence over the valence electrons to be felt as a constant potential, analogous to

the external potential from the nuclei discussed previously. The core electrons are

then removed from the system entirely, and their effect is accounted for by fitting a

pseudopotential to the all-electron potential of the atom, as shown in Figure 17. The
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key aim of the pseudopotential is to exactly replicate the all-electron potential at

radial distances greater than the pre-defined, element dependent, cut-off rc. Several

different methods exist for generating a pseudopotential, some of which are detailed

below.

- Norm-conserving pseudopotentials [119] impose the additional constraint that the

norm (the total charge) of the all-electron potential must be retained. By retaining

the total charge, the numerical operations of the DFT simulation can be simplified,

however the additional constraint generally results in the production of a harder

pseudo-wavefunction (i.e. one which requires more terms to be described accurately).

- Ultra-soft pseudopotentials [120] disregard the norm-conservation criteria, and

simply fit the softest function possible outside the radial cut-off. These have proved

to be extremely successful, largely due to their low computational cost.

- The projector augmented wave method [121, 122] combines the pseudopotential

approach with the linear augmented-plane-wave method, with the aim of reintrodu-

cing the near-core oscillations of the valance electron wavefunctions. While increasing

the accuracy of the representation is generally desirable, it is generally observed that

the difference between projector augmented wave and ultra-soft pseudopotentials is

marginal, and not worth the increase in computational resources required.

2.2 density functional theory simulations

All computer simulations face the constant trade-off between accuracy and compu-

tation time; in order to perform simulations in a useful time frame using limited

computational resources, various compromises must be made. In DFT simulations,

these approximations fall in to two main categories; the size of the simulation and

the accuracy of the modelled wavefunction. The parameters used to determine these

properties, and the process used to define the values to be used for this work, are

detailed below.
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Figure 17: A smooth pseudopotential (red) very accurately reproduces the all-electron po-
tential (blue) at a radial distance (r) greater than the defined transition from
core to valence electrons (rc), thus accurately reproducing the wavefunction from
infinity to rc
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2.2.1 Periodic boundaries

In order to accurately represent the structure and properties of bulk crystalline

material, an extremely large number of atoms would be required. However, due to

the periodic nature of crystalline materials, it is possible to reduce the actual number

of atoms required for reasonable results. The lattice vectors of the simulation cell

define the Bravais lattice, the atoms in each cell define the basis of the lattice and

the basis is then repeated at each lattice vector to create an infinite crystal from the

finite simulation supercell. The size of the supercell, constructed from repeated unit

cells of the material to be simulated, is important for defective simulations, since the

periodic boundaries will cause defects to also be multiplied infinitely; if the supercell

is too small these defects may interact with their periodic replicas. Supercells should

ideally be constructed to be as close to cubic as possible, in order to avoid directional

effects. With this limitation and the upper limit on the feasible size of supercells of

several hundred atoms due to computing restrictions, the supercells shown in Table 3

were considered. Supercell sizes of 2×2×2 for monoclinic and 3×3×2 for tetragonal

ZrO2 were chosen, as they were shown to be [123, 102, 124, 125] sufficiently large to

avoid significant defect self-interaction while maintaining an acceptable simulation

time.

Table 3: A list of possible supercell arrangements for monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2 with
the available computing resources. p, q and r refer to the multiples of lattice vectors
a, b and c used to construct the supercells.

Phase p q r Atoms

Monoclinic
1 1 1 12

2 2 2 96

3 3 3 324

Tetragonal
1 1 1 6

3 3 2 108

4 4 3 288
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2.2.2 k-point sampling

In a crystalline structure, the external potential acting on the electrons (arising from

the nuclei) must have the same periodicity as the lattice,

V (r+ L) = V (r) (12)

where L is the lattice vector. Following the Hohenberg and Kohn principle [116],

if the lattice is periodic then the electron density must also be periodic,

n(r+ L) = n(r) (13)

and since the density can also be defined as the square of the wavefunction,

n(r) =
∑

i

|ψi(r)|2 (14)

the magnitude of the wavefunction must also retain the periodicity of the lattice.

This allows the wavefunction for the entire infinite crystal to be evaluated by only

considering a single unit cell of the material. The wavefunction is evaluated in recip-

rocal space across the reciprocal unit cell, referred to as the first Brillouin zone (as

shown in Figure 18).

Bloch’s theorem states that for a periodic system, a wavefunction ψ(r) can be

expressed as follows,

ψk(r) = u(r)eik·r (15)

where u(r) is a function with the same periodicity as the simulation cell (i.e.

u(r + L) = u(r)) and k is a vector representing the position in reciprocal space.

Essentially, eik·r is an arbitrary phase vector which scales the periodic function u(r).

Thus in order to evaluate the wavefunction across an infinite crystal, Equation 15

need only be integrated across the first Brillouin zone. Fortunately, ψk(r) varies

slowly with k, and thus the integral can be approximated by summing the evaluated
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Figure 18: Diagram showing the reciprocal lattice of a real-space square lattice, and the first
Brillouin zone shaded pink.

wavefunction at a series of discrete points in the Brillouin zone. Since these points

are defined by vectors k, these points are referred to as k-points.

In order to determine an appropriate separation of k-points, an energy minimisa-

tion was performed with an extremely high density k-point grid. Further minimisa-

tions are then performed using the same structure, with increasingly large separation

between k-points. The difference in energy of the minimised structure from the initial

high density k-points grid minimisation is calculated. It is assumed that the initial

very high density k-points grid minimisation is completely converged, and consist-

ency in energy with this result at the third decimal place is considered an acceptable

level of accuracy. The energy difference of each simulation from the high-density

k-point simulation was plotted as a function of k-point spacing and is shown in Fig-

ure 19. Based on the acceptable error criterion, a maximum k-points separation of

0.045 Å-1 was chosen.

2.2.3 Use of plane-waves

A method must be chosen to describe the continuous wavefunction that can be solved

computationally. One very popular method is to discretise the problem via plane

waves, the use of which is now described. In order to evaluate the wavefunction the

periodicity of the system can once again exploited, allowing the use of plane waves.

The Bloch function is expanded into plane waves,
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Figure 19: The log of the ‘Error’, which is defined as the difference in energy from the high
k-point density simulation, of each simulation performed is plotted against the
k-point spacing in reciprocal space. The upper limit of the acceptable error was
10−3, leading to a k-point spacing of around 0.055 Å-1 from interpolation of the
points of the highest error structure (cubic). To ensure the interpolation did not
overestimate the upper limit of the spacing, a value of 0.045 Å-1 was chosen for
future simulations.
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uk(r) =
∑

|G|≤Gmax

CG,ke
iG·r (16)

where CG,k are Fourier coefficients and G are wave vectors which satisfy the period-

icity of the crystal. In order to limit what would otherwise be an infinite calculation,

the basis set is limited to wave vectors with lengths less than a pre-determined max-

imum value, Gmax. Increasing wave vector size corresponds to increasing plane wave

energy, which allows for finer details of the wavefunction to be captured. However,

while capturing progressively finer detail increases the accuracy of the simulations,

the overall impact on the shape of the wavefunction decreases with increasing energy.

In practice the upper limit is defined as an energy cut-off, which leads to a value for

Gmax by Equation 17.

Ecut =
G2

max

2 (17)

A consistent upper limit for the energy cut-off (Ecut) must be defined in order

for results from separate simulations to be compared. As with the k-point spacing

defined earlier, the value for Ecut in DFT is a trade off between accuracy and simu-

lation time. Simulations were performed with progressively lower values for Ecut, as

shown in Figure 20; a value for Ecut of 550 eV was determined to yield sufficiently

accurate results, with errors only emerging below 2 decimal places, and is used in all

simulations performed in this thesis.

2.2.4 Computational details of DFT calculations

All simulations in this work were performed using DFT using the plane wave simula-

tion code CASTEP [126], which underwent several updates during the course of the

work (from version 5.0 at the commencement of work, with version 8.0 the current

build). These updates primarily added new features and improved the speed of the

calculations, and each time a new version was used a selection of previously per-

formed simulations were repeated using the newer software to ensure there were no

differences in the results. The PBE exchange-correlation functional [118] was used
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Figure 20: Ecut plotted against the log of the ‘Error’, which is defined as the difference in
energy from the high Ecut simulation. The upper limit of the acceptable error was
10−2, leading to a value for Ecut of 550 eV. Plane-wave basis sets are independent
of the structure of the system, being instead species dependent, hence only the
results from simulations performed with a monoclinic structure are shown.

throughout, as were the ultra-soft pseudopotentials generated by the CASTEP 5.0

code. A minimum k-point spacing of 0.045 Å-1 and an energy cut-off of 550 eV were

used for all simulations. Pure monoclinic ZrO2 has a band gap of around 5.75 eV [127],

however in order to account for the possible changing of electronic behaviour in de-

fective and doped structures, all simulations employed density mixing using the Pulay

method [128].

The energy convergence criterion for self-consistent calculations was set to 1 ×

10−8 eV. All simulations were performed until a maximum difference in energy of 1×

10−5 eV and atomic displacement of 5× 10−4 Å between iterations, and a maximum

force between ions of 1× 10−2 eV/Å was achieved.

Non-defective structures were relaxed under constant pressure to the above conver-

gence criteria. All defective structures were generated from pre-relaxed non-defective

supercells, and were energy minimised under constant volume (cell parameters con-

strained to maintain the shape and volume of the perfect supercell) in order to

approximate dilute conditions. The use of constant volume conditions for defective
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structure simulations also significantly reduces the computation time required for en-

ergy minimisation, an important factor given the limited time and resources available

for the project.

2.3 dft simulation of Nb

As previously discussed, the PBE formulation of the GGA exchange-correlation func-

tional is used for all simulations in this work. However, there is a well known issue

with the use of LDA or GGA functionals for transition metals involving d or f-orbital

electrons. These functionals do not correctly localise these electrons to the transition

metal ions, lowering the energy barrier for the oxidation of the ions (when giving up

d or f orbital electrons) [129, 130, 131]. In the case of Nb, which has an electronic

structure [Kr] 4d45s1, this results in the formation energies for the higher oxidation

states being excessively favoured over the lower oxidation states, since the removal

of electrons has an unrealistically lower energy barrier. In order to account for this

error, an empirical +U parameter is added to the GGA functional which artificially

increases the size of the band gap, increasing the energy barrier for oxidation. The

value for the +U parameter is found empirically by fitting formation energies pre-

dicted by DFT with experimental values. For the Nb simulations in this work, a

value of 1.5 eV was used, this value was taken from an extensive study into the

behaviour of transition metals in DFT and comparison with experimental energies

performed by Hautier et al. [132]. In this approach we follow extensive previous

work using the +U parameter to account for errors simulating transition metals in

DFT [129, 130, 131, 105, 133, 124].

2.4 defect formation energies

Simulations were performed with a single isolated defect in a monoclinic or tetragonal

supercell using the methods discussed above. Charged defects are modelled by ad-

justing the number of electrons in the system at the start of the simulation. Once the

convergence parameters have been reached, the final energy of the system is output.
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At the temperatures relevant to solids, the difference in vibrational contributions to

the free energy between perfect and defect supercells can safely be neglected, allow-

ing the Gibbs free energy ∆Gi
f to be approximated by the enthalpy of formation

∆E i
f , calculated from the differences in total energies between perfect and defective

cells, according to the formalism of Zhang and Northup [134]. The defect formation

energies (E f) of intrinsic defects can then be calculated using Equation 18, where a

point defect X with charge q is formed in a perfect cell.

Ef
Xq = EDFT

Xq
Zr
−EDFT

perfect ±
∑

i

niµi + q(EVBM + µe) +EMag (18)

EDFT
perfect is the energy of the perfect cell, EDFT

Xq
Zr

is the energy of the defective cell,

EVBM is the energy of valence-band maximum of the perfect supercell, ni is the

number of atoms added/removed, µi is the chemical potential of the defect species

added/removed. EMag is an energy correction calculated using the screened Madelung

method [135] was used to account for the electrostatic self-interaction of defects

created by the use of periodic boundary conditions and a finite supercell size. This is

an improvement over the Makov-Payne method [136] used in previous similar work

as it takes into account the anisotropy of the dielectric properties of the two ZrO2

phases. Dielectric values calculated by Zhao and Vanderbilt [137] were used. µe is

the chemical potential of electrons relative to EVBM; taking values of µe at the VBM

and conduction-band minimum (CBM) the defect formation energy can be plotted

as a function of µe across the band gap of the material [138, 139].

For some of the dopant elements investigated in this work, the behaviour of defect

clusters was simulated by including two defects placed at nearest neighbour lattice

sites. The Ef values calculated for isolated defects were used to calculate the energy

gain (-ve) or additional energy (+ve) required to bring two isolated defects together

as a defect cluster. In this case, the binding energy (EBind) is defined as:

EBind = Ef
Xq

ZrY p
Zr
−
(
Ef

Xq
Zr
+Ef

Y p
Zr

)
(19)

where Ef
Xq

Zr
and Ef

Y p
Zr

are the formation energies of isolated defects X and Y ,

each on a Zr site, with charges q and p respectively and Ef
Xq

ZrY p
Zr

is the formation
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energy of defects Xq
Zr and Y p

Zr when placed as nearest neighbours in a supercell of

ZrO2. Relaxation volumes of neutral defect clusters were calculated from the residual

stress tensor of the relaxed defect simulations multiplied by the bulk modulus of the

perfect ZrO2 structure with the aid of the Aneto software package [140].

2.5 brouwer diagrams

While defect formation energies can give valuable insights into the behaviour of

defective structures, real materials contain many different competing defect spe-

cies. This is particularly important for alloys containing dopant elements, as the

interaction between the dopants and intrinsic defects can lead to unexpected be-

haviour. In order to investigate the interaction and competition between alloying

species, Brouwer diagrams are constructed. A Brouwer diagram, as shown in Fig-

ure 21, shows the predicted defect concentrations, plotted as a function of oxygen

partial pressure at a given ambient temperature. The process of plotting a Brouwer

diagram is achieved through the use of a script developed by Murphy [139], which is

shown in its entirety in Appendix A. The general function of the script is outlined

in the flow diagram shown in Figure 22, and the details of the process are discussed

in detail in the rest of this section.

2.5.1 Chemical potentials

For a given set of conditions, the sum of the chemical potentials (µ) per formula

unit of the constituent species equals the total Gibbs free energy of the solid ZrO2,

leading to the following relationship,

µZrO2(s) = µZr(T , pO2) + µO2(T , pO2) (20)

where T is the temperature and pO2 is the oxygen partial pressure. In order to avoid

the well-known difficulties regarding the inability of DFT to accurately describe the

O2 molecule [142, 143], an approach first used by Finnis et al. [144] is used. This
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Figure 21: Brouwer diagram showing the predicted defect concentrations in tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500 K plotted using the DFT predicted band gap of 3.95 eV. Labels are
presented in Kröger-Vink notation [141].

avoids the necessity to calculate the oxygen chemical potential in DFT, by instead

using the known experimental formation energy of the ZrO2 oxide (∆G◦ZrO2
f ), and

calculating the chemical potential of oxygen at standard temperature and pressure

using the following relationship:

µO(T
◦, p◦O2) = µZrO2(s) − µZr(s) − ∆G◦ZrO2

f (21)

where µZrO2(s) and µZr(s) are the the chemical potentials of ZrO2 and Zr respect-

ively, calculated using DFT. The Gibbs free energy is assumed to be independent of

temperature for the solid species, however for the gaseous O2 this assumption does

not hold true. Instead the oxygen chemical potential for the temperature required

µO2(T , pO2) can be calculated from the standard state µO2(T
◦, p◦O2

) using the ideal

gas relationship. The full expression for the oxygen chemical potential is as follows:

µO2(T , pO2) = µO2(T
◦, p◦O2) + ∆µ(T ) +

1
2kB log

(
pO2

p◦O2

)
(22)

and the rigid-dumbell ideal gas for ∆µ(T ) can be given by:
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∆µ(T ) = −1
2
(
S◦O2 −C

◦
P
)
(T − T ◦) +C◦PT log

(
T

T ◦

)
(23)

Where S◦O2
is the molecular entropy at standard temperature and pressure and C◦P

is the constant pressure heat capacity of oxygen gas. Values for these two proper-

ties were obtained from the literature with S◦O2
= 0.0021 eV/K and C◦P = 7kB =

0.000302 eV/K [145].

Tetragonal ZrO2 is not stable under standard conditions, so the free energy of

formation was calculated by adding the energy difference between monoclinic and

tetragonal ZrO2 (as calculated at 0 K by DFT) to the experimentally determined

value for the free energy of formation of monoclinic ZrO2. This resulted in a value

of −11.41 eV.

The chemical potentials for Zr and the dopant elements at the temperature and

oxygen partial pressure of interest are then calculated using the following relation-

ship:

µZr(s) = µZrO2(s) − 2× (µO(T , pO2)) (24)

where the ratio of µMxOy(s) to µO(T , pO2) is modified for the dopant for reference

states with a stoichiometry other than MO2.

2.5.2 Determining the Fermi energy

The sum of all defects in the system each multiplied by their charge must equal zero,

since there is no overall charge on the system,

∑
i

qici −Nc exp
(
−Eg − µe

kBT

)
+Nv exp

(
− µe

kBT

)
= 0 (25)

where the first term is the sum of the charges of all ionic defects, the second

term is the electron concentration and the third term the hole concentration in

the crystal. Nc and Nv are the density of states for the conduction and valence

bands, Eg is the band gap of the crystal, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the
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temperature. The concentrations ci of each defect i are calculated using the approach

developed by Kasamatsu et al. [146], which uses standard Boltzmann statistics to

calculate concentrations but also accounts for defects competing for the same lattice

site. ZrO2 is an insulating material and so the concentrations of electrons and holes

are expected to be sufficiently low that Boltzmann statistics are appropriate. The

formation energy for an electron in the conduction band will be slightly lower than

the value calculated by Eg − µe due to self trapping of electrons. However, in a wide

band gap insulator such as ZrO2 the difference in energy will be minimal and so this

is an acceptable approximation.

Once the chemical potentials have been calculated for the temperature and oxy-

gen partial pressure of interest, the formation energies of the various defects are

calculated using Equation 18, and the Fermi energy (µe) at which charge neutrality

occurs can then be calculated. In order to check that the µe for charge neutrality lies

within the band gap (Eg), µe is first set to be equal to the VBM and then the CBM,

and the overall charge of the system is calculated using Equation 25 for each. The

total charge should be greater than 0 for µe = VBM and less than 0 for µe = CBM.

Assuming these criteria have been satisfied, a linear bisection method is then used

to determine the value for µe at which charge neutrality occurs.

2.5.3 Space charge

In order to model the effect of space charge on the system (discussed in more detail

in Chapter 1), an additional term is added to Equation 25,

∑
i

qici −Nc exp
(
−Eg − µe

kBT

)
+Nv exp

(
− µe

kBT

)
= qsccsc (26)

where qsc is the unit charge of the artificial space charge defect and csc is the

concentration of the space charge.
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2.5.4 Dopant chemical potential optimisation

Dopants can be incorporated into the system in two ways; from a constant reservoir

or at a fixed concentration within the system. In the first case, the dopant chemical

potential is fixed and the amount of dopant incorporated into the system can be

calculated. However in the case of the dopants investigated in this thesis, the dopants

have some solid solubility in the metal alloy, and as such are expected to be present

throughout the oxide at a roughly constant concentration. In this case, the chemical

potential of the dopant species will change with the applied conditions to satisfy the

fixed concentration of dopant in the oxide. This can be achieved through the more

advanced features of the script, and it is believed that an analysis of this nature has

not previously been performed using DFT simulations on ZrO2.

Once µe for charge neutrality has been calculated for a given set of conditions, the

total concentration of the dopant containing defects is calculated from the relative

formation energies. The dopant chemical potential is then adjusted up or down,

via a linear bisection method, depending on whether an increase or decrease in the

dopant concentration is required. µe for charge neutrality is again determined, and

the process is repeated until the difference between the calculated and target defect

concentrations is within the pre-determined convergence criteria.

2.5.5 Brouwer diagram construction

The processes detailed in Sections 2.5.1-2.5.4 result in the calculation of the predicted

electron, hole and ionic defect concentrations for a given temperature and oxygen

partial pressure. A constant temperature is selected and the process is performed for

a series of oxygen partial pressures. The calculated concentrations are then plotted

as a function of partial pressure to produce the Brouwer diagram.
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Figure 22: Flow chart showing the process by which the Brouwer diagrams are generated
using the analysis script in Appendix X. Ovals refer to points at which the script
will terminate, either due to an error or the end of the requirements. The blue
section shows how the Fermi energy, also referred to as the electron chemical
potential (µe) is calculated. The purple section shows how the dopant chemical
potential is calculated based on a fixed dopant concentration. The red section
shows how the whole process is repeated for each oxygen partial pressure.



3
INTR INS IC DEFECTS IN TETRAGONAL AND MONOCL IN IC

ZRO 2

As discussed in Chapter 1, the oxide layer which forms on Zr-based alloys during

autoclave experiments and in-reactor corrosion is known to contain both monoclinic

and tetragonal ZrO2 [75, 36, 60]. In this chapter, the defect concentrations for both

phases of pure ZrO2 are considered as the simulation conditions are varied.

3.1 the effect of band gap

Monoclinic ZrO2 has an experimentally determined band gap of around 5.75 eV [147,

127, 148, 149, 150, 151], however the calculation of band gaps using DFT is known to

underestimate the experimental value, in this case the simulation band gap is 3.40 eV

for the monoclinic phase, and 3.95 eV for the tetragonal phase. Brouwer diagrams

are produced to predict the defect concentrations for each structure. However, as

discussed in detail in Chapter 2, the choice of band gap (Eg) is very important.

3.1.1 Monoclinic ZrO2

Figure 23 shows the predicted defect concentrations for monoclinic ZrO2 with both

the DFT predicted and experimental band gap. The choice of band gap has a direct

influence on the predicted availability of electrons, since they must be promoted to

the conduction band across the band gap. The concentration of electrons (and holes)

is calculated from the electron chemical potential using Boltzmann statistics and

so as shown in Equation 25 (Chapter 2), this leads to the electron/hole concentra-

tions having an exponential dependence on the defined temperature and band gap.

As shown in Figure 23a, with the lower DFT band gap fully charged Zr vacancies

53
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dominate at high oxygen partial pressures, charge balanced by holes, but at partial

pressures below 1 0− 2 2 atm, electrons and holes are the only species present. By in-

creasing the band gap from 3.40 to 5.75 eV, the predicted concentration of electrons

falls below the minimum shown on the diagram (1 0− 1 6 per formula unit ZrO2), and

instead fully charged Zr vacancies, charge compensated by holes, are present across

all oxygen partial pressures. It is important to note that, as an uncharged species, the

concentration of uncharged interstitial oxygen predicted to appear at high oxygen

partial pressures is unaffected by the change in band gap.

3.1.2 Tetragonal ZrO2

Figure 24 shows the predicted defect concentrations for tetragonal ZrO2 at 635 K.

Similar to the monoclinic diagrams, increasing the band gap decreases the predicted

electron concentration, which increases the concentration of fully charged Zr vacan-

cies. In this case, however, Zr vacancies appear to be acting as a charge compensation

mechanism for fully charged O vacancies. This suggests that vacancies on both the

anion and cation site are being predicted in the same area of the material. This is

clearly an unrealistic situation, as it would result in empty space within the struc-

ture of the material, and implies that the experimental band gap is excessively high

for use in the construction of Brouwer diagrams using DFT derived formation en-

ergies. It is noted, therefore, that this is a limitation of the script used to produce

the Brouwer diagrams; it does not explicitly take into account strain effects on the

lattice, considering only the energetics of the isolated defects.

Considering only the DFT band gap diagrams, shown in Figures 23a and 24a, the

low temperature behaviour of the two structures are similar at high oxygen partial

pressures, with both predicted to contain a similar concentration of fully charged

Zr vacancies, charge balanced by holes. In the monoclinic structure, electrons be-

come the dominant negatively charged species below a partial pressure of around

10−15 atm, existing in equal concentration to holes. In the tetragonal phase, fully

charged O vacancies are present on the diagram at low concentrations across all

partial pressures, becoming the dominant ionic defect, charge compensated by elec-
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Figure 23: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations in monoclinic ZrO2
at 635 K plotted using (a) the DFT predicted band gap of 3.40 eV and (b) the
experimentally predicted band gap of 5.75 eV [127].
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trons at around 10−30 atm. This is in contrast to the monoclinic structure, where

fully charged Zr vacancies charge compensated by holes dominate across all oxygen

partial pressures. These results suggest that at the same temperature, tetragonal

ZrO2 is inherently more defective than monoclinic phase. This is perhaps a surpris-

ing result, since tetragonal phase is a much more ordered and symmetrical structure

than monoclinic phase. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, oxygen vacancies are

known to stabilise the tetragonal phase; it is possible that the increased O vacancy

concentration is due to this effect.

3.2 the effect of temperature

As discussed in the introduction section, ZrO2 exists in three experimentally ob-

served phases; monoclinic (P21/C) at low temperatures, transitioning to tetragonal

(P42/nmc) at 1440 K and a further transition to cubic (Fm3m) at 2640 K [63].

Given that reactor (and autoclave) temperatures are typically around 600-700 K, in

the absence of any other stabilisation mechanisms only the monoclinic phase would

be observed. However, experimental work by Preuss et al. [36] measured compressive

in-plane stress of 2.5 GPa in the oxide layer of Zr-based cladding alloys in tetragonal

phase ZrO2 close to the metal/oxide interface. The observed stress in the tetragonal

phase was shown to sharply tend towards a lower compressive stress of 1.5 GPa

around transition, coinciding with a sudden decrease in the tetragonal phase frac-

tion. These results suggest that compressive stress is a tetragonal phase stabilisation

mechanism in the oxide layer, and that the majority of tetragonal phase present in

the layer is under significant compressive stress.

DFT simulations involving non-zero stress states require significantly more com-

puting time to achieve a satisfactory energy convergence, and so for the majority of

the work in this thesis, un-stressed tetragonal simulations were performed. In order

to account for the lack of stress stabilisation, all tetragonal Brouwer diagrams were

produced at 1500 K instead of the experimentally relevant temperature of 635 K

used for monoclinic diagrams. In this, we follow the approach used in previously

published work from other groups [123, 152, 133].
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Figure 24: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations in tetragonal ZrO2
at 635 K plotted using (a) the DFT predicted band gap for the tetragonal phase
of 3.95 eV and (b) the experimentally predicted band gap of 5.75 eV.
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3.2.1 High temperature tetragonal ZrO2

Figure 25 shows the predicted defect concentration in tetragonal phase ZrO2 at

1500 K, plotted with the DFT and experimental band gaps. The diagram using the

DFT band gap (Figure 25a) shows that at high oxygen partial pressures, V′′′′Zr is

the dominant defect type, charge compensated by holes. At oxygen partial pressures

below 10−10 atm, V••O becomes the dominant defect type, charge compensated by elec-

trons. This behaviour is in excellent agreement with previous DFT work performed

by Youssef et al. [123].

Figure 25b was produced using the experimental band gap of 5.75 eV. Across the

majority of oxygen partial pressures, the dominant defects are predicted to be V••O
charge compensated by V′′′′Zr , in an approximately stoichiometric ratio. Clearly, as

seen before, this is a nonsensical result, as a vacancy on both the anion and cation

site would result in empty space within the structure, which suggests a problem with

the input parameters used to create the diagram. The Fermi level for each oxygen

partial pressure on the Brouwer diagrams is determined by an iterative method, with

the requirement that the sum of the total charge of all of the defects must be zero.

Electrons are the only defect species that are affected by the choice of band gap;

the wider the band gap, the higher the energy barrier preventing the promotion of

electrons into the conduction band and thus the lower the concentration of electrons.

In Figure 25b, the electron concentration is significantly lower than in Figure 25a, due

to the increased band gap. The reduced electron concentration results in an increase

in alternative charge balancing options, in this case V′′′′Zr is the most energetically

favourable option. As previously discussed, this is not a realistic situation, and so

the conclusion is that the band gap used in Figure 25b is too large.

Considering the unrealistic results in Figures 24b and 25b, it can be assumed

that the experimentally determined band gap for the tetragonal phase is too wide

for the purposes of producing Brouwer diagrams by the method used here. For the

remainder of the results in this work, the DFT determined band gap of 3.95 eV

for the tetragonal phase and 3.40 eV for the monoclinic phase will be used for all

analysis.
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Figure 25: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations in tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500 K plotted using (a) the DFT predicted band gap of 3.95 eV and (b) the
experimentally predicted band gap of 5.75 eV (note the change in scale of the
y-axis compared to previous diagrams).
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3.3 the effect of stress

In the majority of the work performed for this thesis, a significantly higher temper-

ature has been used in the tetragonal phase Brouwer diagrams to account for the

lack of stress stabilisation. While this is an approach which has been used before by

other groups, the validity of this approximation has not yet been fully investigated.

In order to better model the actual conditions within the oxide layer, the relation-

ship between stress and temperature in the tetragonal phase Brouwer diagrams was

considered.

3.3.1 Comparisons with experimental pressure-temperature phase diagram

Figure 26 shows the pressure-temperature phase diagram for ZrO2. Under hydro-

static pressure at low temperature, an orthorhombic phase is shown to form (la-

belled “Tetragonal II” in Figure 26). While this phase is extremely close to the

tetragonal phase in structure, it can be distinguished by a very slightly different

XRD pattern. Simulations were performed on unit cells of the three common ZrO2

phases (monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic) as well as the experimentally observed

orthorhombic phase, all under increasing hydrostatic pressure. The formation ener-

gies of each phase, plotted as a function of applied pressure, are shown in Figure 27.

As expected, monoclinic is the most energetically favourable phase under low stress,

transitioning to orthorhombic at around 17 GPa, and again to tetragonal at around

35 GPa. The orthorhombic results shown in Figure 26 were obtained by measuring

powdered ZrO2 in a diamond anvil [153, 66]; this phase, and also the cubic phase,

have not been observed in oxide layers formed by corrosion of Zr-based alloys and

as such will not be considered further.

The monoclinic to tetragonal transformation is shown in Figure 27 to occur at

around 25 GPa. While this is significantly higher than the stresses measured in an

oxide layer, typically around 2-4 GPa [60], it is important to bear in mind that in the

DFT simulations, stress is the only stabilising mechanism. Since no vibrational terms

were included in the simulations, the ZrO2 can be considered to be at a temperature
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Figure 26: The pressure-temperature phase diagram for ZrO2 (reproduced from [66]), the
lines represent the boundaries between phases as measured by different studies
(“Tetragonal II” on the diagram refers to a pressure stabilised orthorhombic phase
with a very similar structure to tetragonal ZrO2). The solid circles represent the
transitions, as measured from applying pressure to virgin monoclinic crystals of
ZrO2, the diamonds represent transitions measured upon increasing temperat-
ure/pressure on a previously transformed crystal, the open circles represent the
transitions during cooling/reduction of pressure. These results show that there is
considerable variation and hysterysis in the temperature and pressures required
to cause a transformation.

of 0 K, and given that a unit cell of pure ZrO2 was used for each simulation, no grain

size, dopant stabilisation or intrinsic defect effects were present.

3.3.2 Stress vs. temperature in tetragonal ZrO2

As detailed in Table 2 in Chapter 1, experimental techniques have estimated the in-

plane compressive stress in the oxide layer to be between 1-4 GPa. Based on these es-

timations, simulations were performed to calculate the formation energies of intrinsic

defects in tetragonal ZrO2 under hydrostatic compressive stresses of 1 and 2 GPa.

Further stress states have not yet been investigated due to time constraints and the

significant computational resource requirements of simulating stressed defects.
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Figure 27: The relationship between formation energy and applied compressive stress (in
the form of hydrostatic pressure) for DFT simulations of the four experimentally
observed ZrO2 phases.

The key difference between the low and high temperature unstressed tetragonal

phase Brouwer diagrams (Figures 24a and 25a) is that at low temperature, the

dominant defect type across the majority of oxygen partial pressures is V′′′′Zr charge

compensated by holes, but at high temperature it is V••O compensated by electrons. In

order for high temperature to be a reasonable approximation for stress stabilisation,

the reactor temperature stressed Brouwer diagrams must show a similar dominance

of V••O and electrons across most oxygen partial pressures.

Figure 28 shows the effect of 1 and 2 GPa hydrostatic compressive stress on the pre-

dicted defect concentrations in tetragonal phase ZrO2 at 635 K. The diagrams show

that as stress is applied, the oxygen partial pressure at which the transition between

V′′′′Zr compensated by holes and V••O compensated by electrons does indeed increase.

This trend is also shown in the higher temperature Brouwer diagrams shown in Fig-

ure 29. This behaviour is expected, since V••O is a much smaller defect than V′′′′Zr , and

so as pressure is increased the formation of the smaller V••O is favoured. However, at

2 GPa, the predicted defect concentrations in the low temperature diagrams are still

many orders of magnitude lower than in the un-stressed high temperature diagrams.
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Figure 28: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations in tetragonal ZrO2
plotted at 635 K from simulations performed under an applied hydrostatic stress
of (a) 1 GPa and (b) 2 GPa. The defect concentrations for unstressed tetragonal
phase ZrO2 plotted at 635 K are also shown in the background of each diagram
for comparison.
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It should be noted, however, that XRD results can only sample volumes that are

relatively large compared to the microstructure. It is therefore quite possible that

local grain-to-grain stresses may be much higher than the 1-4 GPa averaged values

measured experimentally.

In summary, while stress and temperature do seem to have a comparable effect

on the predicted defect concentrations, the assumption that considering the system

at 1500 K is completely analogous to the stress stabilisation occurring within the

oxide layer may need more validation. Further work regarding the exact correlation

between stress and temperature in Brouwer diagrams is required, and higher stresses

should be explored. However, for the remainder of the work presented, temperature

was used in the place of stress, since this approach follows previous work from other

groups [123, 105, 152, 133, 124], has been shown to at least qualitatively approxim-

ate the effect of stress stabilisation and allows for a wider range of dopants to be

investigated, given the time and computational limits available for this work.

3.4 conclusions

- The size of band gap directly affects the predicted electron concentrations, with a

large (>5 eV) band gap causing an unrealistic suppression of electrons.

- The DFT predicted band gaps produce reasonable results and so the values of

3.40 eV for monoclinic and 3.95 eV for tetragonal will be used for the rest of this

investigation.

- Care must be taken in the interpretation of Brouwer diagrams produced using

the analysis script, since it uses energies derived from isolated defects and as such

can predict interactions that would be unrealistic in real systems.

- Stress has a similar effect on defects as temperature, but the application of ex-

perimentally determined compressive stress produced defect concentrations at much

lower concentrations than by using a temperature of 1500 K.

- However, at 1500 K the predicted oxygen vacancy concentrations are the same

order of magnitude as seen experimentally, lending support to the use of 1500K for

the tetragonal diagrams.
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Figure 29: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations in tetragonal ZrO2
plotted at 1500 K from simulations performed under an applied hydrostatic stress
of (a) 1 GPa and (b) 2 GPa. The defect concentrations for unstressed tetragonal
phase ZrO2 plotted at 1500 K are also shown in the background of each diagram
for comparison.



4
THE EFFECT OF SN ON THE CORROS ION OF ZR -ALLOYS

4.1 introduction

In this chapter, the behaviour of Sn as a dopant species in both tetragonal and mono-

clinic ZrO2 is investigated using computer simulation, and the results interpreted in

conjunction with experimental XRD and XANES studies. Much of the work presen-

ted in this chapter was published in 2015 in the peer reviewed Journal of Applied

Physics [102].

Sn is a common alloying addition to Zr cladding alloys. It was added initially to

reduce the detrimental effects of nitrogen and carbon impurities [154], and is still

present in Zircaloy-2, Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO as it has also been shown to improve

strength and creep resistance [86]. It has, however, been demonstrated that the

removal of Sn from modern cladding alloys can increase the time until transition

occurs and lower the hydrogen pick-up fraction (HPUF) [87, 88, 89, 90].

Unlike other alloying elements, the amount of Sn included is generally lower than

the solid solubility limit of around 3 at. % in α-Zr (475 K [155]). Consequently, a

homogeneous distribution of Sn throughout the cladding matrix, and thus the oxide

layer, is expected. Wei et al. [87] observed that in the oxide layers of various Zr-Sn-Nb

alloys, those with lower Sn content exhibited a smaller proportion of pre-transition

tetragonal phase. A reduction in the corrosion rate, due to a delayed transition, was

also observed, implying a correspondence with tetragonal phase fraction, Sn content

and corrosion rate, which had not previously been suggested.
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4.2 interstitial sites

Potential interstitial sites were chosen by considering the Wyckoff positions of the

space group for tetragonal ZrO2 (P42/nmc). The 2b and 4c positions are very similar,

however both were included to investigate whether there was a preference to be closer

to a Zr cation (as in the case of the 4c position) or a position equidistant between two

(as in the 2b position). An interstitial ion was placed in each non-identical site and

an overall charge was applied to the supercell corresponding to the possible charge

states of the interstitial ions; -2 to 0 for oxygen, 0 to +4 for Zr and Sn. A list of the

non-identical sites considered, along with the corresponding lattice co-ordinates is

reported in Table 4.

A successful energy convergence was only achieved for oxygen in the 2b location,

suggesting that the other sites are not stable for any charge state. An investigation

of the ionic movement during the failed simulations showed a large amount of move-

ment by both the interstitial ions and the surrounding lattice, further suggesting

site instability. Sn and Zr interstitials placed at the 4c site migrated to the 2b site

during the simulations, and while a successful energy convergence was achieved for

the 4d site, it was shown to be less energetically favourable for all cation interstitials,

generally exhibiting formation energies several eV higher than the 2b site.

Table 4: The non-identical Wyckoff positions for tetragonal ZrO2 considered as possible in-
terstitial sites.

Position a b c

2b 0 0 0.5

4c 0 0 -0.25

4d 0.5 0 0

4.3 defect formation energies

The defect formation energies for single isolated defects as a function of µe calculated

using Equation 18 (Chapter 2) are shown in Figure 30. Oxygen defects exist almost
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entirely in the fully charged (V••O ) or zero charged (V×O) states, implying that the

singly charged state is not thermodynamically favourable for either a vacancy or

interstitial.

Zr vacancies exist in the -4 oxidation state across the majority of the band gap,

with a transition through all charge states to 0 observed close to the VBM. The Zr

interstitial is also observed in the fully charged +4 state across the majority of the

band gap, transitioning to +2 and then 0 close to the conduction band minimum

(CBM). These observations agree well with previous simulation work investigating

tetragonal ZrO2 [123, 156, 151].

Sn interstitial defects are predicted to have a very high formation energy when

compared to other possible defects and so can be assumed to have a negligible con-

centration in tetragonal ZrO2. The formation energies for SnZr are shown in Figure 30.

Sn×Zr is favoured across the majority of the band gap, with a transition to Sn′′Zr oc-

curring close to the CBM. Sn′Zr is not observed at any point in the band gap, this is

expected as it would otherwise require Sn to be in the +3 charge state which would

result in an energetically unfavourable unpaired s-orbital electron.

4.4 isolated defects

Following the methodology discussed in Chapter 2, Brouwer diagrams were produced

for Sn-doped tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2. In each diagram, only single isolated

defects in bulk oxide were considered.

4.4.1 Sn-doped monoclinic phase

Figure 31 shows the predicted defect concentrations in Sn-doped monoclinic ZrO2 at

635 K. Sn×Zr is the dominant Sn defect type across all oxygen partial pressures, and

since the overall charge of Sn×Zr is zero (relative to the pure system) no charge balan-

cing mechanisms are needed. In Figure 31b, the conditions close to the metal/oxide

interface are approximated by including an additional ambient charge (this is to

model the effect of space-charge, discussed in Chapter 1, using the methodology out-
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lined in Chapter 2) at a concentration of 0.01 e- per formula unit ZrO2. Sn′′Zr and

Sn′Zr appear at low concentrations, but despite the large non-equilibrium charge con-

ditions, Sn×Zr remains dominant across all oxygen partial pressures, with the concen-

tration of negatively charged intrinsic defects instead increased. This result strongly

suggests that regardless of the position within the oxide layer, Sn×Zr will be the only

Sn defect present in monoclinic ZrO2.

4.4.2 Sn-doped tetragonal phase

Figure 32a shows the predicted defect behaviour of Sn-doped tetragonal ZrO2. Across

almost all oxygen partial pressures, Sn×Zr is the dominant Sn defect type, transitioning

to Sn′′Zr at partial pressures below around 10−30 atm. Sn′Zr is present at low concen-

trations across all partial pressures, with a peak concentration at 10−30 atm, but at

no point is it predicted to be dominant. The presence of Sn′′Zr and Sn′Zr cause a slight

increase in the oxygen vacancy concentrations as a charge balancing mechanism. As

discussed in Chapter 1, the ambient charge in the oxide close to the metal/oxide in-

terface can be significantly more negative than would be expected under equilibrium

conditions. In the presence of a doping element with multiple possible oxidations

states, it is expected that this charge imbalance can be mitigated by a shift in the

dominant dopant oxidation states. Figures 32b and 33a and b show the predicted

defect concentrations of Sn-doped tetragonal ZrO2 in the presence of increasing con-

centrations of ambient negative charge. Figure 33d shows that once a critical ambient

charge level is reached, the oxygen partial pressure at which the dominant Sn defect

transitions from Sn′′Zr to Sn×Zr shifts by approximately 10 orders of magnitude. The

partial pressure at which this transition occurs was calculated for a range of ambient

charges, is illustrated in Figure 34.

This non-linear behaviour is significant in the context of alloy corrosion. Fig-

ures 31a and 32a show that in both monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2, Sn has a

strong preference to exist as a substitutional defect on a Zr site. As such Sn is not

expected to exhibit significant mobility in the oxide layer once oxidation from metal-

lic Sn has occurred. During corrosion, the metal/oxide interface moves deeper into
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Figure 31: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of monoclinic ZrO2
at 635 K doped with Sn at a concentration of 1× 10−3 Sn atoms per unit ZrO2
(this is equivalent to a pre corrosion concentration of 0.1 at.% Sn in the Zr alloy).
This Sn concentration, while lower than what would generally be expected for the
oxide layer, was chosen to be sure that the solubility limit in the oxide phase is not
exceeded. It also allows the direct comparison of behaviour with other dopants
discussed later in this thesis which exhibit a lower solubility limit. The behaviour
of the Sn dopant under equilibrium conditions is shown in (a). In diagram (b)
a space charge of 2× 10−1 (e- per formula unit ZrO2) was applied, in order to
investigate the behaviour under non-equilibrium conditions.
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Figure 32: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500 K doped with Sn at a concentration of 1× 10−3 Sn atoms per unit ZrO2
(0.1 at.% Sn in the Zr alloy). The behaviour of the Sn dopant under non-
equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying additional space charge to
the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 0, (b) 1 × 10−3 (e- per formula unit
ZrO2).
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Figure 33: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500 K doped with Sn at a concentration of 1× 10−3 Sn atoms per unit ZrO2
(0.1 at.% Sn in the Zr alloy). The behaviour of the Sn dopant under non-
equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying additional space charge to
the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 1 × 10−2 and (b) 2 × 10−1 (e- per
formula unit ZrO2).
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Figure 34: A plot showing the partial pressure and applied charge at which the transition
from Sn×Zr to Sn′′Zr is predicted to occur (highlighted points refer to crossover
points taken from the Brouwer diagrams in Figures 32 and 33).

the metal cladding as the oxide thickens, leaving oxidised Zr behind. This means

that the environment surrounding the low-mobility dopant Sn ions in the oxide layer

will change with time. As discussed in Chapter 1 the concentration of space charge

changes as corrosion progresses, which will cause the partial pressure at which the

Sn′′Zr to Sn×Zr transition occurs to become extremely unstable. A sudden shift in the

preferred oxidation state has two potential implications. Firstly, Sn′′Zr and Sn×Zr have

defect volumes (relative to the pure structure) of 44.22Å−3 and 2.02Å−3 respectively,

and so a shift in the energetically favourable defect type could have a significant ef-

fect on the local stress state in the oxide. Secondly, as an aliovalent cation, Sn′′Zr

can act as a tetragonal phase stabiliser by increasing the concentration of oxygen

vacancies in the structure, acting as a dopant stabiliser as discussed in Chapter 1. If

this stabilisation mechanism were to be removed, as would be the case when Sn′′Zr

transitions to Sn×Zr, tetragonal to monoclinic transition could occur.

This work has so far only considered isolated defects in a bulk oxide. For any clear

conclusions to be drawn regarding the stress effects and stabilisation behaviour of

Sn′′Zr, the physical interaction between Sn ions and oxygen vacancies in the tetragonal

phase must be considered.
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4.5 clustered defects

In order to investigate the interaction between Sn dopant ions and oxygen vacancies,

further simulations were performed with a SnZr defect and a VO defect included

as nearest neighbours, with overall charges from -2 to +2. Brouwer diagrams were

produced with the {SnZr: VO} clusters included as an additional defect type. The

overall concentration of Sn within the diagrams remained constant and so the defect

clusters compete energetically with both the alternative Sn defect types and the

various isolated oxygen vacancies.

Figure 35 shows the predicted defect concentrations in Sn-doped tetragonal ZrO2,

with {SnZr: VO} type defect clusters included. As shown in both diagrams, but more

clearly in Figure 35b, {SnZr: VO}× is the dominant defect type at low oxygen par-

tial pressures, transitioning to Sn×Zr at around 10−20 atm. The binding energy of

{SnZr: VO}× was calculated to be 1.68 eV, using Equation 19, which indicates a

strong energetic preference to form a cluster. Sn′′Zr has a calculated defect volume of

44.22 Å3, this is very large and causes a calculated stress of 6.04 GPa on the sim-

ulation supercell, whereas {SnZr: VO}× has a calculated defect volume of 5.43 Å3,

only slightly larger than that of Sn×Zr (2.02 Å3). This suggests that the cluster may

form in preference to isolated defects in order to reduce lattice stress. The Sn×Zr be-

haviour is consistent with the previous diagrams, however the strong preference to

form {SnZr: VO}× at low oxygen partial pressures instead of alternate Sn defects is

highly significant.

As previously discussed, the oxidation process is known to occur at the metal/ox-

ide interface, where oxygen partial pressure is extremely low. Under these conditions,

a high concentration of oxygen vacancies is expected and thus it can be reasonably

assumed that upon oxidising from the metallic state, the Sn ions will be able to form

into the preferred {SnZr: VO}× cluster. As corrosion progresses and the metal/oxide

interface moves deeper into the alloy, the oxygen partial pressure in the environment

surrounding the {SnZr: VO}× clusters will gradually increase. This reduction is gen-

erally associated with a steady reduction in the concentration of oxygen vacancies

in the oxide, as shown in the diagrams in Figure 35. However, as also shown in the
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Figure 35: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500 K doped with Sn at a concentration of 1× 10−3 Sn atoms per unit ZrO2
(0.1 at.% Sn in the Zr alloy). {SnZr: VO} clusters were simulated, and included in
the diagrams as an alternative Sn defect type, with the overall Sn concentration
remaining fixed. Both diagrams display the same data, however due to the com-
plexity of the diagrams, the intrinsic and non-dominant Sn defects are partially
hidden in (b) to allow the clear observation of the important Sn behaviour.
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Figure 36: XRD results showing the tetragonal phase fraction observed in pre-transition
alloys containing; 0.71 (ZIRLO), 0.51 and 0.01 %.at. Sn (reproduced from [87]).

diagrams the {SnZr: VO}× clusters remain stable until around 10−20 atm oxygen par-

tial pressure. Given that the predicted oxygen vacancy concentrations are identical

to the intrinsic diagram (Figure 25a), and that each cluster contains an additional

oxygen vacancy, the overall concentration of oxygen vacancies in the oxide layer is

significantly increased by the presence of Sn2+. The elevated oxygen vacancy concen-

tration has a number of interesting implications, as discussed further in the following

sections.

4.6 tetragonal phase stabilisation

As discussed in the Chapter 1, oxygen vacancies, introduced into the structure by

doping with a cation with a lower oxidation state than Zr4+, are known to stabilise

the tetragonal phase of ZrO2. Figure 35 shows clearly that at low oxygen partial pres-

sures, Sn forms {SnZr: VO}× clusters, increasing the oxygen vacancy concentration.

All simulations were performed in unstressed ZrO2, however given that the primary

driving force for the formation of {SnZr: VO}× clusters appears to be a reduction

of defect volume, it seems likely that this effect will be even more prevalent in the

compressively stressed oxide found close to the metal/oxide interface.
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Figure 37: Oxide weight gain results showing no change in pre-transition corrosion rate,
but an earlier first transition, in Sn-alloys containing; 0.71 (ZIRLO), 0.51 and
0.01 %.at. Sn (reproduced from [87]).

Figure 36 shows the pre-transition tetragonal layer thickness measured using XRD

in the oxide layers of three Zr-1 wt.% Nb alloys (figure reproduced from experimental

work by Wei et al. [87]). The results show that as the Sn content is reduced, the equi-

valent tetragonal layer thickness decreases, supporting the theory that Sn (or more

accurately, the additional oxygen vacancies caused by Sn2+) stabilises additional

tetragonal phase.

4.7 corrosion behaviour

Figure 37 shows the corrosion rate before and after transition in Zr-Nb alloys con-

taining 0.71 (ZIRLO), 0.51 and 0.01 %.at. Sn. As previously discussed, Sn has been

shown to act as a tetragonal phase stabiliser by forming {SnZr: VO}× clusters and

thus increasing the oxygen vacancy concentration. However, this effect only occurs

when the oxygen partial pressure is low, and Sn2+ is the preferred oxidation state.

As corrosion progresses, the metal/oxide interface moves deeper into the alloy. The

oxide that has already formed is, in effect, moving away from this interface and as

such the oxygen partial pressure in the environment surrounding any given dopant
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ion will gradually increase. Once the partial pressure reaches around 10−20 atm, Sn2+

is no longer the preferred oxidation state and so a transition to Sn4+ will occur. Sn4+

has the same oxidation state as Zr in ZrO2, and so Sn×Zr forms without the need for

additional charge balancing oxygen vacancies. Thus, the transition from {SnZr: VO}×

to Sn×Zr (Sn2+ to Sn4+) as the preferred defect type will result in a sudden drop in the

equilibrium oxygen vacancy concentration. Since oxygen vacancies are suggested as

the mechanism by which the additional tetragonal phase is stabilised in Sn-containing

alloys, the loss of this stabilisation mechanism at the new, lower, oxygen vacancy

equilibrium concentration causes the now unstable tetragonal phase to transform to

monoclinic ZrO2.

Monoclinic ZrO2 has a unit cell volume approximately 4% larger than tetragonal

phase. The transformation, therefore, from tetragonal to monoclinic will be accom-

panied by a significant amount of stress on the oxide layer, causing lateral cracking

and de-lamination of the oxide, and possibly triggering the earlier transition observed

in Sn-containing alloys.

ZrO2 doping causing tetragonal (and cubic) phase stabilisation is used as a method

for increasing oxygen ion conductivity in solid oxide fuel cell applications [157, 158].

This is achieved by increasing the oxygen vacancy concentration, which increases the

mobility of oxygen through the oxide layer. However, despite Sn acting as a phase

stabilising dopant in exactly this manner, there is no observable increase in the pre-

transition corrosion rate with Sn-concentration in Figure 37. An explanation for this

behaviour lies in the binding energy of the {SnZr: VO}× cluster, which was found to

be very energetically favourable (1.68 eV). So, while the Sn is increasing the oxygen

vacancy concentration, these vacancies are tightly bound to the Sn dopant ions and

are therefore not mobile enough to noticeably increase the oxygen mobility, and thus

the corrosion rate.

4.8 conclusions

- Sn×Zr was shown to be the dominant defect across all oxygen partial pressures in the

monoclinic phase, regardless of applied space charge.
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but the bound cluster remains stable, increasing the total concentration

of vacancies. This allows tetragonal phase to remain stable at higher
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Figure 38: Simplified Brouwer diagram showing only the predicted Sn defect behaviour in
tetragonal ZrO2 at 1500 K. During corrosion, the metal-oxide interface moves
deeper into the metal, leaving behind oxide. Thus the oxygen partial pressure
will increase around any given dopant defect as corrosion progresses, and so the
dopant atoms can be thought of as moving from left to right on a Brouwer diagram.
The behaviour of the Sn defects as the oxygen partial pressure increases, and the
consequences for the overall oxide layer are illustrated on the diagram.
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- In the tetragonal phase, Sn×Zr is dominant at high oxygen partial pressures, trans-

itioning to the energetically favourable bound defect cluster
{
Sn′′Zr: V••O

}× below

10−20 atm.

- The stability of
{
Sn′′Zr: V••O

}× causes elevated oxygen vacancy concentrations at

partial pressures higher than in the pure structure, this may stabilise an increased

phase fraction of tetragonal ZrO2 in Sn containing alloys.

- As corrosion progresses, the oxygen partial pressure experienced by the Sn defects

increases, until
{
Sn′′Zr: V••O

}× transitions to Sn×Zr, with a consequent drop in the

oxygen vacancy concentration, this may cause a destabilisation of tetragonal phase.

- The tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation is associated with a ~4%

increase in cell volume, this causes cracking and buckling in the oxide layer. This

process is consistent with the early transition observed in Sn-containing Zr-Nb alloys.



5
CORROS ION AND HPUF OF ZR -NB ALLOYS

In this chapter, the behaviour of Nb in both tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2 is in-

vestigated. Previous DFT studies [105, 133] have predicted only Nb5+ to exist in the

oxide layer, however these studies considered only isolated Nb defects, and import-

antly did not allow for the Nb chemical potential to vary from the Nb2O5 reference

state used (see section 2.5.4 in the Methodology chapter for more details regarding

the optimisation of dopant chemical potentials in this work). In this chapter, both

isolated defects and clustering of Nb with oxygen vacancies in monoclinic and tet-

ragonal ZrO2 have been considered in an effort to explain the discrepancy between

previous DFT predictions and experimental observations.

The interaction between Nb and various other alloying elements is also discussed

in this chapter from both simulation results and experimental work performed on

the model alloys listed in Table 5.

5.1 previous dft work and experimental studies

The Zr alloys of choice in most water-cooled reactor designs today contain 0.5-

2.5 wt. % Nb due to the widely documented beneficial effect on HPUF [96, 97, 10].

Long term autoclave studies have also demonstrated that Zr-Nb binary alloys al-

loys exhibit near parabolic oxidation kinetics, with delayed time to first transition

leading to lower corrosion rates than other commonly used Zr-based alloys such as

Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO (which contains Nb, but also Sn at a concentration of around

1 wt. %), as shown in Figure 39. The reason for this improved corrosion behaviour

is not fully understood, however it has previously been suggested that in the oxide

layer Nb exists almost exclusively in a 5+ oxidation state as a substitutional defect

on a Zr site. This is assumed to be charge compensated by a suppression of oxygen

82
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vacancies, lowering the oxygen ion conductivity of the oxide layer and thus lowering

the oxidation rate [101]. Considering the behaviour of Sn discussed in Chapter 4, a

further implication of this oxygen vacancy suppressing behaviour may be that the

increase in oxygen vacancy stabilised tetragonal phase may be suppressed. Since the

additional tetragonal phase can become unstable and trigger early transition as ox-

idation progressed, suppressing additional oxygen vacancies may help prolong the

time to first transition, as is observed in Zr-Nb alloys. Nb-containing Zr alloys also

exhibit a reduced HPUF, it is assumed that as a 5+ ion on a Zr site, the Nb defects

act as n-type dopants, increasing the electrical conductivity of the oxide layer and

thus lowering the HPUF.

The assumption that Nb exists almost exclusively in the 5+ state is supported

by previous DFT simulation work [133]. However, several independent XANES stud-

ies [106, 107, 159, 108, 109] have questioned this, observing oxidation states from 5+

to 2+ (and also metallic Nb) in the oxide layer. There is some debate as to whether

these additional charge states exist in the bulk oxide, or whether the XANES studies

are observing Nb in and around SPPs, which are known to exhibit delayed oxidation

in the oxide layer. A recent electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) study [53] ob-

served metallic and partially oxidised Nb-containing SPPs within the oxide layer of

various Nb-containing Zr alloys. However, a XANES study by Couet et al. [109] was

performed on a Zr-0.4Nb alloy; an alloy with a Nb content below the solubility limit

in α-Zr metal at room temperature. While the exact proportion of oxidation states

were not identified by this study, the results showed that a large proportion of the

Nb in the oxide layer was at an oxidation state of 3+ or below. This is significant,

as it demonstrates that Nb can occupy oxidation states lower than 5+ in the bulk

oxide, away from SPPs.

As discussed in more detail in chapter 1, the corrosion model constructed by

Couet et al. [109] successfully explains the different corrosion and HPUF behaviour

of Zr-Nb alloys. Following the models derived by Wagner and Hauffe [81, 82], ox-

ide growth during corrosion should follow a parabolic rate law. However, for most

Zr-alloys this is not the case, with corrosion progressing with sub-parabolic kinetics.

Zr-Nb alloys, however, generally exhibit corrosion kinetics very close to parabolic,
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Figure 39: Corrosion of Zry-4, ZIRLO and Zr-2.5%Nb at 360 °C pure water in saturated
pressure conditions at 18.7 MPa, reproduced from [10].

and also have very low HPUF. The model developed by Couet et al. proposes an ex-

planation for this by considering the effect of the development of space charge, which

builds up in the oxide layer during corrosion due to the significantly slower diffusion

rate of oxygen vacancies than electrons in the oxide layer. As the positive space

charge builds up, the electron mobility is reduced and the corrosion rate is inhibited.

It is proposed that Nb, as an aliovalent cation, is able to suppress the space charge,

allowing the kinetics to approach parabolic. By counteracting the space charge the

corrosion kinetics are able to approach parabolic, and the increased electron mobility

reduces the HPUF by the recombination of electrons and hydrogen ions closer to the

oxide-water interface. This model explains the unique properties of Nb-containing

alloys, but only if Nb is able to exist in a charge state lower than that of the Zr4+

cations, since an overall negative charged defect is required to counteract the positive

space charge in the oxide layer.
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5.2 defect formation energies

As in previous chapters, cation interstitial defects are predicted to have a very high

formation energy when compared to other possible defects and so can be assumed

to exhibit a negligible concentration. Figure 40a shows the formation energies for

NbZr in monoclinic ZrO2, plotted from the VBM across the experimental band gap.

Close to the VBM, Nb•Zr is the favoured defect type, with Nb×Zr and Nb′Zr each briefly

favoured with increasing µe, and Nb′′Zr most favourable close to the CBM. The fact

that all oxidation states are favoured at a particular value for µe suggests that Nb is

able to easily occupy any oxidation state between 5+ and 2+. However in tetragonal

ZrO2, as shown in Figure 40b, Nb′Zr is most favourable in the lower half of the band

gap, transitioning directly to Nb•Zr approximately half way up the band gap. The

explanation for this difference in behaviour is unclear.

5.3 Nb accommodation in ZrO2

Following the methodology outlined in Chapter 2, Brouwer diagrams were produced

for isolated Nb defects in tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2. In the DFT simulations,

a +U parameter, with a value of 1.5 eV, was used to account for the GGA error with

de-localising d and f-orbital electrons (this is discussed in more depth in Section 2.3

of the Methodology).

5.3.1 Nb-doped monoclinic ZrO2

Figure 41 shows the predicted intrinsic defects in monoclinic ZrO2, plotted at a tem-

perature of 635 K using the DFT predicted band gap. In Figure 41a Nb•Zr is shown

to be the dominant defect type across all oxygen partial pressures, charge balanced

by V ′′′′Zr . Electrons and Nb×Zr are observed, increasing in concentration as the oxygen

partial pressure reduces, however at the minimum partial pressure considered, both

are predicted to have a concentration around two orders of magnitude lower than the
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Figure 40: Formation energies of Nb substitutional defects, as calculated by the method
outlined in Equation 18, plotted from the VBM across the experimental band
gap of 5.75 eV [127].
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dominant defect types. Under the non-equilibrium charge conditions in Figure 41b,

a very slight increase in V ′′′′Zr and V ′′′Zr concentration is predicted, however there is

no significant change in the Nb behaviour.

The preference to charge balance Nb•Zr by forming V′′′′Zr defects instead of increasing

the electron concentration is highly significant. Many previous studies have made

the assumption that the Nb5+ present in the oxide layer will act as an n-type

donor, increasing the electron concentration in the oxide and thus the electrical

conductivity (for example [160, 103, 104]). This increased electrical conductivity has

been suggested as the means by which Nb exhibits a reduced HPUF compared to

other Zr-based alloys. The apparent preference to achieve charge balance via V′′′′Zr

rather than elevated electron concentration suggests that other properties of the Nb

doping are responsible for the reduced HPUF.
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Figure 41: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of monoclinic ZrO2
at 635K doped with Nb at a concentration of 0.4 at.%. This concentration was
chosen as it is the solubility limit of Nb in α-Zr, and as such is a reasonable
concentration to expect to be present in the oxide layer. The behaviour of the Nb
dopant under non-equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying additional
space charge to the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 0 and (b) 1× 10−3 (e- per
formula unit ZrO2).
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5.3.2 Nb-doped tetragonal ZrO2

At high oxygen partial pressures, the predicted defect behaviour of Nb in tetragonal

ZrO2, as shown in Figure 42a, is similar to the monoclinic phase;, Nb•Zr is the domin-

ant defect type charge balanced by V′′′′Zr . However, below partial pressures of around

10−20 atm, electrons replace V′′′′Zr as the charge compensation mechanism. The con-

centration of Nb′Zr increases with reducing oxygen partial pressure, becoming the

dominant Nb defect at around 10−30 atm. As the concentration of V′′′′Zr decreases,

the concentration of oxygen vacancies of all charges increases, with V••O the domin-

ant oxygen vacancy species charge balanced by electrons.

Under non-equilibrium conditions, as shown in Figures 42b, 43a and 43b, and

summarised in Figure 44, Nb behaves in a similar manner to Sn, as discussed in

the previous chapter; as the amount of non-equilibrium charge is increased, the

crossover point between Nb•Zr and Nb′Zr does not change significantly, until a critical

level of charge is reached. At this charge concentration, the crossover point shifts

significantly, to a partial pressure around 10 orders of magnitude higher. While this

behaviour is similar to that observed for Sn, the inclusion of Nb in Zr-based is not

generally associated with an early first transition, the effects of this transition on the

corrosion and HPUF of the alloys is unclear.
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Figure 42: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500K doped with Nb at a concentration of 0.4 at.%. The behaviour of the Nb
dopant under non-equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying additional
space charge to the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 0 and (b) 1× 10−3 (e- per
formula unit ZrO2).
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Figure 43: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500K doped with Nb at a concentration of 0.4 at.%. The behaviour of the Nb
dopant under non-equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying additional
space charge to the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 5 × 10−3 and (b) 1 ×
10−2 (e- per formula unit ZrO2).

While the high oxygen partial pressure behaviour in tetragonal ZrO2 is somewhat

similar to the monoclinic behaviour, the emergence of lower oxidation state Nb de-

fects at lower oxygen partial pressures is highly significant. Previous work [101, 133]

has assumed that Nb•Zr is the dominant defect type under all circumstances, suppress-
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ing the formation of oxygen vacancies and thus improving the corrosion performance

of Nb containing alloys. This assumption has been challenged by several independent

XANES studies, which have suggested the presence of Nb in lower oxidation states

than 5+, with 4+ 3+ and even 2+ states being observed [106, 107, 159, 108]. Also,

recent EELS work performed by Hu et al. [53] has identified the presence of Nb in

oxidation states ranging from 5+ to metallic, however these were localised in and

around Nb-containing SPPs, not in the bulk oxide. While the 4+ and 3+ states are

predicted to be present, as shown in Figure 42, the 2+ state is not predicted to be

present under any oxygen partial pressures considered. It is possible that the experi-

mental techniques may be observing lower oxidation states of Nb exclusively in areas

of non-standard ZrO2, such as the area around a Nb-containing SPP that is oxidising.

However, as discussed in more depth in the chapter 1, given that the solubility limit

for Nb in α-Zr is 0.4% [99], even in the highest concentration Nb-containing alloys

(Zr-2.5Nb), a significant proportion of the Nb will be dissolved in the oxide layer.

Given this, it is possible that the failure of the DFT Nb work thus far to observe the

2+ oxidation state may be because the approach of considering single, isolated Nb

defects in a bulk oxide is too simplistic to capture the true dopant behaviour in the

oxide.

5.4 defect clustering

As shown in chapter 4, the clustering of dopant elements with oxygen vacancies can

have a significant effect on the predicted defect concentrations. For Nb, the cluster-

ing behaviour is more complex than for Sn, since in Sn only two oxidation states are

predicted to exist; 2+ which is charge balanced by a single oxygen vacancy, and 4+

which requires no charge balancing. Due to the range of possible Nb oxidation states,

and oxygen vacancies preferring to exist only in the fully charged state (V••O ), many

different defect cluster arrangements are possible. Two simple cluster arrangements

are considered; {NbZr:VO} and {NbZr:VO:NbZr} with overall charges ranging from

-2 to +2. Due to the complexity of the calculations, and the time limitations of the

project, a more comprehensive investigation of the clustering behaviour was not pos-
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Figure 44: A plot showing the partial pressure and applied space charge at which the trans-
ition from Nb ′Zr to Nb•Zr is predicted to occur (highlighted points refer to cros-
sover points taken from the Brouwer diagrams in Figures 42 and 43) .

sible. These clusters were selected as two possible arrangements which should allow

the Nb to exhibit all likely oxidation states in order to determine if any appeared

to be preferable. A Brouwer diagram was produced using the formation energies for

isolated Nb defects and also the two cluster types, and is shown in Figure 45. The

total concentration of Nb was fixed, and the input parameters were set such that the

clusters competed with both the alternate Nb defects and also with isolated oxygen

vacancies.

Figure 45b shows that {NbZr:VO:NbZr} is not an energetically favourable cluster

formation for any overall charge considered. Figure 46a shows that the isolated Nb

behaviour is similar to that predicted by the previous Nb diagram (Figure 42), with

Nb•Zr dominant at high oxygen partial pressures, transitioning to Nb′Zr at a partial

pressure around 10−30 atm. Nb×Zr is present across all partial pressures, but is never

the dominant defect type.

The most interesting predictions are shown in Figure 46b, where the {NbZr:VO}

defect types are highlighted. While no {NbZr:VO} defect clusters are predicted to

be present at a higher concentration than the isolated defects, they are present in

concentrations of up to 1× 10−4 defects per unit ZrO2. The {Nb′Zr:V
••
O }• cluster
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is present in the highest concentration, with the {Nb′′Zr:V
••
O }× reaching the same

concentration at the lowest partial pressures considered. While these clusters are

predicted to be present at a lower concentration than the isolated Nb defects, this

represents the first time that Nb has been predicted to occupy the 2+ oxidation state

using DFT simulations, as has been observed in previously mentioned experimental

work.
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Figure 45: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
doped with Nb at a concentration of 0.5 at.%. {NbZr:VO} and {NbZr:VO:NbZr}
clusters were included as additional Nb defect options, contributing to the total
Nb concentration in the oxide. Due to the complexity of the diagram, the various
defect types have been labelled separately on otherwise identical diagrams. The
defect species labelled are (a) intrinsic and (b) {NbZr:VO:NbZr} (the clusters are
not individually labelled, as none are predicted to have a concentration greater
than 1× 10−8 defects per unit ZrO2). The charges indicated on the clusters are
the overall charge on the cluster, relative to the charge of the non-defective
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Figure 46: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
doped with Nb at a concentration of 0.5 at.%. {NbZr:VO} and {NbZr:VO:NbZr}
clusters were included as additional Nb defect options, contributing to the total
Nb concentration in the oxide. Due to the complexity of the diagram, the various
defect types have been labelled separately on otherwise identical diagrams. The
defect species labelled are (a) NbZr and (b) {NbZr:VO}. The charges indicated on
the clusters are the overall charge on the cluster, relative to the charge of pure
ZrO2.
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5.5 implications for corrosion and hpuf

The presence of Nb in 3+ and 2+ oxidation states is highly significant as it offers the

first simulation evidence to support the model developed by Couet et al. [? ], explain-

ing the corrosion and HPUF behaviour of Nb-Zr alloys. As discussed in Chapter 1,

the model predicts that in most alloys the significantly lower mobility of oxygen

vacancies compared to electrons causes a build up of positive charge in the oxide as

corrosion progresses. The positive charge lowers the electron mobility, which inhib-

its the corrosion rate and increases hydrogen pickup since hydrogen ions recombine

with the electrons deeper in the oxide layer, increasing the chance of absorption

by the metal rather than escape into the water. As the oxide thickness increases

the intensity of the space charge increases, which causes the rates of corrosion and

HPUF to further decrease and increase respectively. This is the postulated reason

why most alloys exhibit sub-parabolic corrosion rates and increased hydrogen pickup

as corrosion progresses.

Nb is able to occupy charge states from 0 to 5+ (excluding 1+), however previous

simulation work has suggested that Nb oxidises directly from Nb0 to Nb5+, acting as

an electron donor in the oxide layer and thus increasing the electrical conductivity

of the oxide. An increase in the electrical conductivity of the oxide would explain

the reduced HPUF exhibited by Zr-Nb alloys, however it would not explain the

experimental observations, which have shown that 2+ and 3+ states exist, and even

that 3+ is the most common oxidation state in the oxide layer. The model developed

by Couet et al. suggests an alternative explanation; by oxidising into Nb2+ and Nb3+

instead of directly to Nb5+, Nb is able to counteract the positive space charge built

up by the slower diffusion of oxygen vacancies. This increases the electron mobility,

allowing the corrosion kinetics to approach parabolic, and significantly lowering the

HPUF.

This model supports the experimental evidence that Nb exists in lower oxidation

states in the oxide layer. In this work, unlike previous studies, the concentration of

Nb was fixed in the oxide layer and the possibility of Nb-oxygen vacancy clustering

was taken into account. By accounting for this behaviour, this work was able to
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more accurately model the true behaviour of Nb in the oxide layer, and show that

under the conditions expected in the real oxide, the simulations agree with the ex-

perimental measurements suggesting that the formation of Nb2+ and Nb3+ are not

only possible in the oxide layer, but appear to be crucial in explaining the parabolic

corrosion kinetics and low HPUF observed in Zr-Nb alloys. While this does not dir-

ectly offer any new insights into the corrosion or HPUF of Zr-Nb alloys, it resolves

the disagreement between previous DFT studies suggesting that only the 5+ state

exists in the oxide layer and experimental studies which have repeatedly suggested

that this is not the case. It also strengthens support for and augments the model

developed by Couet et al., and thus helps to explain the unique properties of Zr-Nb

alloys.

Furthermore, while much of this work supports previously proposed mechanisms,

the results presented in this chapter do also lead to a new and highly significant

observation and theory. While the lower oxidation states have been observed to

exist in the tetragonal phase, Nb•Zr appears to be the dominant defect type under all

conditions considered in the monoclinic phase. This suggests that any other oxidation

states observed by experiment must be confined to the tetragonal phase.

During transition, a significant amount of the tetragonal phase transforms to mono-

clinic [36, 60], as the stabilising stress is relieved. Since Nb•Zr is the strongly preferred

Nb defect type in the monoclinic phase, any lower oxidation state Nb in the tetra-

gonal phase will oxidise to 5+ during the phase change. Thus, during transition a

large increase in electron concentration in the oxide layer might be expected, local

to the transition event. Experimental studies by Couet et al. [10, 85] have identified

a drop in the instantaneous HPUF during transition, as shown in Figure 47. The

increased electron concentration associated with the oxidation of Nb defects during

transformation to m-ZrO2 may be a contributing factor to this observed behaviour,

since positively charged hydrogen ions are more likely to be reduced to gas and escape

from the oxide closer to the oxide/water interface in the presence of an increased

electron concentration.
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Figure 47: Experimentally measured instantaneous HPUF in Zr-Nb, reproduced from [85].

5.6 conclusions

- Uncertainty remains in the prediction of the Nb oxidation states present in the

tetragonal phase, with the effect of compressive stress still not accounted for in the

results discussed above.

- It seems clear that oxidation states lower than 5+ are present in the tetragonal

phase, however the relative abundance of each is likely to be dependant on further

factors not yet fully considered in the simulations.

- The results discussed above suggest that the 5+ oxidation state (Nb•Zr) is the

only Nb defect present in significant quantities in the monoclinic phase.

- Contrary to many previous assumptions, the simulation results suggest that Nb•Zr

does not increase the concentration of electrons in the oxide layer (i.e. it does not

act as an n-type dopant) and is instead charge compensated by V′′′′Zr .

- The presence of lower oxidation states in the tetragonal phase agrees with ex-

perimental evidence from multiple independent studies, and supports the corrosion

model developed by Couet.
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- Lower oxidation states may mitigate the positive space charge built up due to

the slower diffusion of oxygen vacancies than electrons through the oxide layer.

- Compensating for the space charge allows the corrosion kinetics to approach

parabolic, and reduces the HPUF, both properties which have been experimentally

observed in Zr-Nb alloys.



6
SC AND SB - MODEL ALLOYING ELEMENTS

Two model alloying elements, Sc and Sb, were investigated during the MUZIC-2 re-

search programme of which this project was a part. These elements were chosen for

further investigation because although they are not currently used in any commer-

cial cladding alloys, both exhibit some solid solubility in α-Zr. This second point is

important since, as discussed in Chapter 2, the DFT simulations are performed on

single isolated defects in a bulk oxide. Due to this property, the simulations can only

be considered a good approximation to experimental results if the alloying elements

are evenly dispersed in the bulk oxide. This can reasonably be expected for alloying

elements which do not form exclusively as second phase precipitates in the alloy;

if the alloying element is soluble in α-Zr then it can be assumed to be distributed

throughout the metal, and thus the oxide, as temperatures are unlikely to be high

enough for significant diffusion to occur in the oxide layer.

Five model alloys containing varying amounts of Sc and Sb were produced us-

ing standard cladding alloy preparation techniques, and autoclave corrosion under

reactor-specific conditions of 360 °C and saturation pressure (18.67 MPa) was per-

formed. The corrosion performance and HPUF of these alloys were investigated in

order to investigate the behaviour of the model alloying elements. While not directly

a part of this thesis work, the experimental methodology and results have been in-

cluded for comparison and discussion in relation to the predicted behaviour from this

work. All alloy preparation and experimental work was performed by J. M. Partezana,

Westinghouse Electric Company, Pittsburgh, PA 15235, USA.

The majority of the simulation and experimental work discussed in this chapter

was published in 2016 in the peer reviewed journal Corrosion Science [125].

101
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6.1 experimental procedure

In order to investigate the corrosion behaviour of Sc and Sb containing Zr alloys,

five model alloys (compositions given in Table 5) were prepared for autoclave cor-

rosion. The target amounts of each element were triple melted together into button

ingots. Samples were then cut for chemical composition analysis (labelled ‘Buttons’

in Table 5); the carbon content was measured via combustion, the oxygen and ni-

trogen content via inert gas fusion (IGF) and all other elements using inductively

coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).

The samples were β annealed at 1050 °C for 10 minutes and air cooled, followed by

a grit blast and pickle (45HNO3 : 45H2O : 10HF) vol. % to remove the oxide. Each

button ingot was hot rolled at 280 °C in 10% reductions from an initial thickness

of approximately 15 mm to a thickness of 3.3 mm, followed by an air anneal at

570 °C (+/- 10 °C) for one hour and then a further grit blast and pickle to a final

thickness of 3 mm. The alloys were then cold rolled in 10% reductions to 1.7 mm, and

subjected to a vacuum anneal at 570 °C for 1 hour. The alloys were pickled before

and after the vacuum anneal such that the thickness was reduced to 1.5 mm. A final

cold rolling in 10% reductions was performed to a thickness of 0.8 mm followed by

a further pickle to a thickness of 0.5 mm. The alloys were then vacuum annealed

at 570 °C for 1 hour and small samples of each alloy were removed for chemical

analysis, the results of which are also presented in Table 5 (labelled ‘Strips’). The

ZIRLO control alloy was taken from a standard production sample, and as such

was in a fully recrystallised condition with typical precipitate sizes and texture. The

microstructure of the model alloys has not yet been fully characterised, however

based on previous alloy preparation experience it is expected that the annealed

microstructure will be fully recrystallised.

The alloys were cut into sections and placed in an autoclave containing de-ionised

water at 360 °C at saturation pressure (18.67 MPa). A sample of each alloy was

removed from the autoclave after 3 days, 15 days and thereafter at 15 day intervals

with the latest sample removed after 105 days. The samples were dried and weighed
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Table 5: Target model alloy composition, reported composition for ZIRLO and actual meas-
ured chemistry; combustion (C), IGF (O, N) all other elements by ICP-OES. Meas-
urements reported as ‘-’ were not tested for as no measurable concentration was
expected. Cr was tested for in the strips as contamination from the rolling process
was a possibility, it was found to exist in concentrations less than 0.01 wt. %, and
as such is not included in the table.

Composition (wt. %) Impurities (ppm)
Fe Nb Sc Sb Sn Zr Si C O N

1
Target 0.05 0.50 0.20 - - Bal. < 20 < 100 1-2000 < 100
Button 0.05 0.50 0.19 < 0.01 - 99.12 < 100 80 1180 20
Strip 0.04 0.51 0.18 < 0.01 - 99.11 < 20 50 1240 < 100

2
Target 0.05 0.50 0.40 - - Bal. < 20 < 100 1-2000 < 100
Button 0.05 0.50 0.24 < 0.01 - 99.08 < 100 80 1130 20
Strip 0.04 0.52 0.19 < 0.01 - 99.09 < 20 60 1200 20

3
Target 0.05 0.50 - 0.25 - Bal. < 20 < 100 1-2000 < 100
Button 0.05 0.50 < 0.01 0.16 - 99.16 < 100 80 1130 20
Strip 0.04 0.52 < 0.01 0.11 - 99.17 < 20 60 1140 10

4
Target 0.05 - - 0.25 - Bal. < 20 < 100 1-2000 < 100
Button 0.04 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.16 - 99.68 < 100 80 1000 10
Strip 0.02 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.13 - 99.72 < 20 50 1050 10

5
Target 0.05 0.50 - - - Bal. < 20 < 100 1-2000 < 100
Button 0.05 0.51 0.01 < 0.01 - 99.29 < 100 80 1180 10
Strip < 0.01 0.53 < 0.01 < 0.01 - 99.34 < 20 50 1180 20

ZIRLO Reported 0.1 1.0 - - 1.0 Bal. < 20 < 100 1-2000 < 100

and the hydrogen content was measured via IGF. Oxide weight gain up to first

transition is known to follow a power law of the form:

w = Aen (27)

where w is the weight gain (mg dm-2) and A is a constant. The exponent n was

determined by fitting the experimental data to a power law of this form through

logarithmic least squares fitting.
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Figure 48: Formation energies of substitutional defects on the cation site (Zr) in tetragonal
ZrO2 for (a) Sc (b) Sb as calculated by Equation 18 using DFT calculated energies
from a reference state of Zr(s) and plotted as a function of the Fermi level (µe),
from the VBM across the experimental band gap of 5.75 eV [127].
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6.2 defect formation energies

The formation energies for single isolated substitutional ScZr and SbZr defects, as

a function of Fermi level (µe), are shown in Figure 48. Sc′Zr is favoured across the

majority of the band gap, an expected result given the propensity of Sc to retain an

oxidation state of 3+. Sb, on the other hand, exhibits a dual behaviour, with Sb•Zr

dominant across the lower half of the band gap, and Sb′Zr dominant at higher µe up

to the conduction band minimum (CBM). The Sb•Zr/Sb′Zr transition mid way across

the band gap suggests that depending on conditions, both the Sb3+ and Sb5+ defects

may be observed. This property can again be explained by considering the stable

electronic configuration of both defects; neither have any unpaired electrons, with

Sb3+ retaining the filled 5s2 electron shell and Sb5+ retaining no valence electrons.

6.3 Sc accommodation in ZrO2

Following the methodology outlined in Chapter 2, simulations were performed for

isolated Sc defects in tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2. The resulting energies were

used to produce Brouwer diagrams to predict the behaviour of Sc as a dopant in

the oxide layer. The defect volumes were calculated using the Aneto software pack-

age [140], and are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Defect volumes for Sc calculated from DFT simulation results using the Aneto
software package [140].

ZrO2 phase Defect Volume (Å3)

Monoclinic
Sc ′Zr 12.05

Sc×Zr -1.01

Sc•Zr -13.94

Tetragonal
Sc ′Zr 15.56

Sc×Zr 0.65

Sc•Zr -14.35
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6.3.1 Sc-doped monoclinic phase

Figure 49a shows that across all oxygen partial pressures, Sc ′Zr charge balanced by

holes is dominant across the majority of oxygen partial pressures, with fully charged

oxygen vacancies becoming the charge balancing mechanism below 10−32 atm. The

oxygen vacancy on the 3-coordinated site is the dominant oxygen vacancy type,

however the 4-coordinated site vacancy also appears at very low concentrations. This

is likely due to the vacancy on the 3-coordinated oxygen site having a lower formation

energy than the 4-coordinated site, since it is coordinated to one fewer Zr cations.

Even under the effect of applied space charge, as shown in Figure 49b, Sc′Zr is

the dominant Sc defect across all partial pressures. In this case, the defect is charge

balanced by the positive space charge, and as such requires no additional charge

balancing from holes.

Table 6 shows that Sc′Zr is the largest of the Sc defects in the monoclinic phase,

with a positive defect volume of 12.05 Å3. While this is not a particularly large defect

volume, it will still produce a compressive stress in the surrounding structure; in the

presence of a compressive stress field it is possible that a smaller defect may be more

favoured.

6.3.2 Sc-doped tetragonal phase

In the tetragonal phase, shown in Figure 50a, Sc′Zr is again the dominant Sc de-

fect across all oxygen partial pressures. At high partial pressures, the charge balan-

cing mechanism is holes, which transitions to fully charge oxygen vacancies below

10−10 atm. In the non-equilibrium diagram shown in Figure 50b, Sc′Zr is still the

dominant Sc defect across all partial pressures, again charge balanced by holes and

oxygen vacancies, in addition to the non-equilibrium charge.

Table 6 shows that for the tetragonal phase, as with the monoclinic phase, Sc′Zr

is the largest of the Sc defects, with a positive defect volume of 15.56 Å3. While

again this is not a particularly large defect volume, in the presence of a the high

compressive stress field that has been experimentally observed in the tetragonal
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Figure 49: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of monoclinic ZrO2
at 635K doped with Sc at a concentration of 1× 10−3 at.%. The behaviour of
the Sc dopant under non-equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying
additional space charge to the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 0 and (b)
1× 10−3 (e- per formula unit ZrO2).
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phase in experimentally produced oxide layers [36, 60] it is possible that a smaller

defect may be more favoured. However, given how strongly the Sc′Zr appears to be

energetically favoured in bothC the monoclinic and tetragonal phases, it is unlikely

that compressive stress will have a strong enough effect to change the dominant Sc

defect type.

6.4 Zr-Nb-Sc alloy corrosion

Both Sc containing model alloys (alloys 1 and 2 in Table 5) exhibited extremely fast

corrosion in the autoclave, with both samples oxidising completely within 3 days, as

can be seen in Figure 51. Sc is included as a dopant in ZrO2 used for solid oxide

fuel cells, in order to stabilise the high temperature cubic phase. By including Sc as

a dopant, not only is the cubic phase stabilised but the oxygen ion conductivity of

the phase is also increased by several orders of magnitude [161]. The rapid corrosion

of the Sc-containing alloys suggests that a similar process may be occurring in the

oxide layer; Sc is increasing the oxygen ion conductivity through the ZrO2, allowing

corrosion of the underlying metal to progress more rapidly.

This can perhaps be explained by considering the behaviour of Sn in the oxide layer.

As discussed in the previous chapter, Sn ′′Zr increases the oxygen vacancy concentra-

tion in ZrO2, which stabilises the tetragonal phase. However, since {SnZr : VO}×

has a favourable binding energy, the oxygen vacancies created by the presence of

Sn ′′Zr are unlikely to be mobile in the ZrO2 structure, preferring to stay close to the

immobile Sn ′′Zr defect. This lack of mobility means that while the oxygen vacancy

concentration in Sn-doped ZrO2 will be higher, the oxygen ion conductivity is largely

unaltered. This behaviour can be seen in Figures 36 and 37; the tetragonal phase

fraction increases in Sn-doped ZrO2 (indicating the presence of oxygen vacancies)

but the pre-transition corrosion rate is unaffected.

In the Sc-containing tetragonal oxide, oxygen vacancies exhibit a strong preference

for the 2+ charge state (V••O ) across the majority of oxygen partial pressures, as

shown in Figures 50a and b. Since Sc ′Zr has been shown to be the dominant Sc defect

under all investigated conditions, the most energetically favourable neutral cluster
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Figure 50: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500K doped with Sc at a concentration of 1 × 10−3 at.%. The behaviour of
the Sc dopant under non-equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying
additional space charge to the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 0 and (b)
1 × 10−3 (e- per formula unit ZrO2).
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Figure 51: Photographs of the Sc containing model alloys (alloys 1 and 2 from Table 5) after
1 day in an autoclave at 360 °C at saturation pressure (18.67 MPa). The Control
alloy on the right hand side is Zr0.5Nb (alloy 5 in Table 5). Photographs courtesy
of J. M. Partezana, Westinghouse Electric Company.
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is likely to require two Sc ′Zr defects sharing a V••O . This assumption is supported

by experimental work by Kim et al. [161], which identified a preference to form

this cluster type in 6 wt. % Sc-doped ZrO2, however the simulations required to

calculate the binding energy have not yet been performed. In alloys 1 and 2, the Sc

concentration was significantly lower than in the alloy investigated by Kim et al.,

making it less likely that two Sc ′Zr will be close enough together in the ZrO2 lattice

to capture a V••O and form a bound cluster. Therefore, the oxygen vacancies caused

by the Sc-doping are unlikely to be bound into vacancies and are thus plausibly free

to increase the oxygen conductivity of the oxide layer.

Detailed analysis of the oxides produced by the corrosion of alloys 1 and 2 have not

yet been performed, however it is expected that an elevated tetragonal phase fraction

may be present due to the predicted increased oxygen vacancy concentration shown

in Figure 50a.

6.5 Sb accommodation in ZrO2

Again, following the methodology outlined in Chapter 2, simulations were performed

and diagrams produced to investigate the behaviour of Sb as a dopant in the tetra-

gonal and monoclinic ZrO2 found in the oxide layer. The Aneto software package

was used to calculate defect volumes from the simulation results, which are shown

in Table 7.

Table 7: Defect volumes for Sb calculated from DFT simulation results using the Aneto
software package [140].

ZrO2 phase Defect Volume (Å3)

Monoclinic
Sb ′Zr 21.54

Sb×Zr 3.85

Sb•Zr -12.06

Tetragonal
Sb ′Zr 24.21

Sb×Zr 4.31

Sb•Zr -14.94
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6.5.1 Sb-doped monoclinic phase

The behaviour of Sb in monoclinic ZrO2, as shown in Figure 52, is interesting as

it is unlike any other dopant investigated in this thesis. At high oxygen partial

pressures, Sb•Zr is dominant, charge balanced by V ′′′′Zr , however at partial pressures

below 10−10 atm Sb•Zr and Sb ′Zr exist in equal concentrations, with Sb×Zr present at

a significantly lower concentration. This behaviour is particularly interesting, since

the self charge compensation is favoured instead of the formation of electrons or holes

at all partial pressures. In Figure 52b, a non-equilibrium charge of 1 × 10−3 e- per

formula unit ZrO2 was introduced, resulting in Sb ′Zr becoming dominant across all

partial pressures below 10−10 atm. Again, this behaviour is interesting as the Sb

appears to be able to easily change the favoured charge state in order to charge

balance the surrounding conditions. Figure 53 shows the oxygen partial pressure at

which the transition from Sb•Zr to Sb ′Zr as the dominant defect type occurs as a

function of non-equilibrium charge applied to the system. As shown in the plot, Sb

appears to be able to change charge state smoothly to counteract any non-equilibrium

conditions applied to the system; this implies that Sb may be able to act as a buffer

to any charge imbalance introduced into the system, whether by space charge close

to the metal/oxide interface or by other dopants.

As observed with Sc, Sb′Zr is the largest of the Sb defects in the monoclinic phase,

perhaps suggesting that the smaller Sb•Zr defect may be more favoured under com-

pressive stress, which may shift the curve in Figure 53 to lower partial pressures.

6.5.2 Sb-doped tetragonal phase

In the tetragonal phase, shown in Figure 54, the elevated intrinsic defect concen-

trations cause the Sb behaviour to be slightly different to in the monoclinic phase.

At high oxygen partial pressures, Sb•Zr remains the dominant defect type charge

compensated by V′′′′Zr , however below 10−15 atm Sb′Zr becomes dominant, charge

compensated by V••O . Since Sb′Zr has an overall charge of -1 compared to the +2

of the favoured oxygen defect type, the elevated V••O concentration also causes an
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Figure 52: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of monoclinic ZrO2
at 635K doped with Sb at a concentration of 1× 10−3 at.%. The behaviour of
the Sb dopant under non-equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying
additional space charge to the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 0 and (b)
1× 10−3 (e- per formula unit ZrO2).
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Figure 53: A plot showing the oxygen partial pressure at which the crossover between Sb•Zr
and Sb′Zr as the dominant Sb defect type occurs in monoclinic ZrO2 at 635K,
plotted against the concentration of non-equilibrium space charge included in the
calculation in units of e- per formula unit ZrO2 (non-equilibrium charge concentra-
tion increases up the y-axis). The plot shows that the transition changes linearly
to counteract the charge applied.

increase in the electron concentration in the oxide. As non-equilibrium charge is in-

troduced into the diagrams, the transition from Sb•Zr to Sb′Zr shifts to counteract

the change. Figure 55 shows that as in the monoclinic phase, the transition from

Sb•Zr to Sb′Zr shifts smoothly to counteract the applied non-equilibrium charge, again

implying that Sb may be able to act as a buffer to charge imbalance in the oxide.

This behaviour is in sharp contrast to that of Sn, the data for which is also shown

in Figure 55 for comparison, which instead shows a sudden and significant shift in

crossover partial pressure at a critical applied charge concentration.

The behaviour of Sb can perhaps be explained by considering the formation energy

plot in Figure 48b, and the electronic structure of Sb. As shown in the formation

energy plot, Sb3+ transitions to Sb5+ mid way across the band gap, with one of the

two oxidation states preferred at all energies to the Sb4+ state. When considering the

electronic structure, Sb3+ and Sb5+ both result in energetically favourable electron

arrangements; [Kr] 4d105s2 in the case of Sb3+ and [Kr] 4d10 for Sb5+. This all im-

plies that Sb should be fairly happy to occupy either state, as shown in the Brouwer

diagrams. One possibility that is not considered is the effect of stress; Sb′Zr is signi-
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ficantly larger than Sb•Zr, and it may be the case that under the compressive stress

experimentally observed in the the oxide layer, Sb•Zr may be more favoured due to

its negative defect volume, and as such this smooth transition as a result of applied

non-equilibrium charge may not take place quite as predicted by the un-stressed

simulations.

6.6 Zr-Nb-Sb alloy corrosion

The Sb-Zr binary alloy (alloy 4 in Table 5) exhibited a high corrosion rate, under-

going first transition at around 30 days, with a subsequent linear corrosion rate

resulting in an average weight gain of 515 mg dm-2 after 105 days (over an order

of magnitude higher than the alloys shown in Figure 56). This behaviour could per-

haps be explained by the results shown in Figure 54; the dominant defect type below

10−15 atm is Sb ′Zr, charge balanced by V••O . As previously discussed for Sc, if mo-

bile, an elevated oxygen vacancy concentration could result in an increased oxygen

conductivity and thus an increased corrosion rate. Following the same argument as

for Sc, the overall charge of -1 for the dominant Sb ′Zr defect would require the close

proximity of two such defects sharing one V••O to form a bound cluster; an unlikely

situation given the concentration of around 0.1 % at. Sb in the alloy.

The Sb-Nb-Zr ternary alloy (3) showed a slightly lower corrosion rate than both

the Nb-Zr binary alloy (5) and the pre-transition ZIRLO sample, with the ZIRLO

sample exhibiting evidence of passing through first transition after around 90 days

(see Figure 56a). It should be noted that the fitted lines for the data points from al-

loy 3 and ZIRLO had very similar exponents (0.40 and 0.37 respectively). As shown

in Figure 56b, there was very little measurable hydrogen pick up by alloys 3 and 5

through the duration of the corrosion, with alloy 3 exhibiting a slightly lower hydro-

gen content after 195 days. This contrasts with the ZIRLO control sample, which

showed a steady increase in hydrogen content throughout corrosion, with a slight ac-

celeration in pick-up rate after 90 days, coinciding with the first transition indicated

by the weight gain results. This would be consistent with the proposition that Sb

in conjunction with Nb acts to improve the corrosion resistance of the alloys better
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Figure 54: Brouwer diagrams showing the predicted defect concentrations of tetragonal ZrO2
at 1500K doped with Sb at a concentration of 1 × 10−3 at.%. The behaviour of
the Sb dopant under non-equilibrium conditions was investigated by applying
additional space charge to the system at fixed concentrations of (a) 0 and (b)
1 × 10−3 (e- per formula unit ZrO2).
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Figure 55: A plot showing the oxygen partial pressure at which the crossover between Sb•Zr
and Sb ′Zr as the dominant Sb defect type occurs in tetragonal ZrO2 at 1500K,
plotted against the concentration of non-equilibrium space charge included in the
calculation (e- per formula unit ZrO2). The crossover data for Sn×Zr to Sn ′′Zr from
Chapter 4 is included for comparison.

than either element in isolation, although this assumes a similar microstructure and

precipitate size and distribution between the two model alloys, a property that has

not yet been investigated. Also, since the final measured Sb content of 0.1 at. % was

significantly lower than the target composition and at such a small concentration, it

is difficult to be certain the observed results can be attributed to the behaviour of

Sb as an oxide dopant.
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Figure 56: Graphs showing (a) the oxide weight gain and (b) hydrogen pick up of alloys 3,
5 and the control alloy (ZIRLO). Error bars are not shown since the standard
deviation was no higher than 0.4 mg dm-2 for any point shown on graph (a) with
4-6 samples measured per data point. The data points were fitted to Equation 27
yielding the trend lines shown in (a). The exponents for the fitted lines were: alloy
3 n = 0.40, alloy 5 n = 0.46, ZIRLO (control) n = 0.37. The points for the
ZIRLO weight gain after 105 days were not included in the fit as the alloy has
passed through transition.
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6.7 dopant clustering

Using Equation 19, the binding energies of the most energetically favourable neutral

nearest neighbour defect clusters composed of Nb, Sc, Sb and Sn in tetragonal ZrO2

are reported in Table 8. As expected, Sc is in the 3+ charge state in all clusters,

pushing the other defects to assume higher oxidation states to retain overall charge

neutrality. The Nb-Sc defect cluster has an unfavourable binding energy of -0.23 eV

suggesting a driving force against association (clustering). Prior to the casting of the

model alloys, it was expected that the presence of Nb would preferentially exist in

the oxide layer as Nb•Zr and would thus help to mitigate the increase in corrosion

rate expected from the inclusion of Sc as an alloying element by acting as a charge

balancing mechanism instead of V••O . However, both Sc containing alloys (Sc-Zr bin-

ary and Sc-Nb-Zr ternary) oxidised completely within 3 days of autoclave corrosion,

implying that the Nb did little to improve the corrosion resistance. The defect cluster

formation energies may offer an explanation; in order to replace V••O as the charge

balancing mechanism for Sc′Zr, Nb•Zr would have to sit reasonably close to the Sc

within the oxide layer. As reported in Table 8, sitting as nearest neighbours appears

to be energetically unfavourable, perhaps implying that Nb would not be able to sit

close enough to charge balance Sc′Zr. Interestingly, all defect clusters involving Nb•Zr

are shown to be energetically unfavourable, perhaps showing that as discussed in

Chapter 40, the assumption that Nb•Zr is the most favourable Nb defect type is not

correct.

The Sb-Sc cluster exhibited a favourable binding energy of +0.19 eV, implying

that Sb may be able to mitigate the increased corrosion effects that would otherwise

be expected in Sc-containing alloys. Both the Sb-Sb and Nb-Nb clusters were also

favourable, with similar binding energies of +0.19 eV and +0.17 eV respectively. The

neutral Sb-Sb cluster preferred to exist as Sb′Zr-Sb•Zr, however the neutral Nb-Nb

cluster favoured existing as Nb×Zr-Nb×Zr.

The relaxation volumes were calculated using the Aneto software package and are

reported in Table 8. There appears to be little correlation between the defect volumes

and the calculated binding energies, suggesting that electronic interactions of ions
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are dominant over strain effects (due to the size of ions) in determining the binding

energy of the clusters investigated.

Table 8: Binding energies and calculated defect volumes of the most energetically favour-
able neutral defect clusters containing two cations in tetragonal ZrO2, calculated
using Equation 19. The relaxation volumes were calculated using the Aneto soft-
ware package. Note, a positive binding energy indicates an energetically favourable
arrangement.

Cluster EBind (eV) Relaxation Volume (Å3)

Nb•Zr Sb′Zr - 0.22 6.88

Sb′Zr Sb•Zr + 0.16 14.12

Sc′Zr Sb•Zr + 0.19 3.40

Nb×Zr Nb×Zr + 0.17 -1.91

Sc′Zr Nb•Zr - 0.23 -2.11

Nb×Zr Sn×Zr + 0.13 1.47

6.8 conclusions

- Sc exists exclusively as Sc′Zr in the tetragonal and monoclinic phases, charge com-

pensated by holes in the monoclinic phase and by oxygen vacancies in the tetragonal.

- The increased oxygen vacancy concentration in the tetragonal phase is proposed

as the reason for the extremely rapid corrosion observed in the Sc-containing model

alloys.

- Sb exists as Sb•Zr at high oxygen partial pressures, transitioning to Sb′Zr below

oxygen partial pressures of around 10−10 atm in both phases of ZrO2.

- The application of non-equilibrium space charge caused the oxygen partial pres-

sure at which the Sb•Zr/Sb′Zr transition occurs to change smoothly in both phases,

implying that Sb may be able to counteract space charge in the oxide.

- This ability to counteract applied charge is proposed as a possible explanation for

the reduced HPUF observed in the model Zr-Nb-Sb alloy compared to the already

low HPUF of the Zr-Nb binary.
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- Dopant-dopant clustering in tetragonal phase suggested a possible explanation

for the failure of Nb to charge balance Sc′Zr in the model alloy; it is energetically

unfavourable for the two defects to sit as nearest neighbours.

- The clustering results also suggested that Nb does not want to exist in the 5+

state in any cluster, casting doubt on previous assumptions that Nb5+ would be the

preferred oxidation state in clusters and would thus be able to charge compensate

lower oxidation state dopants.

- Sb was shown to form an energetically favourable neutral cluster with Sc′Zr sug-

gesting that in an Zr-Sc-Sb alloy, Sb may be able to charge balance Sc′Zr and thus

prevent an increase in corrosion rate due to Sc doping.



7
FUTURE WORK

A key assumption of this thesis, and previous density functional theory work done by

other groups, is that high temperature can be used as an analogy for the compress-

ive stress that is present in the oxide layer formed on Zr alloys. This stress is the

primary reason for the presence of the tetragonal phase in the layer at a temperature

far below the temperature for thermodynamic stability under atmospheric pressure,

and it is assumed that by applying no stress and instead calculating the diagrams

at the appropriate temperature for thermal stabilisation, a comparable result can

be achieved. Low stress is used due to the significant additional computational re-

sources required to simulate systems under a high stress, however the intrinsic defect

behaviour of pure tetragonal phase was investigated under 1 and 2 GPa hydrostatic

stress in Chapter 3. Brouwer diagrams were produced at a lower temperature than

from the unstressed simulations, showing very similar defect behaviour. However, the

temperature used to produce comparable defect concentrations was still significantly

higher than the autoclave and reactor temperatures experienced by the experimental

alloys. Further work investigating the relationship between temperature and stress

is required to verify or correct the temperatures used for the unstressed tetragonal

phase diagrams.

The majority of the stress in the oxide layer is in the region close to the metal-oxide

interface. It is believed that this layer contains a significant amount of tetragonal

phase, and since the stabilisation of this phase and the consequent transformation to

monoclinic phase could be significant in the corrosion transition process, the majority

of the focus of this work has been on the behaviour of tetragonal phase in comparison

to monoclinic. However, monoclinic phase is present in the highly stressed region

close to the interface, and further away the oxide layer is almost entirely monoclinic

phase that is still under stress, albeit at lower levels than the oxide close to the
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interface. Thus, monoclinic phase under stress, and possible changes in behaviour of

pure and doped monoclinic phase as stress is relieved, could be important. Future

stress studies must include the monoclinic phase under stress, rather than simply

comparing stressed tetragonal phase to pure unstressed monoclinic.

Thus far, and in the planned extension to the stress work, only hydrostatic stress

is considered. As discussed in Chapter 1, the stress in the oxide layer is not isotropic;

the majority of the compressive stress is biaxial, in the plane normal to the thickness

of the oxide layer, since it is largely caused by the lattice mismatch between the alloy

and the oxide. Through the extensive XRD work performed by Garner et al. [54],

the texture of the oxide has been mapped, and the preferred orientation of the oxide

phases identified. Though this work, the alignment of the biaxial stress to the ZrO2

unit cell can be identified, and the biaxial stress state present in the oxide can be

modelled.

Bound clusters formed by dopant cations and oxygen vacancies have been shown

to be very important in the behaviour of both Sn and Nb in the oxide layer. While

this work has produced some very interesting results, only nearest-neighbour defect

clusters have so far been considered. The binding energies of dopant cations and

oxygen vacancies with greater separations need to be considered in order to assess

how tightly bound these defect clusters may be. It is also possible that while the

nearest neighbour clusters may be energetically favourable an arrangement with a

greater separation may have a unfavourable energy, causing mobile oxygen vacancies

to be repelled and thus preventing the stable bound clusters from forming.

The behaviour of oxygen vacancies and the two model alloying elements (Sc and

Sb) must also be investigated. It is currently assumed that as Sc shows a strong

preference to form Sc′Zr, and oxygen vacancies to exist as V••O , no bound cluster

arrangement will occur, since a neutral cluster can only exist with a second Sc′Zr in

close proximity (unlikely at the doping level used in the model alloys). Calculating

the binding energy of oxygen vacancies and Sc defects at various separations would

verify that this is the case, and help confirm the hypothesis that Sc increases the

corrosion rate by introducing charge-balancing but unbound oxygen vacancies into

the oxide layer, thus increasing oxygen conductivity. Since Nb has been shown to
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bind with oxygen vacancies to form a stable cluster, it is presumed that Sb, which

has a similar range of possible oxidation states, may also form stable dopant-vacancy

clusters. Again, the binding energy of oxygen vacancies with Sb at various separations

could help explain the improved corrosion and HPUF resistance observed in the Nb-

Sb-Zr model alloy.

In Chapter 6, the interaction between different dopant elements when placed as

nearest neighbour Zr-site defects was simulated. While this yielded some interesting

results, significant further work can be performed in this area. Currently only nearest

neighbour positions have been considered, and the effect of increasing separation

could be significant. Also, only pairs of defect atoms have been considered, and

larger arrangements of defect atoms could exhibit very different behaviours.

Further development of the script used to generate the Brouwer diagrams (dis-

cussed in Chapter 2 and attached in full in Appendix A) is planned to extend the

functionality beyond binary alloys. Enhancing the analysis to model ternary alloys

is a key aim, so that more complex alloys can be investigated. The behaviour of the

Nb-Sb-Zr model alloy discussed in Chapter 6 is particularly interesting as it appears

to show both superior corrosion resistance and a reduced HPUF when compared to

the Zr-Nb binary alloys. It is suspected that the behaviour of Nb and Sb in the alloy

may be different to the behaviour of either in isolation, and that the interaction

between these elements and the intrinsic defects in the oxide layer may be respons-

ible for the superior alloy performance. Given that most alloys either exhibit strong

corrosion resistance or reduced HPUF, identifying an alloy that is superior in both

properties is extremely interesting, and understanding the behaviour potentially very

important for future alloy development.

Experimental and simulation work have identified that between the ZrO2 layer and

the alloy substrate, there is first an oxygen saturated Zr region, and then a distinct

region of stoichiometric ZrO [45, 48, 49]. ZrO is similar to the HCP structure of α-Zr,

and preliminary simulations using the structure identified through random structure

searching by Puchala et al. [48] have suggested that a full DFT study of the behaviour

of the pure and doped structure both un-stressed and under hydrostatic and biaxial

stress can be performed. The structure is expected to have a very small band gap,
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with recent experimental work (AMEC FW, personal communication, June 2016)

suggesting it is less than 1 eV, and the DFT simulation predicting only 0.4 eV. A

band gap of this size makes the production of Brouwer diagrams impossible, since at

any reasonable temperature the concentration of electrons and holes will dominate

the defect chemistry entirely. However, if the system is treated as metallic, defect

formation energies can be calculated and some analysis of the behaviour can take

place.

Finally, Fe has not been investigated at all in this work and yet it is present

in all alloys produced today, with plans to further increase concentrations in next

generation alloys such as the Japanese-developed HiFi [162]. Experimental studies are

also beginning to suggest that Fe could be an element of interest in understanding

corrosion behaviour, and therefore performing similar simulation studies to those

carried out for other elements in this thesis could be useful.
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A
DEFECT ANALYS I S SCR IPT

The script defect_analysis.pl was initially developed by S. T. Murphy to produce

Brouwer diagrams predicting the defect chemistry in simple oxides. During the course

of this PhD, extensive input, development and refinement of this script has taken

place with the aid of the original author in order to expand its initial intended use

for defects in thoria [139] into a wider range of applications. In its current form,

the analysis is limited to a single dopant element in a host oxide, however further

development to expand the functionality to the analysis of two dopant species is

planned.

139
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#!/ usr/bin/perl
use Math :: Trig;
use Math :: Complex ;

use strict ;
use warnings ;

# ####################################################
# #
# Defect Analysis Version 1.05 #
#

#
# by Samuel T. Murphy #
# #
# ####################################################
# #
# Script for producing Brouwer diagrams showing the #
# defect chemistry in simple oxides based on defect #
# formation energies calculated using density #
# functional theory . #
# #
# Please cite: #
# S. T. Murphy and N. D. M. Hine , "Point defects #
# and non - stoichiometry in Li2TiO3 " Chemistry of #
# Materials 26 (2014) 1629 -1638. #
# #
# If you encounter any problems with this script #
# please contact : samuel . murphy@ucl .ac.uk #
# #
# ####################################################

# Function to print simple header
sub header
{

print " \n#################################\n " ;
print "# De f e c t Ana l y s i s Ve r s i on 1 . 0 5 #\n " ;
print "#################################\n " ;
print "# samuel . murphy\@ucl . ac . uk #\n " ;
print "#################################\n\n " ;

return 0;
}

# Function to read in the data from the input file
sub inputs
{

my $seedname = $_ [0]; # Seedname for all inputs and
outputs

#Open control file and extract variables
open INFILE , " $seedname . i nput " or die "Can ’ t open

$seedname . i nput \n " ;
my @inputs = <INFILE >;
close INFILE ;

#Set some fairly sensible defaults
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my $temperature = 1000;
my $min_oxy_partial = -20;
my $max_oxy_partial = 0;
my $bandgap ;
my $valband ;
my $condband ;
my $ZrO2_solid ;
my $Zr_solid ;
my $dop_conc = 0;
my $dop_chge = 0;
my $SnO2_solid ;
my $form_ZrO2 ;
my $autoplot = 1;
my $increment ;
my $convergence = 0.0000000001;
my $target_conc = 0;
my $operation ;
my $dopant_range = 3;
my $potential_convergence = 0.000000000001;
my $ref_state_oxide ;
my $host;
my $perfect_sup ;
my $E_VBM ;
my $correction = 0;
my $dielectric ;
my $length ;
my $def_conc_method = 1;
my $loop = 1;
my $min_temp = 1000;
my $max_temp = 2000;
my $fixed_oxy_partial = 0;
my $min_dop_conc = -6;
my $max_dop_conc = -2;
my $v_M;
my $fixed_e = 0;
my $fixed_e_conc ;

my $linecount = 0;
foreach my $inputs ( @inputs )
{

#Read in details of the defects from the
$seedname .input file

my $name;
my @splitline = split (/\s+/, $inputs [ $linecount

]);
if ( defined ( $splitline [0])) #This is a hack to

get rid of some warnings due to the
possibility of $name not being defined due
to

{ #an empty line in
$seedname .input

$name = $splitline [0];
}
else
{

$name = " " ;
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}

if ($name eq " Temperature " )
{

$temperature = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " min_oxy_part ia l " )
{

$min_oxy_partial = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " max_oxy_partial " )
{

$max_oxy_partial = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Bandgap " )
{

$bandgap = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Valenceband " )
{

$valband = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Conductionband " )
{

$condband = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq "DFT_MO" )
{

$ZrO2_solid = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq "DFT_M_metal " )
{

$Zr_solid = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Dopant_concentrat ion " )
{

$dop_conc = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Dopant_charge " )
{

$dop_chge = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Energy_of_dopant_re fe rence " )
{

$SnO2_solid = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Formation_energy_MO " )
{

$form_ZrO2 = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Autop lot " )
{

$autoplot = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " i n c r ement " )
{
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$increment = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Convergence " )
{

$convergence = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Dopant_target_conc " )
{

$target_conc = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Operat ion " )
{

$operation = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Dopant_range " )
{

$dopant_range = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Po t en t i a l_conv e r g en c e " )
{

$potential_convergence = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Dopant_ref_oxide " )
{

$ref_state_oxide = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Host " )
{

$host = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " P e r f e c t_ s u p e r c e l l " )
{

$perfect_sup = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq "E_VBM" )
{

$E_VBM = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Co r r e c t i o n " )
{

$correction = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Supe r c e l l_L " )
{

$length = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " H o s t_d i e l e c t r i c " )
{

$dielectric = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Defect_conc_method " )
{

$def_conc_method = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Loop " )
{
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$loop = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq "min_temp " )
{

$min_temp = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq "max_temp " )
{

$max_temp = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " F ixed_oxygen_part i a l " )
{

$fixed_oxy_partial = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " min_art_dopant " )
{

$min_dop_conc = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " max_art_dopant " )
{

$max_dop_conc = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " Screened_Madelung " )
{

$v_M = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " f i x ed_e " )
{

$fixed_e = $splitline [2];
}
if ($name eq " f ixed_e_conc " )
{

$fixed_e_conc = $splitline [2];
}

$linecount ++;
}

#Print parameter details for future reference
print " Reading i n paramete r s from $seedname . i nput \n\n " ;
print "Mode o f o p e r a t i o n : $ op e r a t i o n \n\n " ;
print " Exper imenta l c o n d i t i o n s \n " ;
print " Temperature : $ t empera ture \n " ;
print " Oxygen p a r t i a l p r e s s u r e range : $min_oxy_part ia l

− $max_oxy_partial \n\n " ;
print " E l e c t r o n i c p r o p e r t i e s \n " ;
print " Bandgap : $bandgap \n " ;
print " Va lence band i n t e g r a l : $va lband \n " ;
print " Conduct ion band i n t e g r a l : $condband \n\n " ;
print "DFT t o t a l e n e r g i e s \n " ;
print "DFT t o t a l ene rgy o f MxOy : $ZrO2_sol id \n " ;
print "DFT t o t a l ene rgy o f M : $Z r_so l i d \n\n " ;
print " Formation energy o f MxOy under s tandard

c o n d i t i o n s : $form_ZrO2\n\n " ;
print " Dopant d e t a i l s \n " ;
print " A r i t i f i c a l d e f e c t c o n c e n t r a t i o n : $dop_conc \n " ;
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print " A r t i f i c i a l d e f e c t cha rge : $dop_chge \n " ;
print " Dopant r e f e r e n c e s t a t e : $SnO2_sol id \n " ;
print " Dopant t a r g e t c o n c e n t r a t i o n : $ ta rge t_conc \n\n " ;

#Open file containing all the defect information
open FILE , " $seedname . dat " or die "Can ’ t open $seedname

. dat " ;
my @defects = <FILE >;
close FILE;

my $total_defects = 0;
foreach my $defects ( @defects )
{

$total_defects ++;

}
print "Number o f d e f e c t s : $ t o t a l _ d e f e c t s \n " ;

return ( $temperature , $min_oxy_partial , $max_oxy_partial ,
$bandgap ,$valband ,$condband , $ZrO2_solid ,$Zr_solid ,
$form_ZrO2 ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge , $SnO2_solid ,
$total_defects ,$autoplot ,$increment , $convergence ,
$target_conc ,$operation , $dopant_range ,
$potential_convergence , $ref_state_oxide ,$host ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,$loop ,$min_temp , $max_temp ,
$fixed_oxy_partial , $min_dop_conc , $max_dop_conc ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc , @defects );

}

# Function calculating the chemical potentials of the
constituents

sub calc_chemical
{

# Unpack data
my $temperature = $_ [0]; # Temperature
my $b = $_ [1]; #Log oxygen partial

pressure
my $ZrO2_solid = $_ [2]; #Total energy of ZrO2

from DFT
my $Zr_solid = $_ [3]; #Total energy of Zr

from DFT
my $form_ZrO2 = $_ [4]; # Formation energy of

ZrO2 under standard conditions (taken from
literature )

my $SnO2_solid = $_ [5]; #DFT total energy of
SnO2

my $ref_state_oxide = $_ [6]; #Is the dopants
reference configuration an oxide or not

my $host = $_ [7]; #Type of host lattice
(1= MO , 2= MO2 , 3= M2O , 4= M2O3 , 5= M2O5 , 6= MO3)

my $oxy_marker = $_ [8]; #This is used to ensure the
oxygen partial pressure is 0.2 atm for the formation
energy plots

#Some constants
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my $std_temp = 298.15;
my $std_pressue = 0.2;
my $boltzmann = 0.000086173324;
my $entropy = 0.00212477008; #These are the values

for oxygen , however , it is assumed this script will
always be used for oxides

my $heat_capacity = 0.000302; #

my $nuSn;
my $nuZr;
my $nuO_std ;

# Calculate oxygen chemical potential under standard
conditions

if ( $host == 1) #MO
{

$nuO_std = $ZrO2_solid - $Zr_solid - $form_ZrO2
;

}
if ( $host == 2) #MO2
{

$nuO_std = ( $ZrO2_solid - $Zr_solid -
$form_ZrO2 )/2;

}
if ( $host == 3) #M2O
{

$nuO_std = $ZrO2_solid - 2* $Zr_solid -
$form_ZrO2 ;

}
if ( $host == 4) #M2O3
{

$nuO_std = ( $ZrO2_solid - 2* $Zr_solid -
$form_ZrO2 )/3;

}
if ( $host == 5) #M2O5
{

$nuO_std = ( $ZrO2_solid - 2* $Zr_solid -
$form_ZrO2 )/5;

}
if ( $host == 6) #MO3
{

$nuO_std = ( $ZrO2_solid - $Zr_solid -
$form_ZrO2 )/3;

}
#print "Under standard conditions the oxygen chemical

potential is: $nuO_std \n";

# Change partial pressure from a log
my $oxy_partial ;
if ( $oxy_marker == 0)
{

$oxy_partial = 1/(10** - $b);
}
elsif ( $oxy_marker == 1)
{

$oxy_partial = 0.2;
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}
#print " Oxygen partial pressure = $oxy_partial \n\n";

# Calculate contributions from temperature and partial
pressure

my $temp_cont = -(1/2) *( $entropy - $heat_capacity )*(
$temperature - $std_temp ) + (1/2)* $heat_capacity *
$temperature *log( $temperature / $std_temp );

#print " Temperature contribution = $temp_cont \n";
my $pres_cont = (1/2)* $boltzmann * $temperature *log(

$oxy_partial / $std_pressue );
#print " Partial pressure contribution = $pres_cont \n";

# Calcate oxygen chemical potential under desired
conditions

my $nuO = $nuO_std + $temp_cont + $pres_cont ;
#print "At a temperature of $temperature K and oxygen

partial pressure of $oxy_partial atm the chemical
potentials for oxygen is: $nuO\n";

# Calculate metal chemical potential at desired
conditions

if ($host == 1) #MO
{

$nuZr = $ZrO2_solid - $nuO;
}
if ($host == 2) #MO2
{

$nuZr = $ZrO2_solid - 2* $nuO;
}
if ($host == 3) #M2O
{

$nuZr = ( $ZrO2_solid - $nuO)/2;
}
if ($host == 4) #M2O3
{

$nuZr = ( $ZrO2_solid - 3* $nuO)/2;
}
if ($host == 5) #M2O5
{

$nuZr = ( $ZrO2_solid - 5* $nuO)/2;
}
if ($host == 6) #MO3
{

$nuZr = $ZrO2_solid - 3* $nuO;
}

# Calculate the chemical potential for the dopant
if ( $ref_state_oxide == 1) # Element
{

$nuSn = $SnO2_solid ;
}
if ( $ref_state_oxide == 2) #MO
{

$nuSn = $SnO2_solid - $nuO;
}
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if ( $ref_state_oxide == 3) #MO2
{

$nuSn = $SnO2_solid - 2* $nuO;
}
if ( $ref_state_oxide == 4) #M2O
{

$nuSn = ( $SnO2_solid - $nuO)/2;
}
if ( $ref_state_oxide == 5) #M2O3
{

$nuSn = ( $SnO2_solid - 3* $nuO)/2;
}
if ( $ref_state_oxide == 6) #M2O5
{

$nuSn = ( $SnO2_solid - 5* $nuO)/2;
}

return ($nuO , $nuZr , $nuSn);
}

# Function determining the total charge of the system for a
given fermi energy

sub calc_charge
{

# Unpack data
my $nu_e = $_ [0]; # Current Fermi energy
my $bandgap = $_ [1]; # Bandgap of the system
my $condband = $_ [2]; # Conduction band
my $valband = $_ [3]; # Valence band
my $temperature = $_ [4]; # Temperature
my $dop_conc = $_ [5]; # Enforced dopant

Concentration
my $dop_chge = $_ [6]; # Dopant charge
my $nuZr = $_ [7]; # Chemical potential of

Zr
my $nuO = $_ [8]; # Chemical potential of

O
my $nuSn = $_ [9]; # Chemical potential of

Sn
my $defects = $_ [10]; #Array of defect

energies
my $perfect_sup = $_ [11]; #DFT energy of the

perfect supercell
my $E_VBM = $_ [12]; # Energy of the valence

band maximum
my $correction = $_ [13]; #Apply a simple Makov -

Payne correction
my $length = $_ [14]; # Length of the

simulation supercell
my $dielectric = $_ [15]; # Dielectric constant

for the host matrix
my $def_conc_method = $_ [16]; # Method for calculating

defect concentrations
my $v_M = $_ [17]; # Screened Madelung

constant
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my $fixed_e = $_ [18]; #Use fixed electron
concentration

my $fixed_e_conc = $_ [19]; # Define fixed electron
concentration

my @defects = @$defects ;
#Print parameter to check the correct mumbers are

present
#print " Experimental conditions \ nTemperature :

$temperature \n";
#print " Bandgap : $bandgap \n";
#print " Valence band integral : $valband \n";
#print " Conduction band integral : $condband \n\n";
#print " Aritifical defect concentration : $dop_conc \n";
#print " Artificial defect charge : $dop_chge \n";
#print " Chemical potentials nu_{Zr}: $nuZr\n";
#print " Chemical potentials nu_{O}: $nuO\n";
#print " Chemical potentials nu_{Sn}: $nuSn\n";

#Some constants
my $boltzmann = 0.000086173324;

# Initialise total charge
my $total_charge = 0;

# Calculate electron and hole contributions to the total
charge

my $electrons ;
if ( $fixed_e == 0)
{

$electrons = $condband * exp (-(( $bandgap -$nu_e)
/( $temperature * $boltzmann )));

}
elsif ( $fixed_e == 1)
{

$electrons = $fixed_e_conc ;
}
my $holes = $valband * exp (-(( $nu_e)/( $temperature *

$boltzmann )));
$total_charge = -$electrons + $holes + $dop_conc *

$dop_chge ;

#Loop over all defects in the defects .dat file and
calculate contribution to the total charge

my $linecount = 0;

#for (my $z =0;$z <19; $z ++)
#{
# print " $defects [$z]\n";
#}

foreach my $defects ( @defects )
{

#Read in details of the defect from the defects
.dat file
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my @splitline = split (/\s+/, $defects [ $linecount
]);

my $defect = $splitline [0];
my $degeneracy = $splitline [1];
my $charge = $splitline [2];
my $defect_energy = $splitline [3];
my $number_of_Zr = $splitline [4];
my $number_of_O = $splitline [5];
my $number_of_Sn = $splitline [6];
my $site = $splitline [7];

# Calculate defect formation energy based on the
chemical potentials

my $def_form_energy = $defect_energy -
$perfect_sup + $charge * $E_VBM +
$number_of_Zr *$nuZr + $number_of_O *$nuO +
$number_of_Sn *$nuSn + $charge *$nu_e;

#print " $defect $degeneracy $charge
$defect_energy $def_form_energy
$number_of_Zr $number_of_O $number_of_Sn \n";

# Calculate Makov -Payne correction if requested
if ( $correction == 1)
{

my $mp_correction = 14.39942 * ((
$charge **2 * 2.8373) /(2* $length *
$dielectric ));

$def_form_energy += $mp_correction ;
}
if ( $correction == 2)
{

my $mp_correction = 14.39942 * ((
$charge **2 * $v_M)/2);

$def_form_energy += $mp_correction ;
}

#Check to see whether the calculated defect
formation energies are reasonable

if ( $def_form_energy > 100 || $def_form_energy
< -100)

{
if ( $number_of_Sn == 0)
{

print " Er ro r : De f e c t f o rmat i on
energy f o r i n t r i n s i c d e f e c t
f a l l s o u t s i d e r e a s o n ab l e
l i m i t s \n " ;

print " $ d e f e c t $cha rge has
f o rmat i on ene rgy o f
$def_form_energy eV\n " ;

print " Check whether the ho s t
l a t t i c e has been d e f i n e d
c o r r e c t l y i f so then you may
need to r e v i s i t your DFT

e n e r g i e s \n " ;
exit;
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}
if ( $number_of_Sn != 0)
{

print " Er ro r : De f e c t f o rmat i on
energy f o r dopant d e f e c t
s p e c i e s f a l l s o u s i d e
r e a s o n ab l e l i m i t s \n " ;

print " $ d e f e c t $cha rge has
f o rmat i on ene rgy o f
$def_form_energy eV\n " ;

print " Check whether the dopant
r e f e r e n c e has been d e f i n e d

c o r r e c t l y i f so then you may
need to r e v i s i t your DFT

e n e r g i e s \n " ;
exit;

}
}

# Calculate the concentration and consequent
contribution to total charge

my $concentration = 0;
if ( $def_conc_method == 1) # Simple Boltzmann

statistics
{

$concentration = $degeneracy *exp(-
$def_form_energy /( $temperature *
$boltzmann ));

}
if ( $def_conc_method == 2) # Kasamatsu

statistics
{

my $linecount5 = 0;
my $competing = 0;
foreach $defects ( @defects )
{

#Read in details of the defect
from the defects .dat file

my @splitline2 = split (/\s+/,
$defects [ $linecount5 ]);

my $defect2 = $splitline2 [0];
my $degeneracy2 = $splitline2

[1];
my $charge2 = $splitline2 [2];
my $defect_energy2 =

$splitline2 [3];
my $number_of_Zr2 = $splitline2

[4];
my $number_of_O2 = $splitline2

[5];
my $number_of_Sn2 = $splitline2

[6];
my $site2 = $splitline2 [7];

#print "Site 1 = $site and Site
2 = $site2 \n";
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#If the current defect competes
with the defect of interest
calculate defect formation

energy
if ( $site2 == $site)
{

my $def_form_energy2 =
$defect_energy2 -
$perfect_sup +
$charge * $E_VBM +
$number_of_Zr2 *$nuZr

+ $number_of_O2 *
$nuO +
$number_of_Sn2 *$nuSn

+ $charge2 *$nu_e;

# Calculate Makov -Payne
correction if
requested

if ( $correction == 1)
{

my
$mp_correction2

= 14.39942
* (( $charge2
**2 *
2.8373) /(2*
$length *
$dielectric )
);

$def_form_energy2
+=

$mp_correction2
;

}
if ( $correction == 2)
{

my
$mp_correction2

= 14.39942
* (( $charge2
**2 * $v_M)
/2);

$def_form_energy2
+=

$mp_correction2
;

}

#Using this defect
formation energy as
to the sum in the
denominator

$competing += exp(-
$def_form_energy /(
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$temperature *
$boltzmann ));

}
$linecount5 ++;

}
$concentration = $degeneracy *( exp(-

$def_form_energy /( $temperature *
$boltzmann )))/(1+ $competing );

}
my $charge_contribution = $concentration *

$charge ;
$total_charge += $charge_contribution ;
$linecount ++;

}

# Return the total charge
return $total_charge ;

}

# Function for calculating the Fermi energy based on a simple
linear bisection

sub calc_fermi
{

# Unpack data
my $bandgap = $_ [0]; # Bandgap of the system
my $condband = $_ [1]; # Conduction band
my $valband = $_ [2]; # Valence band
my $temperature = $_ [3]; # Temperature
my $dop_conc = $_ [4]; # Enforced dopant

Concentration
my $dop_chge = $_ [5]; # Dopant charge
my $nuZr = $_ [6]; # Chemical potential of

Zr
my $nuO = $_ [7]; # Chemical potential of

O
my $nuSn = $_ [8]; # Chemical potential of

Sn
my $defects = $_ [9]; #Array of defect

energies
my $convergence = $_ [10]; # Convergence parameter

for the calculation of the Fermi energy
my $perfect_sup = $_ [11]; #DFT energy of the

perfect supercell
my $E_VBM = $_ [12]; # Energy of the valence

band maximum
my $correction = $_ [13]; #Apply a simple Makov -

Payne correction
my $length = $_ [14]; # Length of the

simulation supercell
my $dielectric = $_ [15]; # Dielectric constant

for the host matrix
my $def_conc_method = $_ [16]; # Method for calculating

defect concentrations
my $v_M = $_ [17]; # Screened Madelung

constant
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my $fixed_e = $_ [18]; #Use fixed electron
concentration

my $fixed_e_conc = $_ [19]; # Define fixed electron
concentration

my @defects = @$defects ;

#Check that the point at which charge neutrality occurs
falls in the bandgap

my $total_charge = & calc_charge (0, $bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO
,$nuSn ,\ @defects , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,
$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,$v_M ,$fixed_e ,
$fixed_e_conc );

if ( $total_charge < 0)
{

print " Er ro r : Charge n e u t r a l i t y o c cu r s o u t s i d e
o f the band gap ( nu_e < 0) at oxygen p a r t i a l
p r e s s u r e o f x10 ^{$b} atm\n " ;

exit;
}
#print "Total charge at VBM = $total_charge \n";
$total_charge = & calc_charge ($bandgap ,$bandgap ,

$condband ,$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,
$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,
$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

if ( $total_charge > 0)
{

print " Er ro r : Charge n e u t r a l i t y o c cu r s o u t s i d e
o f the band gap ( nu_e > Bandgap ) at oxygen
p a r t i a l p r e s s u r e o f x10 ^{$b} atm\n " ;

exit;
}
#print "Total charge at CBM = $total_charge \n";

my $midpoint ;
my $nu_e_final ;
my $i = 0;
my $j = $bandgap ;
my $counter = 0;

while ( $total_charge > $convergence || $total_charge <
-$convergence )

{
$midpoint = ($i+$j)/2;
$total_charge = & calc_charge ($midpoint ,$bandgap

,$condband ,$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,
$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length ,
$dielectric , $def_conc_method ,$v_M ,$fixed_e ,
$fixed_e_conc );

if ( $total_charge > 0)
{

$i = $midpoint ;
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$counter ++;
}
if ( $total_charge < 0)
{

$j = $midpoint ;
$counter ++;

}
#print " $midpoint $total_charge \n";
if ($counter >100)
{

print " Could not de t e r em ine the Fermi
l e v e l tha t g i v e s cha rge n e u t r a l i t y ,
recommned you examine your DFT
e n e r g i e s or l ower conve rg enc e l i m i t \
n " ;

exit;
}

}

$nu_e_final = $midpoint ;
return $nu_e_final ;

}

# Function calculates the defect concentrations from at
Nu_e_final

sub calc_concs
{

# Unpack data
my $nu_e_final = $_ [0]; #Final Fermi energy
my $bandgap = $_ [1]; # Bandgap of the system
my $condband = $_ [2]; # Conduction band
my $valband = $_ [3]; # Valence band
my $temperature = $_ [4]; # Temperature
my $dop_conc = $_ [5]; # Enforced dopant

Concentration
my $dop_chge = $_ [6]; # Dopant charge
my $nuZr = $_ [7]; # Chemical potential of

Zr
my $nuO = $_ [8]; # Chemical potential of

O
my $nuSn = $_ [9]; # Chemical potential of

Sn
my $defects = $_ [10]; #Array of defect

energies
my $log_oxy_partial = $_ [11]; #Log of the oxygen

partial pressure
my $results = $_ [12]; #Array containing the

results
my $details = $_ [13]; #Array containing a

more detailed explanation of the results
my $total_defects = $_ [14]; #Total number of

defects
my $convergence = $_ [15]; # Convergence parameter

for the calculation of the Fermi energy
my $host = $_ [16]; #Type of host lattice
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my $perfect_sup = $_ [17]; #DFT energy of the
perfect supercell

my $E_VBM = $_ [18]; # Energy of the valence
band maximum

my $correction = $_ [19]; #Apply a simple Makov -
Payn correction

my $length = $_ [20]; # Length of the
simulation supercell

my $dielectric = $_ [21]; # Dielectric constant
for the host matrix

my $def_conc_method = $_ [22]; # Method for calculating
defect concentrations

my $loop = $_ [23]; # Property that is being
looped over

my $v_M = $_ [24]; # Screened Madelung
constant

my $fixed_e = $_ [25]; #Use fixed electron
concentration

my $fixed_e_conc = $_ [26]; # Define fixed electron
concentration

my @defects = @$defects ;
my @results = @$results ;
my @details = @$details ;

my $conc_Vo = 0;
my $conc_VM = 0;
my $conc_Oi = 0;
my $conc_Mi = 0;
my $stoichiometry = 0;
my $new_stoichiometry = 0;
my $dopant_adv_conc = 0;

#Some constants
my $boltzmann = 0.000086173324;

#Hole and electron concentrations
my $electrons ;
if ( $fixed_e == 0)
{

$electrons = log( $condband * exp (-(( $bandgap -
$nu_e_final )/( $temperature * $boltzmann ))))/
log (10);

}
elsif ( $fixed_e_conc )
{

$electrons = log( $fixed_e_conc )/log (10);
}
my $holes = log( $valband * exp (-(( $nu_e_final )/(

$temperature * $boltzmann ))))/log (10);

if ( $loop == 1)
{

push (@details , " $ l og_oxy_par t i a l e l e c t r o n s −1
$nu_e_f ina l − − $ e l e c t r o n s " );
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push (@details , " $ l og_oxy_par t i a l h o l e s 1
$nu_e_f ina l − − $h o l e s " );

push (@results , $log_oxy_partial );
}
elsif ($loop == 2)
{

push (@details , " $ t empera ture e l e c t r o n s −1
$nu_e_f ina l − − $ e l e c t r o n s " );

push (@details , " $ t empera ture h o l e s 1
$nu_e_f ina l − − $h o l e s " );

push (@results , $temperature );
}
elsif ($loop == 3)
{

my $dpc = log( $dop_conc )/log (10);

push (@details , " $dpc e l e c t r o n s −1 $nu_e_f ina l
− − $ e l e c t r o n s " );

push (@details , " $dpc h o l e s 1 $nu_e_f ina l − −
$h o l e s " );

push (@results , $dpc);
}

push (@results , $nu_e_final );
push (@results , $electrons );
push (@results , $holes );

my $a;
for ($a =0;$a < $total_defects ;$a ++)
{

#Read in details of the defect from the defects
.dat file

my @splitline = split (/\s+/, $defects [$a]);
my $defect = $splitline [0];
my $degeneracy = $splitline [1];
my $charge = $splitline [2];
my $defect_energy = $splitline [3];
my $number_of_Zr = $splitline [4];
my $number_of_O = $splitline [5];
my $number_of_Sn = $splitline [6];
my $site = $splitline [7];

# Calculate defect formation energy based on the
chemical potentials and final Fermi energy

my $def_form_energy = $defect_energy -
$perfect_sup + $charge * $E_VBM +
$number_of_Zr *$nuZr + $number_of_O *$nuO +
$number_of_Sn *$nuSn + $charge * $nu_e_final ;

my $def_form_energy_nu0 = $defect_energy -
$perfect_sup + $charge * $E_VBM +
$number_of_Zr *$nuZr + $number_of_O *$nuO +
$number_of_Sn *$nuSn;

#print " $defect = $def_form_energy ";
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# Calculate Makov -Payne correction if requested
if ( $correction == 1)
{

my $mp_correction = 14.39942 * ((
$charge **2 * 2.8373) /(2* $length *
$dielectric ));

$def_form_energy += $mp_correction ;
$def_form_energy_nu0 += $mp_correction ;

}
if ( $correction == 2)
{

my $mp_correction = 14.39942 * ((
$charge **2 * $v_M)/2);

$def_form_energy += $mp_correction ;
$def_form_energy_nu0 += $mp_correction ;

}

# Calculate the concentration
my $concentration = 0;
if ( $def_conc_method == 1) # Simple Boltzmann

statistics
{

$concentration = $degeneracy *exp(-
$def_form_energy /( $temperature *
$boltzmann ));

}
if ( $def_conc_method == 2) # Kasamatsu

statistics
{

my $linecount5 = 0;
my $competing = 0;
foreach $defects ( @defects )
{

#Read in details of the defect
from the defects .dat file

my @splitline2 = split (/\s+/,
$defects [ $linecount5 ]);

my $defect2 = $splitline2 [0];
my $degeneracy2 = $splitline2

[1];
my $charge2 = $splitline2 [2];
my $defect_energy2 =

$splitline2 [3];
my $number_of_Zr2 = $splitline2

[4];
my $number_of_O2 = $splitline2

[5];
my $number_of_Sn2 = $splitline2

[6];
my $site2 = $splitline2 [7];

#If the current defect competes
with the defect of interest
calculate defect formation

energy
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if ( $site2 == $site)
{

my $def_form_energy2 =
$defect_energy2 -
$perfect_sup +
$charge * $E_VBM +
$number_of_Zr2 *$nuZr

+ $number_of_O2 *
$nuO +
$number_of_Sn2 *$nuSn

+ $charge2 *
$nu_e_final ;

# Calculate Makov -Payne
correction if
requested

if ( $correction == 1)
{

my
$mp_correction2

= 14.39942
* (( $charge2
**2 *
2.8373) /(2*
$length *
$dielectric )
);

$def_form_energy2
+=

$mp_correction2
;

}
if ( $correction == 2)
{

my
$mp_correction2

= 14.39942
* (( $charge2
**2 * $v_M)
/2);

$def_form_energy2
+=

$mp_correction2
;

}

#Using this defect
formation energy as
the sum in the
denominator

$competing += exp(-
$def_form_energy /(
$temperature *
$boltzmann ));

#print "$site $site2
$competing \n";
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}
$linecount5 ++;

}
$concentration = $degeneracy *( exp(-

$def_form_energy /( $temperature *
$boltzmann )))/(1+ $competing );

}
#print " $concentration \n ";
my $log_concentration = log( $concentration )/log

(10);

# Calculate dopant concentration (this is
different to the enforced dopant
concentration )

if ( $number_of_Sn == -1)
{

$dopant_adv_conc += $concentration ;
}

# Calculate contributions of the different
defect charge states to the total defect
concentration

$conc_Vo +=( $concentration * $number_of_O );
$conc_VM +=( $concentration * $number_of_Zr );
$conc_Oi +=( $concentration *- $number_of_O );
$conc_Mi +=( $concentration *- $number_of_Zr );

push (@results , $log_concentration );

if ($loop == 1)
{

push (@details , " $ l og_oxy_par t i a l
$ d e f e c t $cha rge $nu_e_f ina l
$def_form_energy_nu0
$def_form_energy $ l o g_con c en t r a t i o n "
);

}
elsif ($loop == 2)
{

push (@details , " $ t empera ture $ d e f e c t
$cha rge $nu_e_f ina l
$def_form_energy_nu0
$def_form_energy $ l o g_con c en t r a t i o n "
);

}
elsif ($loop == 3)
{

my $dpc = log( $dop_conc )/log (10);
push (@details , " $dpc $ d e f e c t $cha rge

$nu_e_f ina l $def_form_energy_nu0
$def_form_energy $ l o g_con c en t r a t i o n "
);

}
}
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#Use different defect concentrations to calculate the
stoichiometry present

if ( $host == 1) #MO1+x
{

$stoichiometry = (( $conc_Oi - $conc_Vo )/(
$conc_Mi - $conc_VM ) - 1);

}
if ( $host == 2) #MO2+x
{

$stoichiometry = ((2/3 + $conc_Oi - $conc_Vo )
/(1/3 + $conc_Mi - $conc_VM ) - 2);

}
if ( $host == 3) #M2O1+x
{

$stoichiometry = ((1/3 + $conc_Oi - $conc_Vo )
/(2/3 + $conc_Mi - $conc_VM ) - 0.5);

}
if ( $host == 4) #M2O3+x
{

$stoichiometry = ((3/5 + $conc_Oi - $conc_Vo )
/(2/5 + $conc_Mi - $conc_VM ) - 1.5);

}
if ( $host == 5) #M2O5+x
{

$stoichiometry = ((5/7 + $conc_Oi - $conc_Vo )
/(2/7 + $conc_Mi - $conc_VM ) - 2.5);

}
if ( $host == 6) #MO3+x
{

$stoichiometry = ((3/4 + $conc_Oi - $conc_Vo )
/(1/4 + $conc_Mi - $conc_VM ) - 3);

}

#This is an incorrect version of the stoichiometry
calculation for UO2 as used by Dorado et al PRB
2011?

# $stoichiometry = ( $conc_Oi - $conc_Vo )/(1- $conc_VM +
$conc_Mi );

#This function reflects the value of x so under
hyperstoichiometry it is MO2+x and MO2 -x for
hypostoichiometry

if ( $stoichiometry <0)
{

$new_stoichiometry = -1* $stoichiometry ;
}
else
{

$new_stoichiometry = $stoichiometry ;
}

my $log_stoichiometry = 0;
if ( $new_stoichiometry == 0)
{

push (@results , $log_stoichiometry );
}
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else
{

$log_stoichiometry = log( $new_stoichiometry )/
log (10);

push (@results , $log_stoichiometry );
}
#my $log_dopant_adv_conc = log( $dopant_adv_conc )/log

(10);

# Return the arrays containing the results
return (\ @results , \@details , $dopant_adv_conc );

}

# Subprogram for optmising the dopant chemical potential
sub calc_opt_chem_pot
{

my $bandgap = $_ [0]; # Bandgap of the system
my $condband = $_ [1]; # Conduction band
my $valband = $_ [2]; # Valence band
my $temperature = $_ [3]; # Temperature
my $dop_conc = $_ [4]; # Enforced dopant

Concentration
my $dop_chge = $_ [5]; # Dopant charge
my $nuZr = $_ [6]; # Chemical potential of

Zr
my $nuO = $_ [7]; # Chemical potential of

O
my $nuSn = $_ [8]; # Chemical potential of

Sn
my $defects = $_ [9]; #Array of defect

energies
my $log_oxy_partial = $_ [10]; #Log of the oxygen

partial pressure
my $results = $_ [11]; #Array containing the

results
my $details = $_ [12]; #Array containing a

more detailed explanation of the results
my $total_defects = $_ [13]; #Total number of

defects
my $target_conc = $_ [14]; # Target dopant

concentration
my $convergence = $_ [15]; # Convergence parameter

for the calculation of the Fermi energy
my $potential_convergence = $_ [16]; # Convergence

parameter for the calculation of the dopant chemical
potential energy

my $dopant_range = $_ [17]; # Search range for
chemical potential

my $host = $_ [18]; #Host lattice
my $perfect_sup = $_ [19]; #DFT energy of the

perfect supercell
my $E_VBM = $_ [20]; # Energy of the valence

band maximum
my $correction = $_ [21]; #Apply a simple Makov -

Payn correction
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my $length = $_ [22]; # Length of the
simulation supercell

my $dielectric = $_ [23]; # Dielectric constant
for the host matrix

my $def_conc_method = $_ [24]; # Method for calculating
defect concentrations

my $loop = $_ [25]; # Property to be looped
over

my $v_M = $_ [26]; # Screened Madelung
constant

my $fixed_e = $_ [27]; #Use fixed electron
concentration

my $fixed_e_conc = $_ [28]; # Define fixed electron
concentration

my @defects = @$defects ;
my @results = @$results ;
my @details = @$details ;

my $i = $nuSn - $dopant_range ;
my $j = $nuSn+ $dopant_range ;
my $midpoint ;
my $conc_diff = 1;
my $iteration = 1;
my $dopant_adv_conc ;

# Perform a check to ensure a root lies in the range $i
- $j (also store values for the conc_diff at the
initial $i and $j)

my $nu_e_final = & calc_fermi ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO
,$i ,\ @defects , $convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,
$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc ) = & calc_concs (
$nu_e_final ,$bandgap ,$condband ,$valband , $temperature
,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$i ,\ @defects ,
$log_oxy_partial ,\ @results ,\ @details , $total_defects ,
$convergence ,$host , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,
$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,$loop ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

my $initial = $dopant_adv_conc - $target_conc ;
#print " Dopant concentration at $i : $initial \n";
$nu_e_final = & calc_fermi ($bandgap ,$condband ,$valband ,

$temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$j ,\
@defects , $convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,
$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc ) = & calc_concs (
$nu_e_final ,$bandgap ,$condband ,$valband , $temperature
,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$j ,\ @defects ,
$log_oxy_partial ,\ @results ,\ @details , $total_defects ,
$convergence ,$host , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,
$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,$loop ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

my $final = $dopant_adv_conc - $target_conc ;
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#print " Dopant concentration at $j : $final \n";
my $sign = $initial * $final ;
if ( $sign > 0)
{

print "No chemi ca l p o t e n t i a l i n the s p e c i f i c
range can g i v e the r e qu e s t e d d e f e c t
c on c en t r a t on ! \ n " ;

print " I recommend you i n c r e a s e Dopant_range
from i t s c u r r e n t va lu e o f $dopant_range eV ,
i f t h i s f a i l s you may need to r e v i s i t the
chem i ca l p o t e n t i a l from which your dopant
chem i ca l p o t e n t i a l i s d e r i v e d ! \ n " ;

exit;
}
else
{
}

my $lower = $initial ;
my $upper = $final ;

# Perform linear biesction search to find the chemical
potential that gives the desired dopant
concentration

while ( $conc_diff > $potential_convergence ||
$conc_diff < -$potential_convergence )

{
$midpoint = ($i+$j)/2;
$nu_e_final = & calc_fermi ($bandgap ,$condband ,

$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,
$nuZr ,$nuO ,$midpoint ,\ @defects , $convergence ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length ,
$dielectric , $def_conc_method ,$v_M ,$fixed_e ,
$fixed_e_conc );

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc ) = &
calc_concs ( $nu_e_final ,$bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,
$nuZr ,$nuO ,$midpoint ,\ @defects ,
$log_oxy_partial ,\ @results ,\ @details ,
$total_defects , $convergence ,$host ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length ,
$dielectric , $def_conc_method ,$loop ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

$conc_diff = $dopant_adv_conc - $target_conc ;
if ( $lower * $conc_diff < 0)
{

$j = $midpoint ;
$upper = $conc_diff ;

}
if ( $upper * $conc_diff < 0)
{

$i = $midpoint ;
$lower = $conc_diff ;

}
#print " $iteration $i $j $dopant_adv_conc

$conc_diff \n";
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$iteration ++;
}
my $nuSn_final = $midpoint ;
#print "Final concentration : $dopant_adv_conc achieved

with chemical potential for dopant of $nuSn_final \n
";

# Return optimised chemical potential
return $nuSn_final ;

}

# Subprogram for printing the summary .res file that contains the
defect concentrations

sub print_results
{

# Unpack data
my $total_defects = $_ [0]; #Total number of

defects
my $results = $_ [1]; # Address of array

containing results
my $seedname = $_ [2]; # Seedname for all

inputs and outputs

my @results = @$results ;
#Open file for the resulting defect concentrations
open RESULTS , ">$seedname . r e s " or die "Can ’ t open

$seedname . r e s " ;

my $records = 5+ $total_defects ;
my $linecount = 0;
my $counter = 0;
foreach my $result ( @results )
{

my @splitline = split (/\s+/, $results [ $linecount
]);

print RESULTS " $ s p l i t l i n e [ 0 ] " ;
#print RESULTS " $results [ $linecount ]\n";
$counter ++;
if ( $counter == $records )
{

print RESULTS " \n " ;
$counter = 0;

}
$linecount ++;

}
close RESULTS ;
return 0;

}

# Subprogram for printing $seedname . details which contains a
detailed analysis of the defect formation energies

sub print_details
{

my $details = $_ [0]; # Address of array
containing results
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my $seedname = $_ [1]; # Seedname for all
inputs and outputs

my @details = @$details ;

#Open file for the resulting defect concentrations
open DETAILS , ">$seedname . d e t a i l s " or die "Can ’ t open

$seedname . d e t a i l s " ;

my $linecount = 0;
foreach my $detail ( @details )
{

print DETAILS " $ d e t a i l s [ $ l i n e c o u n t ] \ n " ;
$linecount ++;

}
close DETAILS ;

}

# Subprogram for writing and executing a gnuplot script to allow
clear analysis

sub graphical_output
{

my $total_defects = $_ [0]; #Total number of
defects

my $min_oxy_partial = $_ [1]; # Minimum oxygen partial
pressure

my $max_oxy_partial = $_ [2]; # Maximum oxygen partial
pressure

my $defects = $_ [3]; #Array of defect
energies

my $seedname = $_ [4]; # Seedname for all
inputs and outputs

my $loop = $_ [5]; # Property to be looped
over

my @defects = @$defects ;

my $colour ;
my $line_type ;
my $linecounter = 5;
my $linecount = 0;
my $total = $total_defects +4;
my $label ;

#Open a gnuplot script called interpret .p
#Open file for the resulting defect concentrations
open INTERPRET , ">$seedname . p " or die "Can ’ t open

i n t e r p r e t . p " ;

#Print header to file
print INTERPRET "#GNUPLOT s c r i p t f o r showing d e f e c t

c o n c e n t r a t i o n s \n\n " ;
print INTERPRET " s e t t e rm i n a l p o s t s c r i p t eps enhanced

c o l o r f o n t ’ He l v e t i c a , 2 0 ’ \ n " ;
print INTERPRET " s e t output \ " $seedname . eps \ "\ n " ;
if ($loop == 1)
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{
print INTERPRET " s e t x l a b e l ’ log_ {10}P_{O_{2}}

/atm ’\ n " ;
}
elsif ($loop == 2)
{

print INTERPRET " s e t x l a b e l ’ Temperature /K ’\ n "
;

}
elsif ($loop == 3)
{

print INTERPRET " s e t x l a b e l ’ A r t i f i c i a l dopant
c o n c e n t r a t i o n ’\ n " ;

}
print INTERPRET " s e t y l a b e l ’ log_ {10} [D] ( per MO_{2}) ’\

n\n " ;
print INTERPRET " s e t xrange [ $min_oxy_part ia l :

$max_oxy_partial ] \ n " ;
print INTERPRET " s e t yrange [ −10 : 0 ] \ n\n " ;
print INTERPRET "#s e t key o u t s i d e \n\n " ;
print INTERPRET " p l o t \ " . / $seedname . r e s \ " u s i n g 1 : 3

with l i n e s l t 1 l c −1 t i \ " E l e c t r o n s \ " , \ \\ n " ;
print INTERPRET " \ " . / $seedname . r e s \ " u s i n g 1 : 4 with

l i n e s l t 2 l c −1 t i \ " Ho l e s \ " , \ \\ n " ;

# Examine @defects and create key
foreach my $defects ( @defects )
{

#Read in details of the defect from the defects
.dat file

my @splitline = split (/\s+/, $defects [ $linecount
]);

my $defect = $splitline [0];
my $degeneracy = $splitline [1];
my $charge = $splitline [2];
my $number_of_Sn = $splitline [6];

if ( $defect eq "VO" )
{

$colour = 1;
$label = "V_{O} " ;

}
elsif ( $defect eq " Oi " )
{

$colour = 9;
$label = "O_i " ;

}
elsif ( $defect eq "VM" )
{

$colour = 2;
$label = "V_{M} " ;

}
elsif ( $defect eq "Mi " )
{

$colour = 4;
$label = "M_i" ;
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}
elsif ( $number_of_Sn == -1)
{

$colour = 8;
$label = $defect ;

}
else
{

$colour = 5;
$label = $defect ;

}
my $q = sqrt( $charge **2);
if ($q == 0)
{

$line_type = 3;
}
if ($q == 1)
{

$line_type = 2;
}
if ($q == 2)
{

$line_type = 1;
}
if ($q == 3)
{

$line_type = 4;
}
if ($q == 4)
{

$line_type = 5;
}

if ($q == 5)
{

$line_type = 6;
}
if ($q == 6)
{

$line_type = 5;
}

print INTERPRET " \ " . / $seedname . r e s \ " u s i n g 1 :
$ l i n e c o u n t e r with l i n e s l t $ l i n e_type l c
$ c o l o u r t i \ " $ l a b e l $ cha rge \ " , \ \\ n " ;

$linecount ++;
$linecounter ++;

}
print INTERPRET " \ " . / $seedname . r e s \ " u s i n g 1 :

$ l i n e c o u n t e r with l i n e s l t 1 l c 3 t i \ " S t o i c h i ome t r y
\" " ;

close INTERPRET ;
}

# Subroutine for plotting defects formation energies as a
function of E_F
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sub plot_form_energies
{

# Unpack data
my $details2 = $_ [0]; # Details array containing

defect information and formation energies
my $bandgap = $_ [1]; # Bandgap of the system
my $total_defects = $_ [2]; #Total number of defects in

$seedname .dat
my $temperature = $_ [3]; # Temperature

my @details2 = @$details2 ;

my @defect_types ;
my $num_defect_types = 0;

print " \ nFormation e n e r g i e s at $ t empera tu re K and 0 . 2 atm\n
" ;

print "+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+\n
" ;

print " | De f e c t | Charge | Formation energy /eV | \ n
" ;

print "+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+\n
" ;

# Search through @details2 to determine defects types and
populate @defect_types

for (my $i =0;$i < $total_defects ;$i ++)
{

my @splitline = split (/\s+/, $details2 [$i +2]);
my $defect_name = $splitline [1];
my $charge = $splitline [2];
my $form_energy = $splitline [4];
if ( $defect_name ~~ @defect_types )
{
}
else
{

#print " $defect_name defect found\n";
push ( @defect_types , $defect_name );
$num_defect_types ++;

}
printf ( " | %14s | %6s | %20 f | \ n " , $defect_name ,

$charge , $form_energy );

}
print "+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+\n

\n\n " ;

#Open file for the resulting defect concentrations
open INTERPRET2 , ">fo rm_ene rg i e s . p " or die " f o rm_ene rg i e s . p

" ;

#Print header to file
print INTERPRET2 "#GNUPLOT s c r i p t d e f e c t f o rmat i on ene rgy

p l o t s \n\n " ;
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print INTERPRET2 " s e t t e rm i n a l p o s t s c r i p t eps enhanced
c o l o r f o n t ’ He l v e t i c a , 2 0 ’ \ n " ;

print INTERPRET2 " s e t x l a b e l ’ Fermi Energy /eV ’\ n " ;
print INTERPRET2 " s e t y l a b e l ’ Formation Energy /eV ’\ n\n " ;
print INTERPRET2 " s e t xrange [ 0 : $bandgap ] \ n\n " ;

#Loop through @defect_types and create a plot for each
defect type

my $counter = 0;
foreach my $defect_type ( @defect_types )
{

my $marker = 0;
print INTERPRET2 " s e t output \ " $de f e c t_type . eps \ "\ n\n " ;
print INTERPRET2 " p l o t " ;
for (my $j = 0; $j < $total_defects ; $j ++)
{

my @splitline2 = split (/\s+/, $details2 [$j +2]);
my $defect_name2 = $splitline2 [1];
my $charge = $splitline2 [2];
my $formation_energy = $splitline2 [4];
if ( $defect_name2 eq $defect_type )
{

if ( $marker == 0)
{
}
else
{

print INTERPRET2 " , " ;
}

print INTERPRET2 " $ cha rge ∗ x +
$fo rmat ion_energy t i \ " $cha rge \ " " ;

$marker ++;

}
}
print INTERPRET2 " \n\n " ;
$counter ++;

}
close INTERPRET2 ;

}

# Subroutine for calculating defects concentrations
sub operation1
{

# Unpack data
my $bandgap = $_ [0]; # Bandgap of the system
my $condband = $_ [1]; # Conduction band
my $valband = $_ [2]; # Valence band
my $temperature = $_ [3]; # Temperature
my $dop_conc = $_ [4]; # Enforced dopant

Concentration
my $dop_chge = $_ [5]; # Dopant charge
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my $nuZr = $_ [6]; # Chemical potential of
Zr

my $nuO = $_ [7]; # Chemical potential of
O

my $nuSn = $_ [8]; # Chemical potential of
Sn

my $defects = $_ [9]; #Array of defect
energies

my $convergence = $_ [10]; # Convergence parameter
for the calculation of the Fermi energy

my $perfect_sup = $_ [11]; #DFT energy of the
perfect supercell

my $E_VBM = $_ [12]; # Energy of the valence
band maximum

my $correction = $_ [13]; #Apply a simple Makov -
Payne correction

my $length = $_ [14]; # Length of the
simulation supercell

my $dielectric = $_ [15]; # Dielectric constant
for the host matrix

my $def_conc_method = $_ [16]; # Method for calculating
defect concentrations

my $results = $_ [17]; #Array to contain the
results

my $details = $_ [18]; #Array to contain the
extra details

my $total_defects = $_ [19]; #Total number of
defects in $seedname .dat

my $host = $_ [20]; #Host lattice
my $b = $_ [21]; # Log_oxy_partial
my $loop = $_ [22]; # Property to be looped

over
my $v_M = $_ [23]; # Screened Madelung

constant
my $fixed_e = $_ [24]; #Use fixed electron

concentration
my $fixed_e_conc = $_ [25]; # Define fixed electron

concentration

my @defects = @$defects ;
my @results = @$results ;
my @details = @$details ;

my $dopant_adv_conc ;

# Calculate the fermi energy
my $nu_e_final = & calc_fermi ($bandgap ,$condband ,

$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO
,$nuSn ,\ @defects , $convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,
$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

my $oxy_partial = 1/(10** - $b);
if ($loop == 1)
{

print FERMI " $b $nu_e_f ina l \n " ;
}
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elsif ($loop == 2)
{

print FERMI " $ t empera ture $nu_e_f ina l \n " ;
}
elsif ($loop == 3)
{

print FERMI " $dop_conc $nu_e_f ina l \n " ;
}

# Calculate the final defect concentrations
($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc ) = & calc_concs (

$nu_e_final ,$bandgap ,$condband ,$valband , $temperature
,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects ,$b ,\
@results ,\ @details , $total_defects , $convergence ,$host
, $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length , $dielectric
, $def_conc_method ,$loop ,$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc )
;

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;

return (\ @results , \@details , $dopant_adv_conc );
}

# Subrountine for performing optimisation of chemical potential
and the calculation of defect concentrations

sub operation2
{

my $bandgap = $_ [0]; # Bandgap of the system
my $condband = $_ [1]; # Conduction band
my $valband = $_ [2]; # Valence band
my $temperature = $_ [3]; # Temperature
my $dop_conc = $_ [4]; # Enforced dopant

Concentration
my $dop_chge = $_ [5]; # Dopant charge
my $nuZr = $_ [6]; # Chemical potential of

Zr
my $nuO = $_ [7]; # Chemical potential of

O
my $nuSn = $_ [8]; # Chemical potential of

Sn
my $defects = $_ [9]; #Array of defect

energies
my $convergence = $_ [10]; # Convergence parameter

for the calculation of the Fermi energy
my $perfect_sup = $_ [11]; #DFT energy of the

perfect supercell
my $E_VBM = $_ [12]; # Energy of the valence

band maximum
my $correction = $_ [13]; #Apply a simple Makov -

Payne correction
my $length = $_ [14]; # Length of the

simulation supercell
my $dielectric = $_ [15]; # Dielectric constant

for the host matrix
my $def_conc_method = $_ [16]; # Method for calculating

defect concentrations
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my $results = $_ [17]; #Array to contain the
results

my $details = $_ [18]; #Array to contain the
extra details

my $total_defects = $_ [19]; #Total number of
defects in $seedname .dat

my $host = $_ [20]; #Host lattice
my $b = $_ [21]; #Log of the oxygen

partial pressure
my $target_conc = $_ [22]; # Dopant target

concentration
my $potential_convergence = $_ [23]; # Convergence

parameter for chemical potential optimisation
my $dopant_range = $_ [24]; # Search range for

chemical potential
my $loop = $_ [25]; # Property to be looped

over
my $v_M = $_ [26]; # Screened Madelung

constant
my $fixed_e = $_ [27]; #Use fixed electron

concentration
my $fixed_e_conc = $_ [28]; # Define fixed electron

concentration

my @defects = @$defects ;
my @results = @$results ;
my @details = @$details ;

my $dopant_adv_conc ;

# Calculate the optimised chemical potential
my $nuSn_final = & calc_opt_chem_pot ($bandgap ,$condband ,

$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO
,$nuSn ,\ @defects ,$b ,\ @results ,\ @details ,
$total_defects , $target_conc , $convergence ,
$potential_convergence , $dopant_range ,$host ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,$loop ,$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

# Calculate final Fermi level (again) and populate the
results and details

my $nu_e_final = & calc_fermi ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO
, $nuSn_final ,\ @defects , $convergence , $perfect_sup ,
$E_VBM , $correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc ) = & calc_concs (
$nu_e_final ,$bandgap ,$condband ,$valband , $temperature
,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO , $nuSn_final ,\
@defects ,$b ,\ @results ,\ @details , $total_defects ,
$convergence ,$host , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,
$length , $dielectric , $def_conc_method ,$loop ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;
if ($loop == 1)
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{
print FERMI " $b $nu_e_f ina l \n " ;

}
if ($loop == 2)
{

print FERMI " $ t empera ture $nu_e_f ina l \n " ;
}
if ($loop == 3)
{

print FERMI " $dop_conc $nu_e_f ina l \n " ;
}
return (\ @results , \@details , $dopant_adv_conc );

}

# ##########################
#This is the main program #
# ##########################

& header ;
my $seedname = $ARGV [0];
if ( defined $seedname )
{
}
else
{

print "No input f i l e has been prov ided remember to
i n c l u d e \ $seedname \n " ;

exit;
}

# Create some arrays to store the data
my @results ;
my @details ;

my $results ;
my $details ;
my $dopant_adv_conc ;
my $nu_e_final ;

#Read in data
my ( $temperature , $min_oxy_partial , $max_oxy_partial ,$bandgap ,

$valband ,$condband , $ZrO2_solid ,$Zr_solid ,$form_ZrO2 ,
$dop_conc ,$dop_chge , $SnO2_solid , $total_defects ,$autoplot ,
$increment , $convergence , $target_conc ,$operation ,
$dopant_range , $potential_convergence , $ref_state_oxide ,$host ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,$loop ,$min_temp ,$max_temp ,
$fixed_oxy_partial , $min_dop_conc , $max_dop_conc ,$v_M ,$fixed_e
, $fixed_e_conc , @defects ) = & inputs ( $seedname );

my $prog_meter = 0;

#Open file for final fermi energies
open FERMI , ">f e rm i_ en e r g i e s . r e s " or die "Can ’ t open

f e rm i_ en e r g i e s . r e s " ;
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#Quick routine to plot defect formation energies as a function
of E_F at temperature and 0.2 atm

my $standard_pressure = -0.630957344480193;
my ($nuO , $nuZr , $nuSn) = & calc_chemical ( $temperature ,

$standard_pressure , $ZrO2_solid ,$Zr_solid ,$form_ZrO2 ,
$SnO2_solid , $ref_state_oxide ,$host ,1);

# Create some new arrays for defect plotting data
my @results2 ;
my @details2 ;

my $results2 ;
my $details2 ;

# Calculate defect energies using these conditions
if ( $operation == 1)
{

($results2 , $details2 , $dopant_adv_conc ) = & operation1 (
$bandgap ,$condband ,$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,
$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects , $convergence ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details , $total_defects ,
$host , $fixed_oxy_partial ,$loop ,$v_M ,$fixed_e ,
$fixed_e_conc );

@results2 = @$results2 ;
@details2 = @$details2 ;

}
if ( $operation == 2)
{

($results2 , $details2 , $dopant_adv_conc ) = & operation2 (
$bandgap ,$condband ,$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,
$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects , $convergence ,
$perfect_sup ,$E_VBM , $correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details , $total_defects ,
$host , $fixed_oxy_partial , $target_conc ,
$potential_convergence , $dopant_range ,$loop ,$v_M ,$fixed_e
, $fixed_e_conc );

@results2 = @$results2 ;
@details2 = @$details2 ;

}

#Send these formation energies for printing
& plot_form_energies (\ @details2 ,$bandgap , $total_defects ,

$temperature );

#Loop over oxygen partial pressure
if ($loop == 1)
{

for (my $b = $min_oxy_partial ;$b <= $max_oxy_partial ;$b+=
$increment )

{
# Calculate chemical potentials of the species
my ($nuO , $nuZr , $nuSn) = & calc_chemical (

$temperature ,$b , $ZrO2_solid ,$Zr_solid ,
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$form_ZrO2 , $SnO2_solid , $ref_state_oxide ,
$host ,0);

my $oxy_partial_increments = ( $max_oxy_partial
- $min_oxy_partial )/ $increment ;

print " \ e [ 1 ACa l cu l a t i ng d e f e c t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s
f o r p a r t i a l p r e s s u r e $prog_meter o f
$oxy_par t i a l_ inc r ement s \n " ;

# Depending on the operation selected perform
task

if ( $operation == 1)
{

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc )
= & operation1 ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,
$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects
, $convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details
, $total_defects ,$host ,$b ,$loop ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;

}
if ( $operation == 2)
{

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc )
= & operation2 ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dop_conc ,
$dop_chge ,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects
, $convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details
, $total_defects ,$host ,$b ,
$target_conc , $potential_convergence ,
$dopant_range ,$loop ,$v_M ,$fixed_e ,
$fixed_e_conc );

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;

}
$prog_meter ++;

}
}
#Loop over temperature
elsif ($loop == 2)
{

for (my $temp = $min_temp ;$temp <= $max_temp ;$temp +=
$increment )

{
# Calculate chemical potentials of the species
my ($nuO , $nuZr , $nuSn) = & calc_chemical ($temp ,

$fixed_oxy_partial , $ZrO2_solid ,$Zr_solid ,
$form_ZrO2 , $SnO2_solid , $ref_state_oxide ,
$host ,0);

my $temperature_increments = ( $max_temp -
$min_temp )/ $increment ;
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print " \ e [ 1 ACa l cu l a t i ng d e f e c t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s
f o r t empera ture $prog_meter o f
$ t empera ture_ inc r ement s \n " ;

# Depending on the operation selected perform
task

if ( $operation == 1)
{

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc )
= & operation1 ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband ,$temp ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,
$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects ,
$convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details
, $total_defects ,$host ,
$fixed_oxy_partial ,$loop ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;

}
if ( $operation == 2)
{

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc )
= & operation2 ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband ,$temp ,$dop_conc ,$dop_chge ,
$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects ,
$convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details
, $total_defects ,$host ,
$fixed_oxy_partial , $target_conc ,
$potential_convergence , $dopant_range
,$loop ,$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;

}
$prog_meter ++;

}
}
#Loop over artificial defect concentration
elsif ($loop == 3)
{

for (my $dop_conc = $min_dop_conc ;$dop_conc <=
$max_dop_conc ; $dop_conc += $increment )

{
# Calculate chemical potentials of the species
my ($nuO , $nuZr , $nuSn) = & calc_chemical (

$temperature , $fixed_oxy_partial , $ZrO2_solid ,
$Zr_solid ,$form_ZrO2 , $SnO2_solid ,
$ref_state_oxide ,$host ,0);

my $dopant_increments = ( $max_dop_conc -
$min_dop_conc )/ $increment ;

print " \ e [ 1 ACa l cu l a t i ng d e f e c t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s
f o r a r t i f i c i a l dopant c o n c e n t r a t i o n
$prog_meter o f $dopant_increments \n " ;
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# Convert log of artificial dopant
ceoncentration to artificial dopant
concentration

my $dpc = 1/(10** - $dop_conc );

# Depending on the operation selected perform
task

if ( $operation == 1)
{

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc )
= & operation1 ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dpc ,$dop_chge
,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects ,
$convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details
, $total_defects ,$host ,
$fixed_oxy_partial ,$loop ,$v_M ,
$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;

}
if ( $operation == 2)
{

($results , $details , $dopant_adv_conc )
= & operation2 ($bandgap ,$condband ,
$valband , $temperature ,$dpc ,$dop_chge
,$nuZr ,$nuO ,$nuSn ,\ @defects ,
$convergence , $perfect_sup ,$E_VBM ,
$correction ,$length , $dielectric ,
$def_conc_method ,\ @results ,\ @details
, $total_defects ,$host ,
$fixed_oxy_partial , $target_conc ,
$potential_convergence , $dopant_range
,$loop ,$v_M ,$fixed_e , $fixed_e_conc );

@results = @$results ;
@details = @$details ;

}
$prog_meter ++;

}
}

& print_results ( $total_defects ,\ @results , $seedname );
& print_details (\ @details , $seedname );

if ($loop == 1)
{

& graphical_output ( $total_defects , $min_oxy_partial ,
$max_oxy_partial ,\ @defects ,$seedname ,$loop);

}
elsif ($loop == 2)
{

& graphical_output ( $total_defects ,$min_temp ,$max_temp ,\
@defects ,$seedname ,$loop);

}
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elsif ($loop == 3)
{

& graphical_output ( $total_defects , $min_dop_conc ,
$max_dop_conc ,\ @defects ,$seedname ,$loop);

}
close FERMI;

# Launch gnuplot
system ( " gnup lo t $seedname . p " );
system ( " gnup lo t f o rm_ene rg i e s . p " );

if ( $autoplot == 1)
{

system ( " e v i n c e $seedname . eps " );
}


